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The money~ save
living in a6rickhome

can make it even more
beautiful every year.
Brick homes are not only more beautiful than wood,
they' re more economical to live in.
In a comparative study involving two identically
designed homes (one of wood, one of brick) in the
$60,000 price range, the brick home cost an average of
$360 a year less in insurance, utilities, and maintenance.
And with $360 a year you could do a lot of things
around the house to make it even more beautiful. And more
valuable in terms of resale.
For more information about the beauty and economies of
brick, write Brick Association of South Carolina, 502 Palmetto
State Life Building, Columbia, South Carolina 29201.

Brick.A beautiful way to save money.

Nestled above the sun-drenched
shores of South Carolina's incomparable Grand Strand, a special kind
of club has been formed.
A club for those who believe that
elegance, beauty, and comfort are
an experience to be savored and
enjoyed.
A club for those who truly appreciate their leisure time.
A club so bountiful in its
benefits that it has deservedly
been dubbed the Ace of Clubs.
Welcome to Resort Club at
Oak Shores. A whole new idea
in resort vacations: luxury
accommodations that are
reserved for your use each
year for just the amount of
time - two weeks or more that you desire. When you
join the Resort Club, you
avoid the high cost of owning a condominium; and
instead of paying rental fees
or hotel bills, your vacation
dollar becomes a capital
investment in vacations to
come.
Each villa is a luxuriously
furnished resort residence,
complete with kitchen appliances, color television, china,
linens, and even a washerdryer unit
Located on an exclusive and
quiet stretch of beach, Resort Club
at Oak Shores is practically within
walking distance of some of the finest
golf courses in the world, including Arcadian
Shores, ranked in Golf Digesfs top 100. As a
member of Resort Club at Oak Shores, you will
have access to the facilities of both Arcadian
Shores Golf Club and the Myrtle Beach Tennis
and Swim Club, a magnificent complex with
twelve Har-Tru courts.
With the beach outside your front door,
superb fishing nearby, and all the varied recreation and relaxation possibilities of the Grand
Strand, you will have entered, through your
membership in Resort Club, a whole new world
of leisure time experience.

For charter members who join
now, prior to the completion of construction, initiation fees start at
$4950. This entitles you to a vacation each spring and fall (the prime
golf season) for the next 35 years. In
addition, your annual costs are Jess
than $250, which are applied to
maintenance and upkeep of the
Resort
There's no doubt that Resort Club
at Oak Shores is a good deal. In fact,
we're so sure that you'll agree
that if you come see us, we'll
give you a dozen golf balls
just for looking us over.
We want you to get your
own feeling for belonging to a
club overlooking the blue
Atlantic, adjacent to fine golf,
and tucked into an exclusive
stretch of beachfront on the
Grand Strand. We want you to
consider the incredible fi.
nancial benefits of freezing
indefinitely your accommodations costs while
guaranteeing a luxury setting
for yourself.
Think it through thoroughly.
If you decide to join the
Club, we'll sweeten your starting time with a little gift: an
entire set of new custom made
golf clubs absolutely free.

S

For more information, call collect
at (803) 449-5273
or write:
Resort Club at Oak Shores,
Box 1247,
Shore Drive,
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577.

readers'
con1ITI en ts
What ideas, opinions and comments do you
have about this issue of your magazine? We're
anxious to hear what you think, so this column
is all yours - please drop us a line.

I think Sandlapper is great. Keep up the surrounding communities. I was raised in
Badham, S. C. and there is a lot of ingood work.
teresting history in that area.
Larry W. Shuler
Mrs. E. M. Puglisi
Santee
Elmont, N. Y.
Although I am an uprooted South
Carolinian, I feel that my roots are still We are open to queries from any writers
there and my husband and I hope to in the St. George /Dorchester County I
Badham area. - Ed.
move back there some day.
I enjoy your magazine very much and One of my great pleasures in vacationing
especially enjoy articles about the differ- down South is the chance to read your
ent communities of the state. In fact, I magazine (in fact I've enclosed a subwrote to you some time ago asking if you scription order form so I don't have to
could do an article on St. George (the scrounge around down at Hilton Head to
county seat of Dorchester County) and find back copies). Beyond that note, I
also wanted to express my personal appreciation to you for including the public
service advertising for the Wildlife Federation, National Trust for Historic Preservation, and the National Archives. Our
company created all of those public service advertisements and I couldn't imagine a better magazine in which we would
like to see them appear. I've called all the
ads I saw to the attention of these organizations and they, too, are very appreciative.
Joe Adams
President
The Adams Group, Inc.
Silver Spring, Md.

Z32J Lauferts Rd .
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Phone :24-2-5060

I thought your summary of The McCully
Report an excellent drawing-together of
highlights of Lt Cmdr. McCully's observations on the Russo-Japanese War and
his appraisal of Russian character of the
times.
However, the article does not identify
Lt. Cmdr. N. A. McCully as a member of
one of the pioneering families of Anderson, who in his later career, . became a
three-star admiral. Nor does it mention
his humanitarian enterprises, when in
1921, he adopted seven orphaned Russian children, brought them back to the
United States, and reared them.
The article does not show the sense of
high adventure the book includes, as Lt.
Cmdr. McCully escaped in the thick of
battle in a Chinese junk, making it to the
China coast, and his fascinating account
of events that occurred during a camel
journey across the Gobi desert. Some of
the book has descriptions of Chinese,
Mongolians, and Russians that represent
a vignette of those cultures of the times.
The photography was excellent, and
you have summarized his military observations and suggestions to Washington
in a cogent manner.
Robert S. McCully
Charleston
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I. JENKINS MIKELL. JR.

Enclosed please find check for renewal I would like to request permission to reof our subscription. We enjoy the print Annette Reesor' s Hags, Haints and
magazine so much and look forward to Hoaxes that appeared in your Folkroots
each issue. Sandlapper has provided us department in the May 1977 edition of
with so much interesting and unusual Sandlapper.
information about one of our favorite
Allen Turner
states.
Editor
The Loris Sentinel
Mrs. Charles X. Sullivan
Loris
Braintree, Mass.

Permission granted. - Ed.

• Pension Plans
• Group Insurance
• Health Insurance
• Annuities
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New York Life Insurance Co.
Suite 1120/First National
Building
P. 0. Box 11803
Columbia, S. C. 29211
803-799-5396
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Mrs. Neely is a dear lady of 82 years on
September 30, 1977. This renewal subscription to Sandlapper is our birthday I recently picked up a copy of your fine
present to her for the second year. She magazine Sandlapper. As coincidence
would have it our family had just reloves your magazine.
turned from two weeks at Pawleys IsMrs. Stuart Cannon
land. Needless to say I was fascinated
Hartsville
with the state of South Carolina and am
looking forward to my next visit.
Please accept my congratulations on
It was certainly a disappointment not to your excellent publication and my best
find your regular Filmclip in the July is- wishes for its continued high quality.
sue. I remember the excellent biI read the magazine in the corporate
centennial article in the July 1976 issue, offices of Brown-Forman Distillers in
and I was wondering if there would be a Louisville.
similar type of article this July. I always
enjoy Sandlapper - the good photog- Frank B. Chumley
raphy and interesting fiction especially Kentucky County Day School
but I do hope Filmclip is only on vaca- Louisville
tion. The column was always so well written and informative.
I do want to tell you that I thoroughly
enjoy Sandlapper. It is a superb state
Alice McKnight
Laredo, Texas
magazine.
Charles W. Horner
English Department
Missed Filmclip in the July issue. Hope Anderson College, Anderson
John Akins is only on vacation and will
return in the August issue.
Anthony Di Lullo
Washington

If possible please send copies since expiration and start the subscription then. My
wife, the former Elizabeth Manning of
Columbia and I, though a Californian,
have missed your magazine. It is now
much better than last year or so.

We enjoy your magazine very much and
look forward to another year. I am surprised however to see little or no blacks
in your publication. I work in education William F. Clewe
and I would notice this more than others San Francisco
might.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard L. L. Johnson
Greensboro, N. C.
You have a most interesting and superb
magazine. I have enjoyed each issue
over a period of years and while I read
and take many publications both foreign
and domestic, I place Sandlapper at the
head of the class.
J. Bates Gerald
Charleston
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Sand/apper is one magazine which I
have no intention of ever being without.
All of my family roots go back to South
Carolina so I feel that I belong almost as
much to that state as I do to Georgia
where I was born and have lived most of
my life. Thank you for such a satisfying
and informative magazine.
Mrs. S. H. Exley
Marietta, Ga.
(Please tum to page 6)

Sand/apper

fro·1n behind
the palmettos
Ever since Sandlapper began publishing regional fiction, we've tried to be
eclectic: We have run humorous fiction, morose fiction, excerpts from upcoming novels, stories of the young and tales of the old. With this issue, we present
our first novella, "Jenkins in Philistia."
The somber hues which surround the story reflect a very old literary notion:
That if ever a worthy man finds his perfect love, the pair is doomed to
destruction of soul and body. Marshall Frady weaves this notion with a hefty
load of Biblical imagery into a search for perfection in a world growing ever
shabbier. In this issue we present the first of two installments: Part one deals
with Jenkins' beginnings, his dissolution in the Keys, and his alighting at a small
Georgia college, where he discovers the rare creature named Connie Sutton.
Part two will follow in November.
The 18th Amendment, on the books as national law from Jan. 16, 1919 to
Dec. 3, 1933, was the Noble Experiment that flopped even before it really got
started. Prohibition, it was said, was impractical because the American people
"could not be legislated into morality." That particular catch-phrase had been
uttered back in 1890 by South Carolina Gov. Benjamin R. Tillman, the
innovator of the state's Dispensary system. The Dispensary law had its own
problems, and Diane Neal sees the major problem as being a law which was just
a little too moderate for either Wet-voters or Dry-voters. The Dispensary, she
maintains, was an excellent example of the use of gubernatorial powers in
South Carolina. Be that as it may, because alcoholic beverages and the
consumption thereof are still pretty hot topics, we thought we'd take you back
to the days of yesteryear, when South Carolina conducted its own noble
experiment.
Allen Zack's unusual business is a colorful one - he collects and mounts
butterflies for distribution all over. Mary Miller visited him at his studios and
reports that although his sounds like a strange form of private enterprise, it is a
lucrative business and nobody is coming after Zack with a net.
We welcome back to these pages John Akins, Jr., who will continue with his
trenchant commentary on the cinematic art. When John took a vacation, we at
Sandlapper, unaided by John's acumen, stumbled into movie theatres to view
films so bad that they could be heard gobbling three blocks away. "Filmclip" is
back now, so that won't happen again.
Visitors to the State Fair in Columbia Oct. 14-22 are advised: Sandlapper will
have a booth there again this year, and we'll be giving away chances for some
truly wonderful prizes, so y'all come by, y'hear?

Cover: This is just a subtle
reminder. If you haven't started
your preparations for the night
marauders of the 31st, begin
now. Pumpkins will be for sale all
over the state soon. Our
photographer found these near
his Walhalla home. Photo by
John Rowntree.
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Bed & Bath Shop

Cookware

Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.
10-5:30
Fri.-Sat.
10-6

Telephone 524-0882
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Tonight,
dine at the
PLANTERS
TAVERN

•

Charleston's newest restaurant is also its most· historic . . . recapturing a mood
of centuries past. A time
when fine dining was an art
... and service meant real
service. Enjoy plantationera sr.ecialties like roast duck,
quai , and Rainbow Trout
Almondine , tonight ... at the

36 Market Street
Lighted parking in the rear

(803) 577-9764
October 1977
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CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
Copy :- - - - - - - -- -

Send to :
Advertising Manager

Ethel McCutchen Moise
Sumter

SANDLAPPER MAGAZINE

P . 0. Box 1668
Columbia, S. C.

29202

Name

Address
City

State

Zip

I e~close $,_ _ _ _ _ __
- - - - - - words to
the Interesting, Unusual
and Services section of
lapper. I wish the ad to

for

run in
Items
Sandrun in

- - - - - issues starting with
the
issue.
Copy must be received in our
office by the fifth day of the mon,th
preceding the first day of the
month in which the advertisement is to appear. Rates are : a
single insertion - 70¢ a word ;
three consecutive insertions 60¢ a word ; six consecutive insertions - 55¢ a word ; 12 consecutive insertions - 50¢ a word.
Minimum insertion 10 words.
P. 0. Box number and telephone
numbers count as two words
each . Abbreviations count as one
word each.
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I was fair piqued after reading a letter in
the August issue from a disgruntled
reader from Columbia.
I feel that if she finds Arizona Highways more enjoyable than Sandlapper,
she Is no sandlapper. I too have read
Arizona Highways and found it nice for
those interested in Arizona pictures.
Teacher though I was, I have learned
much from Sandlapper. Who wants to
consult "schools, libraries, etc." I choose
to remain at home and have the folklore
delivered to my door. What with the
years of graduate work, I'm weary of
availabilities.
As to recipes in Sandlapper, compared to newspaper articles I suggest she
check the difference. I know the difference and cherish them.

Your beautiful current issue arrived at
our house yesterday. Alas, it was practically in shreds from the postal handling.
We have saved and cherished each issue
since the first one and this one is so
shabby it is hard to read, not to mention
save. Would it be possible for you to
send me another one? I will gladly send
you the money for it, if you will enclose a
bill for the copy and the postage and
handling. I would buy one on the newsstand but it is very rare to find one in
North Carolina. Why would any state
want to sell your magazine when it is so
superior to anything you find anywhere
else?
Mrs. C. G. Hopper, Jr.
Monroe, N. C.
There is no question in my mind that
Sandlapper is the finest publication of its
type on the market I enjoy the features
very much and congratulate your entire
organization for the enjoyment you offer.
Keep up the good work.
W. Brooks Parsons
Myrtle Beach

As I read Ms. Graham's review of the
incident I gained the impression that the
author would somehow condone the
mutinous activities of members of the
class of 1898 and condemn the authorities for dealing with the affair so effectively. If this is so, the best I can say for
the lady's viewpoint is that it is based
more on emotion than on fact
Having heard a first-hand account of
this sad chapter in the illustrious history
of The Citadel from my Aunt Mary, one
of Col. Coward's daughters who resided
in the superintendent's quarters in 1898,
I can assure you that no one who helped
put down the rebellion regretted his actions then or later. Indeed, they all felt
great relief in being able to nip this
dangerous movement in the bud.
Also, those who stood in judgment at
the time, principally the Board of Visitors
headed by the governor, were unanimously supportive of the measures taken. The very fact that Col. Coward continued as superintendent until 1908,
when in his 70s he requested retirement,
is eloquent testimony to the esteem in
which he was held by all those close to
his alma mater. Further, the appointment of Col. Bond as his successor
speaks clearly to the subject of the evaluation of the latter's performance. Although my brief is not so much with the
details recounted in the article as with its
general thrust, there are several which I
believe invite comment or clarification.
First, there are several quotations of
members of the class of 98 proclaiming
their high ideals, aims and goals but
never are these lofty credos defined. One
can but wonder when one notes their
deeds as contrasted with their words.
Next, I find the criticism of the sergeant
major's actions not unlike finding fault
with an off duty policeman trying to apprehend a thief. Finally, Col. Bond's description of the rebellion as wretched and
his general distaste for the whole affair
derived not from any remorse over his
role therein but rather his unhappiness
over an event which could blemish the
reputation of the institution in which he
had such pride.
If the foregoing is regarded by some as
somehow biased as a consequence of
my special relationship with one of the
article's principal characters I can only
plead "no contest." You see, I have always revered my grandfather and the
college he cherished so dearly.

I read the article entitled "Rebellion at
The Citadel" by Sally Graham contained
in the May, 1977 issue of Sandlapper
with more than passing interest. You see,
I'm the namesake and grandson of the
Col. Asbury Coward who was superin- Asbury Coward III
tendent of the military college at the time Captain, U. S. Navy (Ret.)
Whispering Pines, N. C.
of the subject event.

Sandlapper

ill Koon studies satire; in this issue,
he practices it ("The Case Against
Southern Fried," page 53). This
form of literature, he says, is coming
back, because satire is especially virulent
during conservative times.
"My interest in satire is in those writers
who have a really tough point of view like
those Catholics like Flannery O'Connor,
Walker Percy and Anthony Burgess.
"We live in the Bible Belt, and when
you're connected to agriculture as we
are, you're aware of religion. Anybody in
an agrarian society is concerned with religion, because they live closer to the
workings of nature. In Beaufort you've
got the Blessing of the Fleet, with all the
shrimp boats, and then the Catholics and
Episcopalians have a Rogation Sunday,
where they bless the crops."
When Bill is not teaching eighteenthcentury literature and courses on
Jonathan Swift at Clemson University,
he puts in some time as associate editor
of the South Carolina Review. In fact, he
will be guest editor for an upcoming special issue on women writers.

B

He has been with the Review for four
years, and by now has formed his opinion of good material: "I look for original
ideas, new ideas or ideas told originally.
Yeats, Dylan Thomas - I'd prefer to
spend my time reading them. And I'd
rather read new people than the established ones. And I think that was one of
South Carolina Review's original purpose. We've 'discovered' two real good
people - two women, in fact, Shirley
Grau - she's from Cullowhee, North
Carolina - and Rosanne Coggeshall,
from Chapel Hill. She's got a book of
poems coming out L.S.U. Press."
"I still think the South has the kind of
identity that produces writers; it's just
that one has to go further to find the
South. Contrary to popular belief, Atlanta isn't South anymore. New South
doesn't count. South Carolina is still
South enough to have Dickey and Fox,
Mississippi has Eudora Welty and Shelby
Foote, Louisiana has Walker Percy.
When not concerning himself with literature and pedagogy, Bill may be found
on a local tennis court, where friends say
he holds court admirably. (You may
have seen his dissertation on the problems of introducing one's spouse to the
game, in the May, 1977 issue.) "Sometimes I'm okay at the game, most of the
time I'm a hack. Once in a while I have a
decent game." The avocation has its
profits though: Bill has published in a few

October 1977

national tennis magazines. He and his
wife Barbara have two daughters, Holly
and Mary. In light of his essay in this
issue, he says his family eats fried chicken
at home.
t' s a very good thing for our new
foods editor, Chere Bemelmans,
that her job only entails some cooking and a photo session once a month.
After all, Chere's got a nine-month-old
son to care for.
Chere came to Columbia to attend the
University of South Carolina in 1972.
She hailed from Huntsville, Ala., where
her father had worked in several NASA
projects - notably, in helping design the
second stage of the Saturn rocket. Chere
first became interested in cooking and
nutrition when she established her
very-own first residence here in 1973.
After she married David Bemelmans
in 1975, though, her interest in proper
diet and nutrition increased. That interest
doubled when her son Stefan was born.
"As a nursing mother, I want to improve
my own diet, and when my son begins
eating solid food, I want him to eat basic,
whole, natural food.
"There's a rising interest in better nutrition, I think. I have some friends of my
mother' s generation who are just begin-

I

ning to get interested in wholesome
food. And the whole quote-unquote
natural food thing is becoming less and
less cultish. It's more integrated into our
lifestyles. I guess it's the media who's
responsible, because of their coverage of
insecticides and additives. It's just all part
of our realization that we've been killing
ourselves through lack of good diet, lack
of the proper exercise."
Chere has learned a lot in working
with our food photographer: "Placement is so important. I love the job. I'm
always trying to learn more about it.
Every time I pick up a magazine I tum to
the food section first. Right now I'm trying to learn about lenses and things like
that, so I can visualize what the picture is
going to look like. That way, there won't
be so much work when we're ready to
shoot. I'll have a better idea of what the
finished product will look like."
Chere also puts in some 12 hours a
week at a Columbia bookstore. " It's
wrecking my budget," she says. "I'm always buying books."
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foll~roots
!though he was from York County,
Adam Meek was not a man to see a
ghost or tell a tale. The men of York
came originally from the county of the
same name in Pennsylvania, and before
that from the Scot settlement in Ulster,
Ireland. Everyone knows Scotsmen believe in warlock grim and second-sight,
that Irishmen know banshee and bogle.
No one wonders that Scotch-Irish see
more than other folk and have many a
legend of haunted houses and witched
souls. But Adam Meek was a man of
uncommon common sense.
He was one of York's earliest sheriffs
- the first after the division of the district
He lived near the mouth of Bullock's
Creek, and few men ever held office so
capable of it as he. It was said of Adam
that profanity had never found his lips. It
was said that once on the witness stand
he tried to tell an untruth because a fair
lady's good name hung in the balance.
He couldn't. Adam gave his testimony,
although afterward he became sick and
his stomach wouldn't hold food for a
week.
Adam was so bold and fearless that he
tracked a renegade Indian for three
weeks into unknown parts, bringing back
the rascal and every stolen shilling.
Adam kept old Malcolm Baldwin's fierce
bull at bay single-handed while the Presbyterian elder' s lame son got to safety.
And Adam had moral courage: He refused an offer of marriage from Lydia
Beckham, the richest, sharpest-tongued,
most impossible-to-back-away-from
woman in all York County.
When the people of Bullock's Creek
became rash with excitement over an
apparition seen in Gordon's Old Field,
Adam stayed calm. For years this field
had been a barren expanse through the
middle of which ran a road. More than
one were saying that on this road, if you
were so unlucky as to be traveling after
dark set in, a phantom shape would be
sure to appear and try its best to catch
you.
Adam's brother, James, closer than
any man on earth to the sheriff, had seen
the specter with his own eyes. ''The ha' nt

A
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Adam and the Ghost
is hard to describe, Adam," he told his
brother. "It is gray-white and wavery like
smoke from smoldering ash. It looks directly at you, makes gestures, then starts
toward your side."
"What does it say?" Adam asked
reasonably.
"I never stopped to let it get near
enough to hear a word from it," James
confessed, breathing harder at the
thought.
Others told Adam the same story.
Some were faint-hearted, some temporarily bold - all, when the specter
started toward them, whipped their
horses in terror and fled. But numbers of
citizens had seen the apparition, and
they all saw it exactly the same way.
Not long after hearing these stories,
Adam came in late one night. He told
James that an errand to the far side of the
county delayed him, and on his way
home he entered Gordon's Old Field
after dark.
"The moon had not risen, and Blaze
had to go slowly else lose the road,"
Adam said. " But for sheet lightning, I
wouldn't have found my way. The wind
was up and chill. I knew a storm was
coming fast, so I hurried as fast as I could.
About the middle of the field I saw a
phantom shape approaching. I would
not have seen it but for the horizon
flashes, but after I spotted it, I kept my
eye on it. I held Blaze steady at a halt and
waited till the thing came to my side."
Adam ate his cold meat and bread
while James sat on the edge of his chair,
drawing hard on his pipe but unable to
keep it from going out. When Adam's
famine was slackened, he told his brother that he and the ghost had conversed,
and it accompanied him to the edge of
the woods, a distance of 200 yards, talking all the while. "Then the specter disappeared, and I came along home to
supper," Adam said. "Made it before the
downpour."
"But," James asked, his face pale at
the idea of his brother holding such a
parley, "what did you talk about?"
Adam would not say. An uncommon
amount of affection existed between the

two men in all concerns of life. From
boyhood they had reposed trust and
confidence in each other, neither withholding any secrets. But Adam would
not tell James what he and the ghost
talked about.
Then some weeks later, after his interview with the ghost, Adam Meek left
home. He took a small satchel, not much
money and was gone nearly two
months. When he returned, he would
not say where he had been or why.
"But Adam," James said, "first the
ghost, now this. You've never kept any
secrets from me. Tell me where you've
been."
Adam replied, "I cannot tell you now. I
may before I die, but that's uncertain.
This I can tell you, however: The ghost of
Gordon's Old Field will never be seen
again.''
It was true. The road through the field
lost its terrors for the belated traveler.
The specter visitant was seen no more.
Adam Meek never did find it possible
to tell James or anyone what the ghost
had talked with him about. He never told
where he had been, what he had done or
why the ghost went away. Adam died
fairly early and died with his secret. But
for a generation afterward when the
lamps were low and the cups nearly
empty, the people of Bullock's Creek
would press James. Was Adam protecting someone? Would he hide a criminal?
Did he ever mention a promise unkept, a
deed undone?
James would always answer, "I don't
know if Adam wanted to make the county safe for its people to live in or if he
wanted to help some tortured shade to
rest. I only know two things: first, Adam
was a good man, and second - anything he could do but not speak of was
unearthly."

Elizabeth Wakefield is a free-lance writer.
She has retold this tale which originally
appeared in "Reminiscences," a column
written by Maurice Moore for the
Yorkville Enquirer in the 1800s.
Sandlapper
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The Peking
Have you ever eaten "Seven Stars
Around the Moon"? Several generations
of Citadel cadets and their families will
remember LaBrasca' s Restaurant on
Upper King Street in Charleston. It
specialized primarily in Italian food and
secondarily, with a limited menu, in
Chinese food. When LaBrasca' s moved
across the Cooper River the restaurant
became, in August, 1975, The Peking,
under the supervision of Mr. Yuk-tsang.
The decor resembles the offspring of a
Chinese mother and an Italian father Chinese lanterns have been superimposed on what remains of the Italian decor. Carpeted wall-to-wall, the dining
area is a series of small rooms and alcoves which gives the diner a sense of
privacy.
Recently I took five guests to the Peking for luncheon. Since they were not
well-acquainted with Chinese food I
chose my menu in advance; the menu at
the Peking is so extensive that guests
tend to become confused when they
order individually. Pots of steaming tea
were served as soon as we were seated.
We began with egg rolls; the filling was
made of chopped meats, shrimp and
finely chopped vegetables and the
wrapper was very crisp as it should be.
The egg rolls were much larger than
those usually served in a Chinese restaurant.
Almost within minutes came the dry,
fluffy rice and our series of dishes: mushroom egg foo yung, small omelets filled
with mushrooms, stacked like griddle
cakes and served with a mustardy sauce;
Canton duck, minced tender duckling
with a sweet-sour sauce; Chinese pork
with crisp fresh peapods; Cantonese
chicken with chunks of boneless chicken
fried in a batter and served with various
Chinese vegetables and shrimp Wor Bar,
fresh shrimp sauteed with snow peas,
diced ham and mushrooms and served
sizzling at the table over deep fried rice.
Each dish was served steaming hot and
each had its own flavorful sauce.
Prices range from $3.30 for chicken
livers with oyster sauce to $8 for "Seven
Stars Around the Moon," a glamorous

Leaf Rakings Pay Off
Soil is decayed rock and organic matter. Organic matter is the life of the soil
and without it you cannot grow plants.
What is organic matter? Well, I like to
refer to it as anything growing out of the
soil and through a decaying process
forms this life-giving material. This includes leaves, sawdust, banana skins,
cantaloupe rinds, coffee grounds, wood
ashes and feathers, to mention a few.
Organic matter contains all minerals
necessary for plant production: nitrogen,
phosphorus and potash. This does not
mean that organic matter is a balanced
fertilizer, but it is a complete fertilizer.
The dry weather during the summer
caused leaves to fall in July and August,
so I hope you saved them to add to those
that are beginning to fall now. Leaves
and grass clippings, weeds, old plant
growth, kitchen waste and the like
should be applied back to the soil from
which it came. It is much better to allow
all materials to decay before adding to
the soil; if this is not possible, apply to the
soil, preferably in the fall and winter, so
that they are in a form for plant absorption in the growing season.
How To Make A Compost Pile
Using all the materials mentioned
above, make the compost pile of a good
workable size, usually not less than ten
feet square and three to five feet high.
Leave the top with a depression in the
center to catch rain water or water you
may add. Too much water reduces the
air and slows down the decomposition
process.
I suggest that in building the compost
heap you make a layer of leaves, straw,
grass clippings and other organic materials, one foot deep, wet well and pack.
Spread a few shovelfuls of garden soil
over each layer to make sure decay organisms are present, then add a layer of
ground rock phosphate, or one quart of
raw bone meal per 100 square feet, and
one pound of ground limestone. Repeat
the process until the pile is three to five
feet high.
Compost will begin to get hot after two
to three days. Keep it moist but not too

(Please turn to page 10)

(Please tum to page 10)
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and lilies
Work It Out - Part I
For thousands of years the world has
functioned with the simple idea that
people must work in order to live and
survive.
This is not to say that this system
worked perfectly for it has not because
the victims of this form of work ethic are
countless: children orphaned by the ravages of famines; plagues and pestilence;
untrained and unskilled women and
men; the lack of sufficient institutions for
training and education of the unskilled
and undereducated; men maimed by
endless wars; an overabundance of
human beings and an insufficiency of
available jobs; the absence of programs
and organizations to coordinate labor
needs with labor force; human beings
unable to work because they were or
were thought to be insufficiently healthy
or too old to perform adequately; and
the lack of programs and corresponding
belief that a society had any obligation to
assist these victims to survive.
The only relief most of these victims
had was one of largesse: They could beg,
receive spasmodic distributions of coins
and food by the rich, the religious orders,
the politicians seeking mob support for
their own ends. But these efforts to help
the needy were less motivated by belief
in the rights of the needy than they were
by the belief that their charity would ultimately benefit the giver in this world or
the next.
Even among those who did work there
were great inequalities: Some people
have always by virtue of birth, occupation, intelligence or other circumstances
lived better than other people. The work
of a king or pharaoh might have been
more pleasant work than that of a laborer, and the material compensations
for his royal efforts were usually greater,
but ruling was still a form of labor.
Yet the basic work ethic remained basically unchanged for thousands of years:
The majority of the people of the world
worked at something.
The rise of the concept that a functioning society has an obligation to those
who cannot work could not have occurred as long as the levels of production
(Please turn to page 67)
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Dining (Continued from page 9)
concoction of white meat of chicken
stuffed with ham and lobster meat
served with various Chinese vegetable~
and garnished with butterfly shrimp. The
total check for our party of six persons,
including the extra charge for the egg
rolls, came to just over $26. Mixed
drinks, beer and wine are available and
the Peking is open for luncheon and dinner seven days a week.
With the increased popularity of
Chinese food in this country perhaps a
few tips on ordering and eating Chinese
food would be helpful. Always try and
make up a party of four or six persons to
enable you to order a variety of dishes.
With either egg rolls or soup to begin the
meal, I find that unless my guests have
gargantuan appetites three dishes are
ample for four people and five dishes for
six people. Begin the meal with hot tea to
enhance the flavor of the various sauces;
if you must have coffee have it at the end
of the meal. If you do not know Chinese
food stick to the house specialties; your
waiter will be happy to describe the various dishes to you.
Of course, Chinese food is always
eaten "country style" as we say in the
South, with each person eating some of
each dish. Try using chopsticks but remember no Chinese ever tries to lift food
from a flat plate with chopsticks; ask your
waiter to bring you a soup bowl, place a
small bit of rice in the bottom and try one
dish at a time, savoring the delicacy of
the sauces. It is perfectly good kwei-ju, or
custom, to lift the bowl to the mouth and
shovel the food in with your chopsticks.
Unless it is a feast the usual Chinese meal
does not include a dessert; the menu
usually offers almond cookies or preserved kumquats, and for the American
taste either ice cream or sherbet. End
your meal with fortune cookies; laughing
over the fortunes of yourself and your
guests will add a happy fillip to the end of
a good Chinese meal.

George W. Laycock is a retired hospital
administrator who lived in Shanghai for
over five years and now resides on Sullivan's Island. This is his first appearance
in Sandlapper.

Gardener (Continued from page 9)
wet, and do not disturb for a while. After
three to four weeks fork it over, mixing all
parts uniformly.
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Compost for the garden should be
ready in six months to a year, depending
on the time of the year, type of materials
added, and your skill as a composter.
When the compost is forked down in a
uniform mixture, and no underdecomposed leaves or other materials may be
seen, it is ready for use.

Bulb Planting Time
You can always count on bulbs as
good performers in your garden. They
come on with flair, make a good showing
while they flower, and always bring out
the best in the rest of your flowers and
shrubs. Little spring bulbs spurt their
pretty flowers in late winter, sometimes
in the snow when you think winter will
never end. A few weeks later, when you
are sure the yard couldn't be more beautiful, the tulips and daffodils come and
make it so. Later again, when summer
seems at its peak with perennials and
annuals, lilies add trumpets to the picture. All spring bulbs are sure-success
plants in your garden because within
their brown skins, rough or smooth, lies a
whole new plant all ready to grow.
You might be interested to know the
number of bulbs shipped to North
America by the Netherlands FlowerBulb Institute. The facts reveal 21 million
daffodils and narcissus, 25 million hyacinths, over 50 million crocus, 154 million tulips. This does not include 43 million lesser-known Dutch bulbs, those
imported from other countries, and
those grown on this continent.

10-10 (three pounds per 100 square
feet).
For depth of planting, a general rule is
to cover each bulb with soil to twice its
depth. An exception to this is when you
plant to leave plantings in place for a
number of years. In this case you plant
four to six inches deeper than the basic
measure, depending on the size of the
bulb. If you want to double-decker gardening and grow summer and fallflowering annuals over bulbs that have
finished flowering, it pays to plant bulbs
deeper than you normally would.

House Plants Back From Camp
I'm sure that you gave your house
plants a chance to stay outdoors during
the summer. While they were in camp,
they made the most of the brighter light
and humidity. In some cases they may be
ready for reporting in larger containers.
After you repot, give the plants a good
bath to remove dust from the leaves, and
a final spraying for pest control. Both
jobs are made easier outdoors where
spills and splashes do not matter.
A Plant for the Worst Place
In Your Home
If you want a plant for a spot in your
home that is subject to uneven temperatures, dry air and poor light, and if you
are too busy to water plants, then the
snake plant is for you. This plant, sometimes called the mother-in-law's tongue,
is noted for its toughness and persistence
under neglect. The leaves are dark
green, banded with silvery gray. It has a
wide band of cream yellow around the
edges of the leaves. The foliage grows in
clusters of slender spears from one to
four feet long, radiating up and out from
the base.
Plant in ordinary potting mix. The
snake plant is not fussy about soil or
feedings and needs to be watered only
occasionally, but then thoroughly. As the
plant grows, it sends out rhizomes that
develop new clumps of foliage. To start a
new plant, cut out the clumps, put them
into sandy soil. Old well-established
plants may bloom. They send up long
stems of featherly sweet fragrant flowers.

Planting Time
It is time to plant spring flowering bulbs
- daffodils, tulips, oxalis, crocus, scillas,
hyacinths and snow drops. Early flowering little bulbs are best planted where
warm late-winter sun will bring them into
bloom. They do well in rock gardens
during midseason; late plantings of daffodils, hyacinths and tulips can be set
through all gardens plantings, foundation evergreens, shrub, perennial borders and rock gardens.
You'll be happiest if you plant small
early bulbs in colonies of a dozen or
more; larger bulbs in clumps of no fewer
than eight or 12 are better. Always plant
Poinsettia
all of one kind and one color to a clump;
Many of you took our advice and
mixed bulb plantings are never as effecplanted
that poinsettia, pot and all, in the
tive.
yard last spring. Let me remind you that
it should be brought in the house early
Planting
this month (October).
Work into the soil, where the bulbs are
The poinsettia is one of the longest
to be planted, a generous amount of a
complete fertilizer such as 8-8-8 or 10(Please tum to page 69)
Sandlapper
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The Case Against Southern Fried
very traveler to the deep South has
heard a thousand succulent things
about the chicken, grits and gravy
that somebody's mother used to serve
up for breakfast. But what the poor
wayfaring Yankee won't hear is that the
roadside restaurant, the one where all
the truck drivers and linemen are supposed to eat, isn't run by anybody's
mother. Southern mothers do food up
right, no doubt, but it's just as certain that
what they cook has never been translated onto a menu, regardless of the
"COCA-COLA I HOME-COOKED
EATS" signs that dot the road from
Goose Creek to Ninety Six. The casual
visitor to the Southland, who wants
some fried chicken to go with the boll of
cotton he bought at the "Handy-Dan
Serv-U-Self' is usually in for an illness
that makes Legionnaires' Disease look
like the measles. And the strange thing
about the whole deal is that Southerners
keep recommending the food and Yankees keep eating it. I don't understand
either of these facts, and I swear to you
that I'd rather eat the frogs in the kudzu
out back than take a chance on the average "Home-Cooked EATS" restaurant
down South.
The mainstay of these places is usually
fried chicken, served with a choice of
three vegetables from a list that reads like
this: mashed potatoes and gravy, cole
slaw, pinto beans, potato salad, pickled
beets, apple sauce, and rice and gravy. I
never figured out why these places always within a mile or two of a good
field of green beans, squash, cucumbers
and tomatoes - go with a summer
menu of potatoes and dried beans. But
that's beside the point; we want to talk
about chicken here, the kind your
mother (who wouldn't set foot in a
"Home-Cooked EATS" place) used to
fry every Sunday.
When I was a kid, in Columbia, there
was no law against keeping chickens in
the city, and most respectable people
had a coop out back with enough chick-
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ens in it to keep them in drumsticks for a
decade. The squeamish types who didn't
like chickens in the yard, or under the
house, or roosting in the family car
(which still didn't have tires on it because
of the war's deprivations), could buy a
live young chicken almost anywhere,
have it killed by a butcher or bring it
home to kill it themselves when they got
ready to put on a spread for relatives who
had gotten hungry listening to a bad
sermon. I plainly remember a next-door
neigbor, a good strong woman, who
could pop off a chicken's head with the
flip of the wrist, the chicken - headless
now - hitting the ground to run out its
life in bloody circles around the yard.
The more sedate neighbors, across the
street, beheaded a chicken with an ax
and then tossed the frantic creature into a
clean garbage can where it banged
around until dead enough to be hung on
the clothesline for bleeding.
But all this is a digression, and not an
especially pleasant one, though I have
never really been touched by the death
of a chicken. I'm not coming out against
killing chickens, mainly because I don't
intend to give up eating them and because I am not about to eat a live one
(although an Indian who used to bite off
the head of a flapping hen was the main
attraction - except for the girlie shows
- in the carnival that stopped once a
year to set up its tent on the red clay lot
near my house). What I'm trying to say
here is that the chicken your mother fried
for you in 1946 was fresh; and as
everyone knows, there is nothing like a
freshly killed yard chicken for Sunday
dinner.
Now the chicken you get at "HomeCooked EATS" isn't likely to be so fresh,
even if the dining room has a "D" rating
from the health department and looks
like a good spot for a successful crop of
birds. Even frozen chicken, though, can
be good if it's fixed right. And this is
where the cook comes in. Most of the
time he's an old uncle or brother-in-law

who has disgraced himself completely.
He lost his job at the filling station for
sleeping in the grease pit (that's why he
adjusted so quickly to working in the
kitchen at "Home-Cooked EATS"), and
recently he hasn't been sober enough to
sign up for Welfare. He's the cook, you
see, because he has to be kept out of
sight (no one would eat food served by a
waiter who looks so bad). Old Uncle
Whosit knows how to kill off whatever
flavor might be left in a chicken that's
been frozen six or eight different times.
He's been frying everything in that
grease for weeks - potatoes, onions,
pork chops, catfish, and squirrel brains
- and that's where your chicken goes to
get burned on one side.
What the chicken lacks in flavor, however, is made up for by size. The Yankee
visitor is likely to be pleased no end that
the pieces he gets are very large. He
doesn't realize that a wing that weighs a
pound and a half (not counting the
onion-flavored grease) didn't come from
a six-month-old pullet, that what he has
before him is probably the limb of a 12year-old rooster, one strong enough to
fly trans-Atlantic. The funny thing about
this wing is that those chewy pieces of
meat are just falling off the bone, which
means that old Uncle Whoever dropped
it into the pressure cooker for about an
hour and a half before he fried it. And
nobody's mother ever had a pressure
cooker; they weren't safe and they were
generally .suspected of being un-American.
Now what if this nice big greasy and
tender piece of chicken you get with your
pinto beans, rice and gravy, and potato
salad seems hard to identify? What if it
doesnt't really look like a drumstick or a
breast? If you ask the waitress, she'll
probably tell you that it's a new cut, one
designed to give you a maximum
amount of meat with a minimum amount
of bone. But she's faking it; that chicken
came in a package frozen and she has no
idea who cut it or what he was drinking
11
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HAWAII GAMECOCK SPECIAL
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Raleigh, N. C. 27612
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You can't expect to let out shaft if you've run
out of gas. So take along Slim Jim® meat snacks. The
chewy, all-meat sticks that come in six lip-smacking
flavors to help you keep smacking them, too.
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when he cut it. Besides that, I've always
heard that chicken like that comes out of
Georgia, where it was run over by
tourists, somewhere in the vicinity of the
meatpacker' s plant.
Chicken that comes in a box is just as
likely to cause slow death as the chicken
that comes from ''Home-Cooked
EATS." Just one piece of advice here:
Remember that chicken is put in a box
for only one reason - so it can be
stacked to the ceiling, to wait for tourists
who would never come back to eat in the
place again anyway. The only decent
chicken I ever got in a box was when I
was about 12. I was riding a Southern
day coach from Columbia to Spartanburg, and at a little stop somewhere
along the way I bought a SO-cent shoe
box of chicken out the window, no napkins or plastic forks included. I have
never had any like it since; and I'm sure
that chicken came straight out of somebody's yard, into a frying pan, and then
down to the station, all within the same
morning. What's more, I'd be willing to
bet that the woman who fried it never
heard of oven-fried chicken and I'm sure
she'd think you were crazy if you told her
to shake her bird in a bag of corn flakes
before cooking it. Her chicken, though, is
as far from you and me as innocence.
But you can get pretty close to it like
this. First off, you have got to get a chicken; maybe you'd better get two because
this is going to be pretty good. The object, of course, is to get good fresh chickens, and that's not going to be easy.
You may not want to drive to Georgia to
pick them out of the road, and it's for
sure that the grinning characters behind
the meat counter in your super grocery
store never knew a chicken had feathers,
much less came fresh. Ask him about
one and he'll accuse you of nibbling on
the mushrooms. What you have to do is
scout some low-rent neighborhoods for
a crumbling little store, the kind of place
that piles its mullet in ice on the sidewalk,
has sawdust on the floor, keeps hoop
cheese and a fair amount of cold beer
and half-pints of wine. The place where I
get mine kept live chickens in cages in the
back of the store, and while I'd have a
beer and a piece of cheese, the butcher
could fix up a couple of really fresh ones.
The health department has since put a
stop to that, but the place still has fresh
chickens; where the butcher kills them, I
don't know. But I do know that if you
insist on it (say you're having special
company), he'll smuggle in a live one,
feathers, squawk and all. Your man may
Sandlapper

not be as co-operative as mine and you
may have. to buy him a box of cigars,
contribute to his daughter's braces, or
bail him out of jail occasionally, but it'll
be worth it.
Okay, you are home with two fresh,
cut chickens. The first thing to do is don't
throw out the parts. All of it is going to be
good the way we fix it. Get a good, big,
black, well-seasoned, iron skillet. The
well-seasoned skillet, in case you don't
know, is the kind the "no-stick" people
have been trying to make for the last
decade and a half, with very little success. The kind of pot you want is one that
has had grease cooked into it so
thoroughly that food won't stick to the
bottom of it. The best way to get one is to
inherit it, but if your older relatives are
not Southern, or if they ar~ not inclined
to write you into their wills, here's what
you'll have to do. Get a good, black, iron
skillet, fry your bacon and fat back in it
for about six months, and don't wash the
pan or pour off the bottom layer of
grease. Let it sit, in the pan; from time to
time, stick the pan, with the grease in it,
into an oven at about 400 degrees. Let it
bake the grease into the pan for an hour
or two. It won't be long before you'll
have a skillet to be proud of, one which
you'll really consider writing into your
will.
If you have gotten this far, you're in
business. Now I know that you have
heard a lot about how to fry chicken how to do it without making a mess, how
to get extra crust on it, how to bake it and
make it look like it's fried. But all of these
methods are unnecessary. Besides, most
of them emphasize only the flavor of the
crust; that's because most of the chicken
fried in America today has been frozen so
many times that it has no flavor of its
own. If you have fresh chicken and a
good pan, there's nothing to the frying.
Here's how: Beat up an egg or two in a
bowl, adding a little salt and pepper. Put
a cup or so of plain flour in a bag. Dip the
chicken in the egg and drop it in the bag.
And it's straight out of the bag and into
the frying pan, which is about a half-inch
deep in grease that is never used more
than twice. Leave the pan uncovered,
and fry the chicken until it's a light
brown.
And one last suggestion: Don't eat it
while it's still hot enough to bum you.

Bill Koon is assistant professor of English
at Clemson University. He is also one of
the editors of South Carolina Review.
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pottery . . . A whole lot closer
than Williamsburg ...

A CHRISTMAS SHOPPING ADVENTURE!

Waccamaw Pottery is one of the most exciting
places you will ever visit!! The Pottery features
acres and acres of bargains in:
•
•
•
•

Dinnerware
Wicker
Brass
Dried flowers

•
•
•
•

Glassware
Pewter
Plants
Crystal

OPEN YEAR ROUND!
Located West of Waterway on Highway 501
in Myrtle Beach, S. C.

THUNDERBIRD
IN GREENVILLE
BOASTS
INTERNATIONAL CHEF
Would you believe? An international chef in Greenville. The Thunderbird
Restaurant at the Thunderbird Motor Inn claims this distinction. Chef Cal Cole
has impressive credentials, having plied his trade at the Fontainbleu in Miami
Beach, the Fairmont in New Orleans, the Beverly Wilshire in California, and
other prestigious posts in the gastronomical milieu.
Modesty is not one of Chef Cole's attributes. "They're lucky to have me here at
the Thunderbird," he says. "I can cook anything, from any country. 111 most
cases, ~·v~ been _in that country and seen first-hand how they do it. I'm an
authentic international chef, and I can prove it. Just have dinner with me some
evening at the Thunderbird."
And prove it he does. From Sukiyaki and Burritos to Irish Stew and Lasagne.
From Hungarian Goulash and Filet Champignon to Baklevah and Beef Wellington (2 hour notice). Chef Cole's expertise spans an international gamut of
fine cuisine.
Every Wednesday evening is International Night at the Thunderbird Restaurant. A particular country is chosen by the Chef, and he prepares the food of
that country. The authenticity and quality is attested to by those who attend
this Wednesday night ritual.
The point is this. T~ ge~ the finest internati?nal cuisine, you needn't wait till you
get to NeV>'. York, M1am1 Beach, San Francisco or another metropolis. Chef Cal
Cole has 1t for you at the Thunderbird in Greenville, South Carolina.
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HE'S WORKING
12 HOURSADAYTO
INCREASE THE COST
OF HEALTH CARE.
In the Horatio
Alger story, the hero
works day and night to
get ahead and everybody
looks up to him with
admiration.
Now, millions of
Americans are following
this example: working
unreasonable hours,
grabbing non-nutritious
meals, chain smoking,
and never taking time off
to relax or exercise.
Of course, everyone
knows this isn't very
healthy. Yet we do it
anyway.
We figure America's
doctors, hospitals and
medical technology are
the world's best. If we
get sick, we'll be fixed
up in no time.
What we don't
figure is how much our
behavior is costing all of
us in health care.
Naturally, it's not
just the individual's
fault. There's more
involved in the high
cost of health care than
people not taking care
of themselves.

Inflation is a big
factor. And so is the fact
that health care is just
plain better.
But all of us doctors, hospitals, Blue
Cross and Blue Shield
Plans, and individuals have to work together to
hold down the increasing
cost of health care.
Many Blue Cross
and Blue Shield Plans,
working with doctors
and hospitals across the
country, have introduced
a number of programs
designed to slow down
rising health care costs.
Programs like
outpatient lab tests;
quicker discharge from
the hospital; surgery on
an "in by nine, out by
five" basis. And more.
As well as programs to
promote health education and physical fitness.
With more than 90
million subscribers, notfor-profit Blue Cross
and Blue Shield Plans
have good reason to
want to hold costs down.
But the simple fact
is that if we're going to
be successful, everybody

must help. Including you.
If we all take better
care of ourselves, we're
going to need less health
care. And this will slow
down the rise in health
care costs.
Taking care of
yourself is the best kind
of health care. An ounce
of prevention is still
worth a pound of cure.
And a lot less costly.
We're not asking
you to stop working.Just
try not to overdo it.
And when you see
someone who thinks
he's Horatio Alger, don't
think of him as a hero.
Think of him as a villain.
For a free booklet,
((Food and Fitness;' or for
information on ~ow your
company can view a
special film, ((You Can't
Buy Health;' write Box
8008, Chicago, IL 60680.
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~ BlueCross,
Blue Shield®

Registered Service Marks of the Bfoe Ctoss Astociation

!JD'Regrstered Serv,ce Marks of the Blue Shield As$0Ciatlon.
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by Pamela Browning

ntil I was 21, carrots were something
Bugs Bunny stole from Elmer Fudd.
As a bride, though, I gradually
turned my attention from the number of
carats in my wedding band to the carrots
in the grocery store, It didn't take long for
the dinnertime blahs to sabotage our ta·
ble. They arrived, as I recall, during the

second week along with the fifth can
peas.
That's when I diseovere.d ca
There they,were, scrubbed arid

FILL IN THE BLANKS
If you have a lmost a complete set of Sandlapper magazines
but are missing some copies, here is your opportunity to fill in
the blanks at a very modest cost. We are offering available
back issues of Sandlapper magazine at the following reduced
rates.

.75
Any 5 issues available ........ ........ $3.00
Any 10 issues available .... .. .. .. ... . . $5.00
Any 15 issues available ............... $7.00
Any single issue available ............ $

each

20 issues or above available .......... $ .45 each
Please include

$.10

per issue for postage and handling.

This offer is effective as long as supplies lasts and pertains
only to 1968-1975 issues. The following issues are now out of
print-January, February, March. September 1968; January,
1969; January, 1971; January. 1973.

CAMDEN,
SOUTH CAROLINA
For Sale:
Contemporary, Custom-Designed
Three Level Home. Four horse
stalls, tack room, hay storage, two
acres well-estaolished post and rail
paddock. One year old. Ten acres
of land adjacent to nationally
known Camden Hunt. Brochure
furnished upon request.

their little plastic bags, when I was looking for something to add color to my
meal. Orange. Nutritious. Cheap.
It took me a little longer to discover
that you can do lots more with carrots
than sliver them into salads or chop them
into stews. For instance, you can puff
them, bake them, sauce them and pickle
them. And if that's not enough, you can
also munch them. Raw.
Carrots abound in Vitamin A, which is
important for proper growth of children.
In fact, we need Vitamin A throughout
life to maintain healthy skin, resistance to
germs in the lining of the respiratory
tract, and normal eyesight.
One of my very favorite carrot recipes
is
Cheese-Scalloped Carrots
8 carrots, pared and sliced crosswise
1 10%-oz. can condensed cream of
onion soup
% cup milk
Ys tsp. dry mustard
Vs tsp. celery salt
Dash pepper
% lb. sliced Velveeta cheese
% cup prepared dry bread crumbs
2 tbs. butter
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Cook carrots in boiling salted water until tender;
drain. In small bowl, blend soup, milk,
mustard, celery salt and pepper. Place
half of carrots in the bottom of a greased
one-and-a-half quart casserole. Layer
half the sliced cheese on top. Arrange the
remaining carrots on top of the cheese;
then top them with the rest of the cheese.
Pour soup mixture over layers. Melt butter in small saucepan; toss bread crumbs
in melted butter until butter is absorbed.
Spread buttered crumbs over top of casserole and bake for 25 minutes or until
crumbs are golden. Serves four to six.
Recipes for carrot cake surface from
time to time, and this is one of the best. It
pairs two favorite go-togethers, carrots
and pineapple.

Carrot-Pineapple Cake

TETTERTON & RIDDICK REALTY
P. 0. Box 309
Camden, S. C. 29020
803 /432-5108
Nights & Weekend Phone 803 /432-3054
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3
2
1%
3
1
2
2
2
1
1
2

eggs
cups sugar
cups cooking oil
cups flour
tsp. salt
tsps. soda
tsps. cinnamon
cups grated carrots
cup chopped pecans
cup drained crushed pineapple
tsps. vanilla
Sand/apper

Blend eggs, sugar, and cooking oil. Add
flour, salt, .soda, and cinnamon. Stir in
grated carrots, chopped nuts, pineapple
and vanilla. Pour into a tube or Sundt
pan and bake at 350 degrees for one
hour and 15 minutes.

r
I

Now, there are two schools of thought
on frosting a carrot cake. Three, if you
count the people who favor sprinkled
confectioner's sugar. Anyway, some
cooks insist that the frosting must contain
cream cheese. Others vow that cream
cheese will never cross their carrots. (I've
noticed that most of the latter come from
Georgia.) So from here on in, you're on
your own.

Catherine's Cream Cheese Frosting

11/z
8
1
2

boxes confectioner's sugar
oz. cream cheese
stick butter or margarine, softened
tsps. vanilla

Blend together in bowl; mix until
smooth.
Milledgeville Frosting

5
1
1
1
1

tsps. flour
cup milk
cup butter
cup confectioner's sugar
tsp. vanilla

Cook flour and milk together until thick.
Let cool. Beat sugar, vanilla and butter
together until fluffy. Add to milk and flour
mixture. Beat until smooth. Frost cake
when it is completely cool.
If you're tired of humdrum vegetables,
this is a recipe that gets to the root oLthe
problem:

From Florence, Myrtle Beach, Greenville/
Spartanburg and Columbia, Piedmont Airlines
is just the thing to take. Because, with
Pied mont's wide-comfort 737 jets and efficient
propjets you can be on the scene fast-and
go easy on yourself during a business trip. And,
for just plain taking it easy at vacation time, we
have the places, the people and the
money-saving packages to help you take
us up. For information and reservations, call
your local Piedmont office or your travel
agent. Major credit cards accepted.

Tropical Carrots

1 16-oz. can tiny golden fingerling carrots.
1/z cup water
1/z tsp. salt
~ cup brown sugar, packed
1 tsp. cornstarch
2 tbs. butter
1 tbs. lemon juice
2 tbs. shredded coconut
Place carrots in colander and rinse with
cold water; drain. In saucepan mix water,
salt, sugar, cornstarch, butter, and lemon
juice. Heat to boiling, stirring constantly.
Simmer about five minutes until sauce
thickens. Add drained carrots and heat
through. Place carrots and sauce in serving dish and sprinkle coconut on top.
Serves three to four.
October 1977
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In the winter when you're yearning for
a crisp salad, you don't have to settle for
rusty lettuce and beige tomatoes from
the grocery store. Buy some carrots and
a cabbage and toss together
Carrot-Cabbage Slaw
4
.1
1
1
3
/.i
1,4

%

1
1/.i
1
2
The Great Gold Mask of
Tutankhamun, 13"h x 9Y,"w x
B"d. a limited issue of 1000,
$2,700.00.

Falcon Head, 13' 'h x 4"w x
4"d, limited issue of 1000,

large carrots
medium-size cabbage
cup mayonnaise
whole egg
cup sugar
cup vinegar
cup water
tsp. salt
tsp. pepper
tsp. celery seed
tbs. dry mustard

Grate carrots and cabbage; combine
with mayonnaise in large bowl. Stir remaining ingredients together in saucepan and simmer until mixture thickens.
Pour hot sauce over carrots and cabbage. Refrigerate at least four hours before serving. This recipe makes about
two quarts of slaw, and it will keep in the
refrigerator at least a week.

$300.00.

Here's a recipe for sweet-and-sour
spiced carrot sticks; an accompaniment
to add color and variety to any meal.
Golden Throne Bas Relief,
171!."h x 12"w, limited
issue of 250, $1,500.00.

Pickled Carrots
Scarab Paperweight, 4%"1
x 2'% "w, nonlimited issue,
...__ _ _ _ ___, $135.00.

JEWELERS

Takes pleasure in inviting you to the premier
South Caroli na showing of

THE BOEHM PORCELAIN
TUTANKHAMUN COLLECTION
A unique re-creation in porcelain of selected
Treasures of Tutankhamun
and Ancient Egypt.

Nove mber 1-6

COLUMBIA MUSEUM OF ART

6

medium carrots (about 1 lb. ),
scraped and cut in 3-inch lengths
% cup sugar
% cup vinegar
% cup water
1 tbs. mustard seed
2% inches stick cinnamon, broken
3 whole cloves

Cook carrots in boiling water for five
minutes. Drain; cut in thin sticks. Combine sugar, vinegar, water and mustard
seed. Tie cinnamon and cloves in cloth
bag; add to sugar-water mixture. Simmer 10 minutes and pour over carrots.
Cool and refrigerate eight hours or overnight. Drain well before serving. Leftovers may be stored in the liquid in the
refrigerator.
Bugs Bunny, eat your heart out.

1501 Senate Street
Columbia, S. C.

10 a.m.-5 p.m., Tuesday-Saturday
2-6 p.m., Sunday
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Pamela Browning is a free-lance writer
from Hartsville.
Sandlapper

International creators of porcelain art, proudly presents its
"Second Generation" collection of American birds and
flowers in porcelain . . . .

g~-11}~
JEWELERS

takes pleasure in inviting you
to the premier South Carolina showing of
BOEHM PORCELAIN SCULPTURES
B.

Represented internationally in museums,
hospitals, universities, schools, palaces
and other prominent places.
NOVEMBER 1-6
COLUMBIA MUSEUM OF ART

1501 Senate Street
Columbia, S. C.
10 a.m.-5 p.m., Tues.-Sat.
2-6 p.m. , Sunday
A. Cardinals II, 13 "h. x 151/z"w. x 10"d., limited to
400, $3200.
B. Eastern Bluebird II, 14"h. x 81/z"w. x 71/z"d.,
limited to 400, $2100.
C. Cape May Warbler, 91/,"h. x 51/z"w. x 41/z"d.,
limited to 500, $750.
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palmetto profiles
Laura Ebaugh: Volunteer
hether she greets you with a crisp
"Yes?" when answering the telephone, or an exuberant "How are
you, my da'lin?" on seeing you in person, you are aware instantly that you are
in the presence of a unique individual.
Laura Smith Ebaugh is a handsome figure, easily recognized by her two
trademarks: a crown of white hair caught
softly in a bun, and a large gold cross
presented by a niece a dozen years ago.
Miss Ebaugh is a Greenville native
who has spent most of her adult life
there, after completing her education at
Goucher College, Columbia University,
the University of Chicago School of Social Work and the University of North
Carolina. Calling herself a "historical
sociologist," she taught sociology at
Furman University for 28 years where
she was actively involved in scholarly
and academic life. At the same time she
participated in social welfare work in
Greenville County and in civic projects
with historical or sociological import. Her
enthusiasm and ability to inspire others
are largely responsible for the tremendous success of her many undertakings.
Just try telling her, "the Up Country
has no history," or "Greenvillians never
made any cultural contributions," and
watch her bristle. In addition to numerous articles and papers on Greenville's
social history she wrote, in 1966, Bridging the Gap, a popular history and tour
guide of historical sites in Greenville
County, which is now in its third edition.
During the Tricentennial celebration in
1970 she wrote the script for "Reminisce
-In," a play produced at the Greenville
Little Theatre, which brought local history alive in a novel way for those who
saw it.
People are herreal love and education
- in both its fortrtal and practical aspects
- is her passion. Her boast that, "I
taught everyone in Greenville County,"
may be a slight exaggeration; but there is
no doubt that her influence has been
strongly felt within the county and far
beyond. She has received numerous
honors and accolades, but brushes off
any reference to them with a characteristic little whoop.

W
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Organizations and boards too numerous to mention have been an integral
part of "Miss Laura's" life for many
years. Just after World War I she headed
the Home Service Division of the Red
Cross. In the late '30s she served as Welfare Consultant for the Greenville County Council for Community Development, an innovative project sponsored
by the Rockefeller Foundation. She has
been local and state president of the
American Association of University
Women and still participates actively in
its activities. Today she is vice chairman
of the Greenville County Preservation
Commission which boasts the placement
of ten historical sites on the National Register since it was organized in 1970.
She has written studies on child welfare and attended the fifth White House
Conference on Children and Youth.
However, her knowledge is not strictly
the textbook variety as was poignantly
proved when her eight-year-old niece
came to live with her, making her an
"instant mother." She met the challenges of the new role with equanimity.
Soon her Durch Colonial family home
was transformed into a mecca for yet
another generation of young Greenvill-

ians who fell under the spell of Miss Laura's influence and warm hospitality.
Following her retirement from Furman
University in 1963 she launched a second career with the Greenville County
Library as Adult Education Associate.
For ten years she molded the Library's
service programs, and left it a much
healthier institution than she found it.
She is herself an institution in Greenville, filling a role not easily emulated by
any one person. Old-fashioned? Perhaps, yet she is as modem and fresh as
tomorrow. Her busy life continues apace
not only belying her years but emphatically denying them.

Nancy Vance Ashmore is a free-lance
writer from Greenville.

Gordon Hennigar:
Pathologist
an you get away scot-free with murder in South Carolina? Chances are,
you can, unless you happen to live in
Greenville or Charleston counties. So
contends the state's ranking Sherlock
Holmes of the autopsy table.
Dr. Gordon R. Hennigar, chief pathologist at the Medical University of
South Carolina, would erase the coroner
system in the Palmetto State by 4 o'clock
this afternoon, given the opportunity.
To him, it's archaic, money down the
tube, "to have somebody who doesn't
have to be medically-trained, or even be
a graduate of the first grade," weighing
death evidence. As he reckons, the entire

C

state would benefit by adopting a medical examiner system, as is now law in
Greenville and Charleston counties.
Since it isn't that way in most of the
state, Hennigar is convinced you not
only stand a reasonable chance of getting away with murder, but he also argues that "many suicides" as recorded
by coroners "aren't suicides at all."
Moreover, granitic and gruff Hennigar
contends that "an unknown number of
our 'accidental' deaths could be murder
or suicide."
He likes to tell this kind of mystery
story:
The truck driver was found dead beSand/apper

hind the wheel of his vehicle on Johns
Island, where it had apparently plunged
into a ditch accidentally. "To most
coroners, it would probably have appeared natural death, probably from a
heart seizure," Hennigar says. "There
wasn't a sign of injury or violence on the
body."
But in Charleston and Greenville,
local county law mandates the body be
examined by a medical examiner, or a
pathologist.
"At the morgue, we found a tiny hole
in the vein of the right arm, nothing special, but it aroused speculation."
An autopsy revealed that "somebody
had given the truck driver a dose of barbiturate far in excess of what he could
have administered to himself, without
putting himself to sleep," Hennigar said.
"We later found the man was a police
informer and we ruled it homicide." Although the death has gone unsolved,
Hennigar likes to believe that someday,
somehow, police will break the case. "At
least, because of medical examination,
they know now they've got murder on
their hands."
Nova Scotia-born Hennigar, who
came to MUSC 12 years ago, now heads
a staff of 30 in the university's pathology
department. He has long championed
establishment of a medical examiner
system throughout the state. He kept
hammering at Charleston's legislative
delegation until he brought it to reality on
his home turf in 1974.
Now his campaign stretches statewide,
and he thinks that - given time - the
entire citizenry will ultimately see the
wisdom of his advocacy.
For him, the reasoning is ridiculously
simple: "A qualified medical examiner
October 1977

[licensed physician] is better qualified
[than most coroners] to determine
causes in both natural and traumatic
deaths."
Could this known murder have gone
undetected under the coroner system?
There wasn't a bullet wound visible on
the body of the deceased, but tpe victim
was found to have been shot to death
when the corpse was examined in the
autopsy room, Hennigar relates. The
killer had fired his fatal shell through the
,ma! orifice, medical probe revealed.
As head of MUSC pathology, Hennigar sees corpses from throughc ut the
state, when the bodies are directed to
MUSC for final examination. Additionally, he annually examines 24,000
biopsy specimens removed from living
patients.
But he is appalled that many bodies
which he, his staffers or a medical
examiner should see are being routinely
buried, and the case interred with the
corpse.
"Because of our outmoded laws, the
coroner goes to the scene of death in
special cases, and he is simply not qualified to collect medical evidence," Hennigar feels. "Many coroners don't undress the body and look at it, and may
make determinations on the basis of results produced by police and their own
verbal investigations.''
A mistake by a coroner could cost a
family shame, and money, Hennigar
submits, as might happen if an accidental
death is ruled suicide. "An accidental
death ruled suicide would cut out double indemnity," he notes.

Take another case of a car in a ditch,
he suggests. Was it a heart attack? Hennigar believes many deaths would be so
decreed by a coroner. "But it could have
been accidental death," caused by a
number of reasons, Hennigar claims.
The answer could be worth tens of
thousands of dollars to the next-of-kin,
under double-indemnity clauses.
"In Greenville and Charleston counties, the body would be routinely
examined, but in any other county in the
state, you would have to hire a pathologist to conduct an autopsy, if you wanted
one," at a cost upwards to $500, he said.
"If we removed all coroners in the
state, and put our money in an ME system, it would cost very little more than is
now being spent," he insists. But he
couldn't expect coroners to go down
without a fight. "In some places, they
have political clout." Remaining
superimposed on the medical examiner
system in Charleston is a coroner's office, which some local newsmen have
evaluated at $40,000 a year over and
above what the local medical examiner
program costs.
Whatever, Hennigar likes to feel that
you can't get away with murder very
easily in his home county - not with that
medical examiner nosing into questionable cases.

Tom Hamrick (Lt. Col.-USA, Ret.) is a
free-lance writer from Mount Pleasant
and a frequent contributor to Sandlapper.

Ruby Hankins: Lupus Fighter
ystemic Lupus Erythematosus those are big words to tackle, but
tiny Ruby Hankins of Easley has
dug, pushed, shoved and hauled them
all the way from Boston to Charleston
and places east and west. She has a goal:
"I'm just going to try to make the state of
South Carolina aware of lupus within the
next year.''
If you know something about the disease, maybe you'll understand the determination in the heart behind Ruby's
big blue "Fight Lupus" button. Even

S
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by JIM BOOTH

" AUTUMN RUN," a signed and numbered edition restricted to 500 prints in full color from the original acrylic painting by
Jim Booth. The plate size is 162/16" x 288/16" with margins. Each $50. Remarqued, $110. ·
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Artist

Jim Booth
"MORNING FLIGHT," a signed and numbered edition restricted to 500 prints in full color from the
original acrylic painting by Jim Booth. The plate
size is 168'16" x 222/16" with margins. Each $50.
Remarqued, $110.
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

~---------------------------------S

Four Winds Studio Gallery
815-A Folly Road
Charleston, S.C. 29412
Phone: 803-795-8244

_ _ AUTUMN RUN _ _ _ _ _ __

$

_ _ MORNING FLIGHT _ _ _ _ __

$

S.C. Residents Add 4% S.C. Sales Tax
(Please Print)

Addres,"--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Stat.....__ _ Zip.,__ _
•------------ Satisfaction Guarantee-----------•
© Four Winds Studio Gallery 1977
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though systemic lupus is a major killer
and more prevalent than leukemia, multiple sclerosis, cystic fibrosis or muscular
dystrophy, its name is still largely unknown, even in the medical profession.
Lupus is a bewildering imitator that can
run circles around learned medical investigators, appearing disguised variously as
a heart disorder, kidney disease, rheumatoid arthritis, psychosomatic illness you name it. It's none of them. It can run
up and down the body, one day playing
here, the next day wreaking havoc there,
the third day lying low. It can even go
into remission for days, weeks, months
or years, only to be triggered into a
"flare" by sunlight, drugs, or some slight
physical or emotional stress most people
wouldn't think twice about. By causing
inflammation of the connective tissue, it
can destroy vital organs. Another type of
lupus, discoid, is a fairly mild disease confined to the skin.
Neither the cause nor the cure for
lupus is known. While the disease strikes
men and women, its main target seems
to be young women of child-bearing age.
This is where it hits Ruby Hankins close
to home.
The doctor at Ft. Jackson in 1966 had
no idea that Ruby would understand the
strange words "systemic lupus
erythematosus" when he wrote them on
her 14-year-old daughter Karen's records.
"I must have turned white," Ruby
said, "because he asked me what I knew
about it. And I said, 'Please don't ask me
now because I just Jost my husband.' I
felt so alone then . . . I felt that there
wasn't any hope in the world." Back
home in Easley, Karen's best friend, her
16-year-old next-door neighbor, Susan,
had already been diagnosed as a lupus
victim.
"When they told me Karen had
lupus," said Ruby, "one of my first
thoughts was, 'Oh, then it's contagious!'
The doctor assured me it wasn't. It was
just unusual that two children that close
together would have the disease."
At that time lupus was considered to
be fatal within two years, but Karen and
Susan beat the odds. "Watching those
two girls struggle to live normal lives, and
talking to doctors made me realize that
they needed much more understanding
and concern than they were getting,"
she said.
In 1975 Susan died at Walter Reed
Army Hospital. "That's when I began to
fight for lupus awareness," Ruby said.
"It was real discouraging back then. I
didn't know anyone else with lupus ex-
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•
unless you want your ad still
being read
months and years from now. Unfortunately that's
the way it is. Because a Sandlapper magazine is
not read and thrown away. It's kept treasured.
and read and re-read many times. Which means
your advertisement is kept and read and re-read
many times and continues selling your products
and services.
For a demographic survey and rate card write
or call Charles Alexander. Sandlapper Magazine. P.O. Box 1668, Columbia. S. C. 29202, (803)
779-8824.
I

cept Susan, and that was why I was so
frightened about Karen. Well, then I read
in Doctor Moyer's column in the Greenville News that there was a lupus chapter
in Manhattan, New York. I wrote to them
and they told me that starting a chapter
took a lot of leg work and a lot of hard
work. I didn't really know what to do, but
I started out by putting an article in the
Greenville News." The article was a feature on Karen.
Less than a year after that first story
appeared, South Carolina was among
the first states chartering lupus organizations, and Ruby was on the steering
committee of the newly formed Lupus
Foundation of America. When Gov.
James Edwards proclaimed the first
week in November "Lupus Awareness
Week" last year, that was another sign of
Ruby at work.
Just as the New York chapter had predicted, Ruby has put in a lot of hard work
and traveling. She has also absorbed a
lot of expense. "But," she said, "it's
been rewarding to me to know that the
work has done some good." Since she
took on the enormous task of getting
doctors and patients together for research and encouragement, many patients who had felt alone and scared now
have understanding and hope. Chapter
meetings are open to medical personnel,
and family and friends of lupus victims.
Some of Ruby's fight strategy includes
pulling a "What's Lupus Erythematosus?" brochure from her purse and giving it to whoever reads her big blue button and asks, "What's lupus?" She
makes radio and televison appearances
at every opportunity. She sends research
information to newspapers. She finds
medical experts to speak at bimonthly
meetings held around the state. She sees
that a newsletter is written, printed and
mailed to members. She keeps in touch
with other state chapters (now numbering 90 in 50 states), relaying to South
Carolina patients and physicians the
latest developments in research. She
pleads for raffle donations, for typing and
copying equipment, for slide projectors,
and for crutches and wheelchairs. She
seeks government funds for research. At
the June meeting she reported that a
doctor is asking the chapter to raise
$10,000 for a lupus diagnostic lab in
Charleston. She encourages everybody
to do what they can.
One Sunday afternoon when Ruby
was presiding at a chapter meeting in
Columbia, she started laughing. "I want
you to know," she said, "that this morning when I woke up, my shoulder and
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arm were so sore all I could think of was
that I'd had lupus on my mind so much
that it had finally got me. Then I remembered that I had been up until midnight
stamping and filling envelopes with fliers.
One thousand five hundred have already been mailed and we have about
that many more to go."
Because of her efforts, The Sun Is My
Enemy, a book about a lupus patient's
struggle, is being presented to county
libraries throughout the state, and textbooks on lupus are being given to medical school libraries and to hospitals
where lupus patients have been. She
does her best to inform and comfort
those who have recently learned they
have lupus, and also the families of those
who have lost someone to the disease.
"I feel like one of my problems has
been being a one-man show," Ruby
said, "but the last few months we've
begun to get volunteers, and it's much,
much better. Now the fight is on for getting social security, health insurance ...
all the things we can't get now. The national organization will get a lot of these
programs underway.''
Ruby was born in Fountain Inn. She
graduated from high school in Mauldin
and took several college courses all the
way from Texas to South Carolina, most
of them having to do with her work in
merchandising.
"Everybody asks me how I do as
much as I do," Ruby said, breaking into
easy laughter. "I have been a retail store
manager [Cato's in Easley] for twenty
years. I teach a Sunday School class of
young married ladies at Greer Memorial
Baptist Church in Easley. I'm president
of the Easley Unit Fifty-two American
Legion Auxiliary. I have been an active
member of the Easley Business and Professional Women's Club for the past
eight or ten years. I've kinda dropped
down on my activities in that because by
the time I do this lupus and all.... " She
shakes her head.
"I just wish now I didn't have to work
for a living so I could just keep going from
place to place, letting people know that
there's help for them and they' re not
alone.

Pat Benton Minchey is a free lance writer
from Leesville who is a victim of lupus
disease.
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America's first industry:
now more important than ever.
Over the years, industries have
come and gone. But the first
industry in America-the first
enterprise that produced
finished products from
raw materials-is still
vital and dynamic.
In fact, it's more
important today
C,,
.
than ever before.
~ ~,.,,..,~
When early English
settlers landed at James/I 1: ,
town, Virginia, they were '\f:l ./
awed by the immensity
of the forest. But the leader of ~ /
the group, Captain John Smith,
quickly recognized its commercial
possibilities. He conveyed his ideas to
London, and several months later Dutch
and Polish millwrights arrived in the New
World. Under the direction of Captain Smith,
they constructed a sawmill near Jamestown,
and America's first industry was born. The
year was 1607.

\ -r~ /'-,

The Value of Lumber
Soon, America's vast virgin forest was supplying
products for many industries. The forest also
provided building materials for homes, shops,
and churches.
Because of the heavy demands on the forests
and inaccessibility of the enormous wood supply
in the interior, the early colonists actually
worried about a wood shortage. As early as 1798,
newspapers and magazines were urging conservation measures to preserve and improve the
forest. It's interesting that the methods advocated at that time are common in modern silviculture (forest management) . Editorials urged
the thinning of diseased and stunted trees. The
harvesting of old trees to promote growth of
younger, faster-growing trees. And the thoughtful regulation of fires which settlers often used
to clear land for crops.
But conservation was difficult because wood
was vital for the colonists. They used it to build
buggies, b~ildings, ships, butter .churns, walkways, furmture-almost. everythmg.
The colonists and early Americans found
other interesting uses for trees. A famous colonial
charter was hidden in the base of a tree to keep
it from the British. On a tree in northeastern
Tennessee, these words were carved: "D. Boon

cilled A BAR On Tree in
THE YEar 1760." "D. Boon" was,
of course, Daniel Boone. George
Washington assumed command of the
ragtag colonial army beneath another
famous tree, the "Washington Elm," in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The Future of the Forest
These are just a few examples of the role played
by the forest in early America. It was important
then. It's important now. And it will be even
more important in years to come. Because wood
is a renewable resource. And, while other
natural resources are dwindling, the forest can
go on forever.
Georgia-Pacific is helping protect this natural
resource by managing its forests scientifically.
In addition, the Company is planting millions of
trees each year. And, each year, more of the
newly planted trees are "supertrees" which are
bred from superior stock. The "supertrees"
grow faster, are healthier, and have more usable
wood fiber than ordinary trees.
However, a wood shortage in the U.S. is
possible in the near future because vast tracts
of forestland, most of it government-owned, are
not being managed to best advantage. That is
why it is so important that G-P, as a private
timberland owner, is heeding the words of the
conservationists of 1798. Because, as much as
Americans relied on the forest products industry
in the past, they'll rely on it even more in
the years to come.
CELEBRATING FIFTY YEARS OF GROWTH

Georgia·Pacific
The Growth Company
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Fine Art and Picture Framing Since 1902

Put some zip in your life with our

FALL ART CATALOG
Contemporary and historical South Carolina Art, original graphics
and paintings, much much more.
The cover is a lovely seashell print suitable for framing by S. C. Artist
Fitzgibbon.

An excellent gift for "Sandlappers" and for art lovers!
Price $3 plus $ .75 postage and handling.
(We handle Jim Booth prints In Columbia.)

Two Columbia Locations:
986 Knox Abbott Drive, Cayce, S. C. 29033
81 O Dutch Center Blvd.
Mall Checks To: Webb-Rawls Galleries
986 Knox Abbott Drive
Cayce, S. C. 29033

20 feet if properly grown, but often
straggling and two to three feet if left
alone. Geraniums planted outdoors
bloom from May to frost.
The geranium is admired and is constantly being improved by thousands of
people everywhere. If you count Queen
Victoria and the geranium fans of her
reign, we should say millions. The
geranium florets can be single or double
- the doubles which stand up better in
the rain are favorites for flower beds, and
for containers of all kinds.
Seed for early summer bloom should
be sown three to four months before
planting outside after last frost. For later
bloom, sow seed eight weeks before
planting outside. You can take cuttings
and root them in February for summer
gardens.
It is possible, if you have a dry, very
cool basement, to hang up your old
geraniums by their toes and plant them
outside again the following spring. You
will have much finer plants, however, if
you take August cuttings, grow them on
and put those plants for February cuttings out in your garden.

Bob Bailey is our gardening columnist.

We invite you to play our groomed courses
anytime of the year by planning your stay at
one of our fine member motels.
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Publishers of Books for All the Family ...
·
Specialists in South Caroliniana

23 • Wind from the Main
by Anne Osborne
261 pp. • $2.50 (was $6.95)
24 • From Stolnoy to Spartanburg The Two Worlds of a Former Russian
Princess
by Marie G·agarine
138 pp. • Photos• $3.95 (was $6.95)

THE SANDLAPPER STORE, INC.
P. 0. Box 841 B, Lexington, S. C. 29072

NEW BOOKS

COOKBOOKS

HISTORY /SOUTH CAROLINIANA

1 • The Sandlapper Cookbook
by Catha W. Reid & Joseph T. Bruce, Jr.
241 pp. • Illus. • Indexed • $5.95
2 • Southern Fish & Seafood Cookbook
by Jan Wongrey
152 pp. • Illus. • Indexed • $4.95
3 • Southern Wildfowl & Wild Game
Cookbook
by Jan Wongrey
172 pp. • Illus. • Indexed • $4.95

4 • Columbia Sailing Club Cookbook
by Ladies Auxiliary of CSC
224 pp. • Illus. • Indexed • $5.95

JUVENILES
5 • Ghost in the Capitol
by Idella Bodie
(Nominated for S. C. Children's Book Award)
118 pp. • Softcover • Illus. • $3.95
6 • Mystery of the Pirate's Treasure
by Idella Bodie
136 pp. • Illus. • $3.95

7 • Secret of Telfair Inn
by Idella Bodie
98 pp • Illus. • $3.95
8 • Adventures in South Carolina
(An educational coloring book)
by Linda Hirshmann & Sharon Applebaum
48 pp. • $1.75
9 • The Whang Doodle - Folk Tales
from the Carolinas
by Jean Cothran
90 pp. • Illus. • $3.95
10 • The Name Game
by Claude & Irene Neuffer
60 pp. • Illus. • $3.95
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Carbine - The Story of
David Marshall Williams
by Ross Beard
13 • Regular edition - $12.50
14 • Limited, numbered edition autographed
by Carbine Williams - $25
The Execution of Isaac Hayne
by David Bowden
15 • Regular edition - $9.95
16 • Limited, numbered, signed edition
$12.95
17 • A Contemplative Fishing Guide
to the Grand Strand
by Donald Milius
112 pp. • Softcover • Illus. • $2.95

SALE PRICED SPECIALS!
For Children
18 • Wade Hampton of South Carolina Lord of the Congaree
by William H. Willimon
106 pp. • Illus. • $1.50 (was $4.50)
19 • Henry Woodward of Carolina Surgeon, Trader, Indian Chief
by William 0. Steele
96 pp. • Illus. • $1.50 (was $4.50)
20 • Turning the World Upside Down The Story of Sarah & Angelina Grimke
by William & Patricia Willimon
128 pp. • Illus. • $1.50 (was $4.95)

OTHERS

21 • Sandlapper ,68
724 pp. • 800 photos, many color • $8 (was
$20)
22 • The South Carolina Dispensary - A
Bottle Collector's Atlas & History of the
System
by Phillip Kenneth Huggins
215 pp. • Illus. • $5.95 (was $12.50)

11 • What the Wind Forgets A Woman's Heart Remembers
by Helen von Kolnitz Hyer
Poet Laureate of South Carolina
104 pp. • $7 .95
12 • Saga of an Ego Trip
by Jeannette V. Durlach
48 pp. • Softcover • Illus. • $1.95
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29 • Battleground of Freedom South Carolina in the Revolution
by Nat & Sam Hilborn
256 pp. • Over 200 illus., 92 color • Indexed
• $20
30 • The Pendleton Legacy - An
Illustrated History of the District
by Beth Ann Klosky
112 pp. • Illus. • Indexed • $12.50

31 • Home by the River
by Archibald Rutledge
196 pp. •Photos• $10
32 • A Piece of the Fox's Hide
by Katharine Boling
361 pp. • $8.50
33 • Laugh with the Judge
by Bruce C. Littlejohn
146 pp. • Illus. • $6.95
34 • S. C. History Illustrated, Vol. I • $4
35 • S. C. History Illustrated, Vol. IV • $4
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25 • South Carolina's Civil War of 1776
by Lewis P. Jones
94 pp. • Softcover • Photos • $3.95
26 • South Carolina -A Synoptic History
for Laymen
(Currently out of print; orders taken for spring
delivery of Revised Edition)
280 pp. (approx.) • Softcover • Indexed •
Price(?)
27 • Swamp Fox
by Robert D. Bass
275 pp. • Indexed • $7.50
28 • The Green Dragoon
by Robert D. Bass
489 pp. • Indexed • $6.95
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Order Form
Please send me the books checked at left.
Total for books is
Plus 4% sales tax (for books mailed to a
S. C. address)
Plus 50¢/book pstg./handling
(Orders for 5 books postpaid)
_T_otal enclosed
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Butterflies
Aren't .Free
by Mary Miller

ome people call Allen Zack "the butterfly man." Zack says, "When I was
a kid I had a butterfly net and I never
grew up."
Actually, Zack is a highly respected
civil engineer for the U. S. Geological
Survey in Conway, a talented violinist
who plays with the Georgetown String
Trio, and a skilled craftsman whose interest in collecting insects engendered
Bio-Arts Co., a partnership with his
brother, Philip.
Bio-Arts Co., formed about eight
years ago, is the vehicle through which
the Zack brothers distribute the product
of their particular hobbies. Allen mounts
collector-quality insects, and Philip, who
lives in Wonder Lake, Ill., makes walnut
and glass display boxes. Except for
Przekop Galleries in Pawleys Island,
Bio-Arts Co. products are sold exclusively through Napp-Deady Associates
of Atlanta.
"We only mount and sell collector
quality specimens," Zack says. "We
have sources all over the world and buy
occasionally from American brokers.
"We know exactly which mouldings
we want, and if we can't get exactly what
we want, we design it ourselves." They
buy moulding from ten different man-
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ufacturers and are one of the few companies which use walnut moulding consistently. Frame, mount and liner are
carefully coordinated for visual appeal.
Liners are selected from a variety of colors and materials such as velveteens, ·
corks, velvet and linen, to complement
the beauty of the specimen to be
mounted. Zack, assisted occasionally by

an associate, Martha McCall, works
nights and weekends on his specimens.
The insects themselves come from all
over the globe, but Zack says the tropics
produce the most colorful, elegant specimens. Zack mounts not only butterflies,
but moths, scorpions from Africa, spiders, moths, beetles and ''walking
sticks."
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Some of the more rare ones come
from a group of French missionaries in
Madagascar, such as the Argema mittrei
moth, a rare specimen that once sold for
as high as $500 a pair. Now the missionaries are able to identify the cocoons
and harvest them very carefully since the
rare moths live only eight hours. No
females are taken until they are allowed
to mate, and no specimens that are in
reproduction are taken. "My brother is a
zoologist," Zack says, "and we are both
ardent environmentalists."
They also import from South America,
Papua, New Zealand, the Solomons,
and even buy from a Boy Scout troop in
Boise, Idaho, who capture the Papi/io
eurymedon, one of the more rare American swallow tails.
The fragile insects are received with
wings folded in triangular sheets of
paper. Each specimen has been placed
in an envelope which is carefully labeled
as to where and when the insect was
caught. Zack places them in his wife's
celery crisper in a carefully controlled,
very humid environment to relax the
wing muscles. Little by little the moisture
penetrates the wings so that they can be
released without damage. He injects the
head, thorax and abdomen of the
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At this point, Napp-Deady Associates
take over to distribute Zack's creations
through Atlanta's Merchandise Mart.
Zack lives at Litchfield Beach with his
wife, Sylvia, and rarely chases butterflies
himself these days. He had collected
them as a boy in Berwyn, Ill., where he
was born and raised. In the years he
attended Vanderbilt University to obtain
his B.S. in Civil Engineering and an M.A.
in Geological Engineering, his old hobby
was neglected, but Zack maintained his
interest in biology. Then several Christmases ago, he decided to put some
frames together and mount butterflies as
gifts. He had maintained his contacts
with other collectors and importers and
soon found himself engrossed again in
his boyhood hobby.
"It is basically a hobby," Zack insists,
"and will remain so." That may be, but
the product is typical of the perfection
and professionalism people have come
to expect from Allen Zack. To own a
greasy substance which eventually will creation by "the butterfly man" has become a mark of distinction.
penetrate and damage the wings.)
The specimen is then spread on specially designed boards and left to dry for
about one week at a very low humidity.
They are then removed from the boards Mary Miller is former editor of Coast
magazine in Myrtle Beach.
and mounted.
specimen with various poisons by means
of a hypodermic needle to presumably
protect it from any infestation which
might cause deterioration. {If the insect is
of the Morpho or Caligo variety, abdomens are removed since they contain a
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SOUTH CAROLINA

HERITAGE

by Diane Neal
he temperance crusade had swept
the United States in the third decade
of the nineteenth century. Its advocates associated intemperance with
crime and poverty, and South Carolina
temperance workers, like their counterparts in other states, in the 1820s and
1830s had begun clamoring for the repeal of all state laws licensing the liquor
sales or at least measures which would at
least outlaw the sale of intoxicants in less
than 20-gallon quantities. Yet the sale of
liquor continued to flourish in South
Carolina until after the Civil War, when
liquor foes renewed their endeavors and
began agitating for statewide prohibition.
In 1882 their efforts resulted in the passage of a law providing for local option.
In 1889 and again in 1890 the prohibitionists narrowly met defeat in their
attempts to secure passage of a prohibitionary bill.
Although an opponent of prohibition,
Gov. Benjamin Ryan Tillman recognized
the need for stricter regulation of the
liquor traffic in South Carolina. In his
1891 message to the legislature, Tillman
claimed that from one-half to two-thirds
of all crimes committed in the state could
be traced directly to excessive consumption of whiskey. To help curtail this evil,
he recommended a modification of the
practice whereby a person could obtain a
liquor license by paying a $100 fee to the
county treasurer and a second fee to the
municipality where the liquor was to be
sold. According to Tillman, municipalities should be prohibited from issuing
liquor licenses, and instead all revenues
"derivable from the sale of whisky"
should "go into the state and county
treasuries." Since the courts that handled whiskey-related cases were maintained by county and state taxes, Tillman
saw no reason why municipalities should
share in the profits from liquor sales.
Moreover, he announced, if a high
license fee were required, the number of
barrooms would decrease and so would
the number of crimes. Prohibitionists,
liquor dealers and municipal officials
who depended upon liquor licenses for
revenues denounced the governor's
proposal as unacceptable, and the plan
quickly met defeat in the state Senate.
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Responding to the mounting sentiment in favor of prohibition, the state
Democratic Executive Committee announced that voters would be able to
express their preference regarding prohibition in the August, 1892 primary.
Since both the pro- and anti-Tillmanite
factions of the party were divided between the foes and proponents of alcoholic beverages, the committee made
it clear that the results of the referendum
would not be binding upon the candidates elected to the General Assembly.
Despite a concerted propaganda effort
by the editors of the Baptist Courier and
the Southern Christian Advocate, the

Gov. Benjamin R. Tillman

state' s leading religious newspapers,
only 68,515 of the 88,474 voters
bothered to express their opinions on the
issue. Even so, the prohibitionists managed to roll up a 10,000-vote majority.
Since a considerable number of Tillman supporters had voted in favor of
prohibition, the governor devoted a
large part of his 1892 message to the
subject of liquor regulation. He readily
agreed that "great good" would follow
from a "strict law, rigidly enforced," but
realistically commented that the "human
family" could not be " legislated into

morality." Attempts to impose absolute
prohibition would fail in South Carolina
just as they had in other states. Aside
from the opposition of liquor dealers and
their regular patrons, Tillman observed
that many persons who rarely drank resented any "sumptuary legislation" as
an infringement upon "personal liberty." Furthermore, since people disliked spying on their neighbors, indictments and convictions were very difficult
to procure under prohibition. Hence,
rather than prohibition, Tillman again
recommended a modified license system, but he also called attention to the
fact that Athens, Ga. had adopted a
municipal liquor dispensary which had
proved successful in "abating the nuisance of barrooms.'' Some type of regulation must be enacted by the 1892 legislature or else prohibitionists and their
opponents would wage a bitter campaign in 1894 and tear the South
Carolina Democratic Party asunder. In
closing, he assured the legislators that he
would "cheerfully approve" any liquor
regulation that they chose to enact.
Prohibitionist legislators in the House
of Representatives finally agreed upon a
compromise embodied in a bill introduced as the so-called Roper Proposal.
The measure, if enacted into law, would
outlaw the manufacture and sale of intoxicating beverages in South Carolina
except those used for ''medicinal, scientific, or sacramental purposes. " The bill
cleared the House, but was defeated in
the Senate when opponents prevented it
from reaching the floor for a vote. Rather
than face the possibility that the General
Assembly might adjourn before passing
a satisfactory regulatory measure, Sen.
John Gary Evans, a leading Tillmanite
from Aiken, collaborated with the governor and introduced a bill forbidding the
private sale of alcoholic beverages in
South Carolina. Rather than instituting
absolute prohibition, the proposal called
for the establishment of a state-owned
liquor dispensary.
The city fathers of Athens had adopted
regulations based upon a Swedish system. The South Carolina law was based
on the Athens law and bore the enthusiastic stamp of the governor. Both
35

The bottles on this page are from the Kenneth
Huggins collection of Dispensary bottles.
Photos by Richard Taylor
1. This militia unit responded to Tillman's call
for troops.
2. Darlington crowds gather at the courthouse
as a militia unit begins a march-past. Note
soldiers lining the street.
3. The Columbia Dispensary headquarters:
Employees fill Dispensary bottles from large
vats.
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4. State Adjutant Gen. Farley,
ordered to quell the Darlington
disturbance with state troops.
5. Citizens who volunteered to
substitute for the recalcitrant
troops.
6. Alston, Bateman and Capers: Their companies refused
to follow executive orders to
march.
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Sen. Evans and Larry Gantt of the proadministration Columbia Register reported that the Dispensary system had
successfully eliminated many of the evils
associated with the sale of liquor and had
markedly increased Athens' revenues.
Impressed by these accounts, Tillman
decided that the plan would be an ideal
compromise between the demands of
prohibitionists and their opponents and
agreed that Evans should engineer its
passage through the General Assembly.
With only a few days remaining before
the scheduled adjournment date of December 24, the Senate heatedly debated
the Evans Bill, and approved it by a vote
of 20-11. In spite of bitter opposition
from prohibitionists who refused to assent to the continued sale of liquor under
any circumstances, the bill also cleared
the House before adjournment and Tillman signed it into law.
The Dispensary law forbade the sale of
intoxicating liquors by private firms or
individuals. Instead, it provided for the
appointment of a commissioner who
would purchase all alcoholic beverages
for lawful sale in the state. In tum, the
commissioner would distribute the liquors to county dispensers selected by
county boards of control from lists of
applicants who had obtained the signatures of a "majority of freehold voters" of
the incorporated towns where the Dispensaries were to be located. The governor's patronage was increased since
each county was allotted one Dispensary
except for Richland and Charleston,
which, because of their large populations, received three and ten, respectively. Both the commissioner and
county dispensers were to be men not
addicted to the use of intoxicants and
were required to post bonds to insure
their obedience to the state liquor law.
The act outlawed shipments of intoxicating beverages from outside South Carolina or within the state with the exception
of small quantities for personal use. To
purchase liquor from county dispensers,
an applicant had to submit a form containing his name, age and address and
specify the person intending to consume
the alcohol. Persons who were legal
minors or known alcoholics would not be
permitted to purchase liquor. The beverages were to be sold only in sealed packages which could not be opened on the
dispensary premises. Profits from the
sales would be divided, with one-half
going to the state and one-fourth each to
the county and municipality where the
local dispensary was located. By providing one-fourth of the profits for the
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municipality where the local dispensary
operated, Tillman designed the bill to
draw support from municipal officials
angered and upset by his earlier license
fee proposals. The law was to go into
effect on July 1, 1893, and authorized
the governor to appoint one or more
constables to enforce its provisions.
Scarcely was the Dispensary measure
introduced into the Senate when it became the object of controversy. Among
the most vigorous critics was James C.
Hemphill of the Charleston News and
Courier, who denounced it as a poor
compromise that would antagonize both
prohibitionists and the business interests
of the state. Heading his article "An Obnoxious Law," J. F. Clinkscales of the
Anderson Intelligencer declared that the
sale of liquor was not a state function and

prohibitionists also battled the Dispensary law by refusing to sign petitions
necessary for the establishment of
county dispensaries, thus hoping to
make the law, in effect, a prohibition
measure.
In contrast, many foes of intoxicating
beverages, while not completely satisfied
with the Dispensary law, regarded it as
an important step towards prohibition.
Editors of the Edgefield Advertiser and
the Orangeburg Times and Democrat
and Mrs. Samuel F. Chapin, president of
the South Carolina Woman's Temperance Union, contended that dispensaries
were definitely preferably to saloons,
and anti-Tillmanite John G. Wyatt, a
prohibitionist from Greenville County,
enthusiastically labeled the Dispensary
act "the best whiskey law we can have."

North Augusta Dispensary

condemned the plan as "mad paternalism." Indignantly, N. G. Gonzales, a
long-time Tillman opponent and editor
of the Columbia State, proclaimed the
purpose of the Dispensary was ''not
Prohibition, not Regulation, not Restriction, but Revenue." Tillman was destroying a business "in order that the State
may monopolize it and make money out
of it" Prohibitionist leaders L. D. Childs
and the Revs. G. W. Davis of Lever and
W. B. Duncan of Kingstree, announced
that the sale of liquor by the state or
individuals was wrong and insisted that
the Dispensary was unacceptable. Echoing this sentiment, the Baptist Church in
Union sternly admonished its members
to refrain from aiding in liquor sales,
whether legal or illegal. In addition to
editors and religious bodies, individual

In contrast to the reluctant compliance
on the part of most opponents of liquor,
many counties and municipalities, including Charleston, Columbia and Spartanburg, defied the law by issuing liquor
licenses for all of 1893 instead of permits
to expire on June 30, the last day that
non-Dispensary alcoholic beverages
could legally be sold in South Carolina.
In the face of this defiance, Tillman
warned that beginning July 1 the Dispensary law would be strictly enforced
and that liquor dealers who had purchased licenses for more than the first six
months of 1893 must cease business and
seek refunds. Those county treasurers
who had accepted license fees for the
entire year would be removed and replaced by "men who are capable of taking instructions" and obeying the law.
Sandlapper

Determined that the Dispensary
would be well-administered, Tillman
carefully considered a number of applicants before selecting David H. Traxler
of Timmonsville as commissioner. A
nondrinker and a member of a local Baptist church, Traxler met the character requirements specified in the Dispensary
statute, and his background as treasurer
of Darlington County from 1883 to 1889
and as a successful merchant in Timmonsville provided the necessary experience to supervise the complex operations of the South Carolina Dispensary.
Along with Traxler, Tillman visited
Cincinnati, Louisville and Pittsburgh to
examine bottling, washing and labeling
machinery and to observe the processes
of distilling and brewing. Although the
state legislature had appropriated
$50,000 for the initial stocking and
equipping of the Dispensary, conversations with liquor magnates indicated that
the appropriation was insufficient and
hence most of the purchases would have
to be on credit. Determined to secure the
highest quality of merchandise possible,
the governor ordered samples of numerous grades and brands of whiskey
shipped to South Carolina for analysis by
the state chemist and secured bids from
distilleries and bottling firms. The trip
proved so informative that, although he
seldom drank, Tillman boasted that "I
now know more about liquor than any
man in South Carolina." After evaluation of the samples, Tillman contracted
with George Hubbell of the Mill Creek
Distilling Co. in Cincinnati to furnish the
bulk of the whiskey to be sold by the
Dispensary. In order to obtain the lowest
prices, he contracted for barrel rather
than for labeled-bottle purchases. However, to guard against possible fraud, he
invented a code whereby the number of
X's on a particular barrel indicated the
quality of its contents. Thus, highquality, three-year-old whiskey would be
branded "XXX." Moreover, he warned
that all liquors sold to the Dispensary
were subject to analysis by the state
chemist; false labeling would result in
termination of the state's agreement with
the distillery. Furthermore, instead of accepting the seven cents delayed rebate
per gallon to which South Carolina was
entitled under the contract, Tillman persuaded Hubbell to obtain permission to
sell the liquor to the state at seven cents
less than prevailing wholesale rates.
Having stocked and equipped the
Dispensary headquarters in Columbia,
Tillman sternly admonished saloon
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MR. HUBERT SIMS' APPLES are only
one good reason to visit Lynchburg, Tennessee,
in the fall of the year.
You'll find Mr. Sims (along with his wife)
up on the courthouse square. And not far
away you'll find the Jack Daniel Distillery,
where smooth-sippin' Tennessee Whiskey is
still made. (We have a man who carries you
on tour and shows you
how we make it.) If you
come about now, you' re
CHARCOAL
MELLOWED
sure to leave with some
6
good apples. But
DROP
whenever you come, we
6
believe you'll take
BY DROP
home a good time.
Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery
Lem Motlow, Prop., Inc., Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352
Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.
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keepers that the law would be enforced,
and he urged them to ship any stock they
had on hand or or after July 1, 1893 out
of the state. Despite arguments that the
Dispensary would curb most of the evils
associated with the liquor traffic, prohibition sentiment remained strong among
Baptists and Methodists. In addition to
urging citizens not to sign petitions for the
establishment of county dispensaries,
several congregations expelled Dispensary employees from their ranks. Even
Commissioner Traxler was not exempt
from censure and excommunication by
the Timmonsville Baptist Church. To

act or else by openly defying it. About
one month after the passage of the measure, Chester saloon keepers unsuccessfully petitioned the state Supreme Court
"to require the town council of Chester
to show cause why a writ of mandamus
should not be granted to require it to
issue license[s] for a year." In this instance, the court upheld the Dispensary
law and declared that municipalities had
no authority to issue liquor licenses after
July 1, 1893.
Delighted with this decision, Tillman
was confident that the courts would sustain the provisions of the Dispensary
.;--------------------;;;;;;;;;;;;;;__al statute forbidding public or private conveyances to ship non-Dispensary liquor
into South Carolina for purposes of sale.
Both railroads and the Portner Brewing
Co. of Charlotte announced that they
would ship intoxicants into South
Carolina regardless of whether they were
consigned to the Dispensary. So eager
were these firms to test the constitutionality of the law that they gave advance
notice of the shipments hoping to precipitate arrests and confiscation of the
outlawed goods. A test case involving
representatives of the Richmond and
Danville Railroad reached the U. S. Circuit Court in Charleston in late August,
1893. Judge Charles H. Simonton ruled
against the state on the grounds that the
prohibition of shipments contained
in the Dispensary act violated the 14th
Amendment and federal interstate
commerce regulations and was unconstiA Limited Edition Print by D. L. Eklund
tutional. Tillman declared that the conIN FULL COLOR
stables would continue to interfere with
Dr. Robert D. Bass, one of the leading authorities on Francis Marion,
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Just Because
Tillman repeatedly insisted that the 1892
Dispensary law was constitutional. Howthose prohibiitionists who refused to sign
petitions for the establishment of dispensaries in their areas, Tillman warned that
the alternative would be unrestricted and
unregulated liquor sales and all of the
dire consequences which would accompany it.
Apparently misunderstanding the
governor's commitment to the Dispensary as the best method of curbing the
abuses most often associated with the
liquor traffic and underestimating his determination to enforce the law, many
Dispensary opponents resisted by either
challenging the constitutionality of the
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ever, with the matter pending in both the
state and federal courts, he urged the
1893 General Assembly to enact a second Dispensary law embodying most of
the provisions of the first measure. Thus,
he reasoned, even if the original statute
were struck down totally by the antiTillmanite majority on the state supreme
court, the Dispensary could remain in
operation under the new law until its
constitutionality was determined. Responding to the governor's suggestion,
the Reform element in the legislature
enacted the desired measure and virtually guaranteed a positive vote on its
constitutionality by electing Judge Eugene B. Gary, a strong Tillman supporter, to replace anti-Tillmanite Samuel
McGowan whose term on the South
Carolina Supreme Court expired at the
end of July, 1894.
Tillman's fears that the state Supreme
Court, dominated by his opponents,
would strike down the Dispensary law
proved to be well-founded. In April,
1894, the state's highest tribunal declared all parts of the act, except for the
section outlawing the manufacture and
sale of intoxicants in South Carolina, unconstitutuional. Also, in the subsequent
case of ex parte Brunson the court ruled
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that "there is no authority in this State
invested with the power to grant liquor
licenses." Instead of implementing the
second Dispensary law immediately,
Tillmah shrewdly chose to close all local
dispensaries, the state headquarters, discharge the constables and proclaim prohibition in effect. However, he made no
effort to enforce prohibition and argued
that he was officially paralyzed since the
court had implied that the former law
was not a regulatory or prohibitionary
measure and had explicitly stated that
there was no legal agency for issuing
licenses. He concluded, "it looks like free
liquor to me."
"Free liquor" indeed seemed the
order of the day as illegal whisky flooded
the state. From the time the dispensaries
wereclosedonApril21, toAug. 1, 1894,
the federal government issued 1,174 retail liquor licenses for South Carolina in
contrast to the 277 issued from July 1,
1893, to April 21, 1894, when the Dispensary law was in operation. These figures, Tillman declared, should have
convinced the foes of liquor that prohibition was "impracticable." While obeying
the dictates of the courts, Tillman declared that he had resolved to thwart the
decision if possible. Therefore, in order

to avoid having the anti-Tillmanite-dominated state Supreme Court invalidate
the 1893 Dispensary act, he refused to
execute it until August and instructed trial
justices not to hear cases involving the
statute until Justice Gary assumed his
seat on the tribunal. The governor's
plans were well-laid, and soon after Gary
had been sworn into office a test case
reached the court. In October, 1894 Justice Gary along with Justice Young John
Pope, another Tillmanite, voted in favor
of sustaining the law, and thus by a two
to one majority the state Supreme Court
reversed its April position and declared
the 1893 Dispensary law a valid exercise
of the state's police power.
In addition to judicial challenges,
Tillman faced physical opposition to the
Dispensary system. One of the most flagrant violations of the Dispensary statute
was the operation of illegal saloons,
commonly known as "blind tigers."
Since counties and municipalities had issued retail liquor licenses for all of 1893,
it seemed apparent to Tillman that opponents were going to defy the law by
sanctioning "blind tigers," but he
warned that he would soon have most of
them "by the ear." Taking seriously his
task of executing the Dispensary law,
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Tillman, while dining at a Charleston restaurant in September, 1893, overheard
a customer order wine. Informed that
wine was not sold, the man requested
cider which was served in a champagne
glass. Thinking that he had just witnessed
a violation of the Dispensary act, the
governor instructed the waiter to bring
the cider bottle to him. However, much
to his disappointment, an inspection of
the container revealed pure cider instead
of wine. According to a reporter for The
State, Tillman "went off crest fallen." In
addition, while attending the state fair in
November, 1893, the governor personally instructed W. B. Meetze to cease selling rice beer at a concession counter on
the fairgrounds. When Meetze refused,
the governor ordered his arrest.
To enforce the law, Tillman employed
constables whose chief task was to ferret
out illegal whisky dealers. In many cases,
constables from distant areas of the state
or in disguise entered a given town and
inquired where they could purchase
non-Dispensary whiskey. Supplied with
this information, the constables could
then either attempt to make a purchase
or obtain a warrant from the local magistrate to search for contraband liquor. Despite popular misunderstanding, the

constables were not authorized to search
either businesses or private residences
without warrants. Constables also frequented depots where they examined
suspicious-looking trunks, jugs and other
packages for illegal whiskey. Determined
to make the Dispensary law respected
and enforced, Tillman endeavored to
appoint sober, trustworthy men to the
constabulary. Despite these precautions,
undoubtedly some of the constables
were unnecessarily rude when searching
property or making arrests, and a minority neglected their duties or accepted
bribes to ignore violations of the liquor
law. These factors, coupled with the resentment which many anti-Tillmanites
exhibited towards anyone connected
with the Dispensary, resulted in hostile
exchanges between the constables and
citizens throughout the state.
There were many incidents of rioting,
assault, threats to lynch officials, particularly in Sumter, Beaufort and Charleston, but by far the greatest crowd reaction was the so-called Darlington Riot.
Frequent confrontations between the
constables and opponents of the Dispensary came to a head in late March and
April, 1894. Anti-Tillman Darlington residents represented by Charles S. McCul-

lough and J. Witherspoon Evans had unsuccessfully attempted to block the establishment of a dispensary in their city
in July, 1893 on the grounds that the
requisite number of freeholders had not
signed the applicant's petition. Judge
Joshua Hudson issued an injunction forbidding the applicant, John Buckner
Floyd, from opening a dispensary and
declared the Dispensary law of 1892 unconstitutional because it prevented
people from exercising their lawful right
to trade in alcoholic beverages. Pending
appeal to the S. C. Supreme Court, the
1892 measure remained in effect, and a
dispensary was subsequently established
in Darlington.
Blatant violations of the Dispensary
law frequently occurred in Darlington,
and on March 29, 1894, the governor
sent four constables to the city with orders to suppress the flourishing "blind
tigers." Rumors circulated that the constables had been authorized to search
private homes without warrants for contraband liquors, and angry residents
vowed to forestall any such action.
Armed with warrants, the constables had
scarcely begun their raids on several
business establishments when, according to Tillman, a large mob of armed men
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followed them yelling curses and "Abus[ing]" them. Believing that the constables were · in danger, the governor ordered Chief Constable Theodore S. Gaillard to proceed to Darlington at once
with reinforcements and commanded a
unit of the state militia from nearby Sumter to protect the constables in the discharge of their duties. The next day, the
four constables and their reinforcements
completed their work with no resistance
and on March 29 prepared to leave the
city.
Violence erupted at the depot where
18 of the constables were awaiting a
train. An argument ensued when Paul
Rogers, a Darlington hotel clerk, accused
F. E. (Billy) Floyd of spreading lies about
him to Constable John B. Mclendon. In
the fisticuffs which followed, Mclendon
allegedly interfered on Floyd's behalf.
Then, Frank E. Norment, an onlooker,
reproved the constable for raising a row
unnecessarily. Cursing, Mclendon shot
and killed Norment, precipitating a confrontation between Darlington spectators and the constables. Outnumbered, the constables took refuge in a
nearby swamp. Outraged Darlington residents, joined by supporters from Florence, vented their hatred of the Dispensary by pursuing the constables and
threatening to lynch them. Angrily, they
shot into the train carrying four of the
constables who had not even been present during the initial confrontation between Rogers and Floyd.
News that a riot had broken out in
Darlington quickly reached the governor. Tillman ordered militia units from
Columbia to quell the budding insurrection. However, influenced by the reports
in The State that the constables had provoked the incident by attacking innocent
spectators, the Columbia militiamen refused to obey the governor's orders.
Militia units from other areas of the state,
including Charleston, Sumter and Newberry, followed suit. Meanwhile, crowds
of angry citizens thronged the capital
streets threatening to burn the Dispensary headquarters; mobs looted militia
armories in Columbia, Florence and
Chester; other mobs plundered the dispensaries in Florence and Darlington;
and false rumors circulated that the governor's carriage had been torpedoed and
he had been killed.
These factors indicated to Tillman that
his political opponents had taken advantage of the Darlington incidents to precipitate a statewide rebellion against his
administration. This cabal had failed in its
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attempts to paralyze his administration,
Tillman maintained. Many of the state's
military co.mpanies answered the governor's call to service and "the yeomanry
. . . volunteered for duty in such numbers as showed the conspirators that they
were powerless.'' As troops from all over
the Palmetto State poured into Columbia, Tillman proclaimed martial law in
Florence and Darlington counties and
immediately dispatched troops to those
areas, and he ordered other units to protect the dispensary headquarters, the
State House, and the governor's mansion. To prevent additional incendiary
reports from arousing mob anger further,
Tillman seized the telegraph lines and
railroads.
Almost immediately, Tillman's strategy brought the so-called Darlington
Riot under control. After the constables
returned to their homes safely and the
Darlington dispensary resumed operations, he announced on April 5, that
since the insurrection had subsided in
Darlington and Florence, martial law was
no longer in effect in these counties. Declaring that ''the duty of a soldier, and the
militia are soldiers when called into service, is blind obedience to orders from
his superior," Tillman dismissed those

companies that had defied his orders as
"unworthy to wear ... the uniform" of
the state. In their stead, he commissioned new units that would be loyal to
their commander-in-chief.
While James C. Hemphill of the
Charleston News and Courier and N. G.
Gonzales of The State joined Mayor
W. F. Dargan of Darlington and other
extreme Tillman critics in condemning
the governor's suppression of the uprising as unnecessary, harsh, and dictatorial, the majority of South Carolinians, in
mass meetings, open letters, and private
correspondence, commended his courage and determination to enforce the
laws of the state and preserve peace and
order. Ben Tillman had won not only
respect for the Dispensary law, but a personal victory as well.
In retrospect, the Dispensary system
was a successful experiment in the regulation of liquor traffic. Tillman's approach was an intelligent and practical
alternative to the unworkable concept of
prohibition that had steadily gained
adherents in South Carolina after 1865.
Not only did he take action to regulate
the sale of intoxicants more strictly, but
he also provided both state and local
governments with much needed reve-

nues. Although the governor undoubtedly used the Dispensary to reward some
of his supporters with constableships,
most of his appointees were men of integrity who faithfully and honestly executed their duties. However, some were
unnecessarily rude when conducting
searches and making arrests, and a few
even accepted bribes. Tillman's choice
of David H. Traxler as commissioner was
wise since he proved to be a competent
and efficient administrator.
Finally, Tillman's determination to enforce the law won the respect of most of
his followers and even that of AntiTillmanites who viewed the Dispensary
system as a valid reform. Especially
pleasing was the governor's forceful
stand against railroads and dispensary
opponents' attempts to ignore and defy
the law in hopes of having it declared
unconstitutional. His handling of the violence at Darlington, rather than marring
Tillman's image, actually enhanced his
prestige and his reputation as a champion of an orderly agrarian society.
Diane Neal is working on a degree in
history at Kent State University in Kent,
Ohio.
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1959
inally he left the clinic and drove
back to the Sutton neighborhood
under a lowering evening sky. The
light of the late spring afternoon was yellow and dirty, with thunder mounting
and scattering over Cobbville' s sunless,
blowing, dusty streets. By the time he
reached the house - leaving his car in
the front drive and going immediately to
the library and opening the walnut rloors
of the liquor cabinet - the rain had begun, filling the dim afternoon with a dull,
thunder-troubled roar that muffled the
sound of his movements, the ice in the
glass and the doors of the cabinet when
he shut them. The servants had eyed him
with a vague distaste and suspicion when
he came in, tieless and unshaven, his hair
disheveled, wearing his old pair of heavy
sagging corduroy pants stained with red
paint and a rusty white shirt limp with
sweat, a faded windbreaker slung over
one shoulder. But he had ignored them: I
can at least come here one more time, he
thought, I at least have that right left,
since I'm still married to the daughter. . . .
Vodka breathed through his chest like
a desert wind, and he looked at the walls
of books looming around him - Homer,
Goethe, Schiller, Dumas, Stendhal,
Caryle, Melville: all the remote and extinct heroes, stilled and silenced now, all
their fury and passion and grandeur reduced forever to tiny blank print on
dumb pages bound in cloth or imitation
leather and glue, wedged helplessly,
humiliatingly, into the library shelves of
an age of impotent dwarves. It was dark
in the room with the rain outside, and he
cut on a small table lamp; holding his
glass in one hand, he went over and
touched a volume of Byron, tenderly, his
light spidery fingers lingering for a moment: He was so long ago, he thought, so
long ago . . . . Involuntarily he took a
deep, painful swallow, then blinked
three times, rapidly. Turning, he saw,
lying under the lamp beside Mr. Sutton's
leather reading chair, a copy of Readers'
Digest and Dr. Norman Vincent Peale's
latest book with a bookmark placed
one-third of the way from the beginning.
He went back to the liquor cabinet and
poured himself another drink.
With a start, he awoke on the couch
beside the open window, cold and mistily wet. It was very late, the rain had
stopped and the servants were gone. He
listened but heard no sound - all the
others were _still at the hospital with Connie. He was now completely alone in the
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house. The moment he sat up, he felt a
great exhilaration. It was sourceless and
undefined - a kind of impatient rapture,
a vague anticipation of triumph that
moved dimly in his bowels. He did not
notice that someone had come into the
library while he was asleep and turned
off the lamp; he sat on the edge of the
couch for a moment, very still, and then
he lunged to his feet and hunted his jacket, stumbling once or twice in the dark.
It took him 15 minutes to get across
town to Lincoln Bottom with its cluttered
rows of Negro shacks huddling along
narrow, muddy little lanes under dingy,
feeble streetlights, the puny grassless
yards littered with wood chips and upturned washtubs and old tires. Even
now, in May, there was the smell of a
pine-kindling fire somewhere. He
parked the car before one of the sour
little yards and went through the gate, up
the brief dirt walk bordered on each side
by two straight simple lines of broken
brick and pieces of bottles neatly planted
in the ground, then up the sagging plank
steps to the shadowy small porch where
rusted coffee cans with geraniums growing in them were ranked closely along
the plank railing. He knocked twice at the
door. Finally he heard a voice, cracked
and old, coming from a dark window
be~jde him: "Jes' a minute, Mr. Lancey."
When the old woman opened the
door, he said, "I'm going to need Leroy
for a day or two." She simply nodded,
"Yessuh, Mr. Lancey, I'll go git him,"
and he followed her through the fetid,
dungeon-like, abject darkness of the
house to the kitchen in the back, waiting
there while she roused Leroy out of bed:
He could hear the old, querulous bark of
her voice in the other room, rapid and
almost unintelligible like some ritualistic
chant of irritation and vague dark
menace. Finally there was the rusty
squawk of bedsprings and Leroy came
into the kitchen, barefooted, blinking
thickly. He sat at a chipped metal table in
the center of the kitchen while his
grandmother - silent now, unquestioning, inscrutable, shuffled about in tennis
shoes and a ragged gabardine overcoat,
fixing him some Post Toasties and fatback and coffee in the dim light of a
naked bulb dangling from the ceiling.
Then they left
When dawn came six hours later, they
were well into Florida, almost to Daytona. Leroy was asleep in the back se(l.t.
Lancey Jenkins lit a cigarette; the blue
smoke hanging heavily in the stale air of

the car, eddying sluggishly against the
rolled-up windows, as the first brazen red
light of day began spilling across the
dusty dashboard. The land around them
now was low and scrubby and fierce in
the sun, and Jenkins' eyes began to ache
dully in the hot flare of morning. He had
always loathed Florida: despite all the
trailer camps and motels, billboards and
souvenir shops, despite the space gantries like a Fellini fantasy the land still had
a basically prehistoric horny, reptilian
look about it. By noon, they had reached
Melbourne. Jenkins drove on as the day
slowly began burning out, with Leroy
huddled silently in the back seat, staring
out the window at the alien, savage landscape in the brassy shimmer of the afternoon. He asked, once, "This ain't someplace near Savannah, is it, Mr. Lancey?"
And Jenkins answered, "No, we're a
long way from Savannah. We're in
Florida." Leroy said only, "Oh," and did
not speak again. It was growing dark
when they passed out of Miami and
began travelling on toward the Keys. At
two in the morning, they finally reached
Key West.
Jenkins stopped at a small hotel on a
back street - a flimsy, white wooden
building crouching between a bar and a
tourist shop in the shadows of ragged,
clacking palms. The air was warm and
still and heavy with the,smell of unseen
innumerable inlets and canals - a rank
smell of arrested salt water coming from
the countless veins of the sea that
webbed the tenuous, still unrelinquished
island. The night was weary and haggard
in the bitter glare of the streetlights; to
Jenkins, it had always seemed as if nighttime, here at this stark little town lying
naked and exposed on the outermost
edge of the continent, were somehow
artificial and ephemeral, a kind of superficial intrusion into the immense roofless
glare of sky and water: The night did not
actually seem real, as if it were an illusion
created by the wan, scattered shadows at
the fringes of the mindless, electric glare
of the streetlights and neons. All the low,
white ramshackle wooden buildings of
Key West glowed palely down the dim
streets like phosphorescent hulks lying
deep in water, and the night sky was
washed and faded by the glow from the
center of town.
Jenkins got out and went into the
hotel; he came back and woke Leroy in
the back seat of the car. Leroy quickly sat
up and looked around with filmy, blinking eyes.
" Is we here yet?" he said.
Sandlapper

"Yes," said Jenkins. "This is where
we're going to stay for a little while." He
started back for the hotel, but when he
reached the front steps he turned to see
Leroy still sitting in the car, staring at him
in blank and silent helplessness. He went
back to the car and opened the door.
"It's all right," he said. "They won't
bother you. I've been here before."
It was a small room with an iron frame
bed wedged against the wall, under a
rusted, drooping metal tulip of a light. A
cot had been set in the corner by the
window, and Jenkins motioned to
Leroy, "They brought that for you."
Then, without even taking off his shoes,
Jenkins lay down on the bed and cut off
the light over his head. The window was
open, and in the darkness there came the
sound of voices from somewhere outside, occasional faint sourceless gusts of
savage guitar music, a low and continuous murmur of distant traffic, and once,
very close, there came the sound of a
woman laughing. Just before dawn,
Leroy suddenly awoke and saw Jenkins
sitting up in the bed across the room; his
eyes were wide open. He was still in his
shoes and all his clothes and the light was
burning with a small, harsh glare over his
head.
That afternoon they left for Havana.
Jenkins was quite drunk, though he had
taken only two quick swallows from the
bottle of gin that he had retrieved from
under the front seat as they were driving
to the airport. As they mounted the ramp
into the plane, he bowed to the stewardess with an elaborate flourish of his
hand and, nodding toward Leroy, announced, "He is my Sancho Panza, you
see.... " When they were seated, he
became entangled in his seatbelt, and
finally he called to the stewardess:
"Would you help me with this thing? It
seems I've forgotten how they're supposed to work." As she bent over him,
he motioned toward Leroy sitting small
and rigid in the seat beside him and said,
"I would appreciate it if you could give
Sancho Panza a hand, too. I mustn't lose
him." Then there was no sound except
the engines. They slowly began moving,
lumbering into position, with the long
and laden wings of the plane wagging
stiffly down the runway. Finally, ponderous and creaking, the plane turned and
paused for one tumultuous moment, the
bellow of the engines suddenly fiercer in
a kind of unleashed but still motionless
chaos, a pent hysteria that sent premonitory shudders through the length of
its body, as if the craft were bracing itself
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for the supreme effort, gathering up its
courage, beating its breasts in a vainglorious declaration of its might before making it charge once again against the laws
of nature. Then it came: The engines
surged them suddenly forward, beyond
their breath and stomach, and there was
immediately a small, brief, frantic, fitful
struggle in the seat beside Jenkins. As the
pavement of the runway swiftly and silently unrolled from under the smothering shout of the engines Jenkins dimly
heard Leroy's voice: "Whoa! Whoa-it.
Whoa, now .... " Then the earth began
receding below them, sinking gradually
and peacefully away like a pan-out in a
motion picture. Abruptly there was nothing under them but the sea, glistening
and wrinkled and motionless far below
the steady thunder of the engines, too far
to comprehend. Leroy was sitting very
still in his seat now, but his hands were
clutching his seatbelt and Jenkins heard
him softly whimpering to himself.
A taxi took them from the airport into
Havana. It was growing dark, the late
spring afternoon dying in a last long sen-

Over it all there hung a certain toasted smell - a
warm roasted mellowness
in which there lurked the
violent sweetness
of
mushy, decaying fruit.
sual sigh of lurid gold light, and as the cab
carried them deeper into the core of the
city, bawling its way through the narrow
dense back streets, it was as if they were
plunging into some nether region of
eternal but sleepless night. Jukeboxes
were clamoring against each other from
grimy little corner cafes, producing a
demented babble of guitars and bongos
and cornets. They kept turning into
streets as close and cluttered as alleys,
humid from a rain that had come sometime during the day with orange peels
and rotten lettuce leaves and unrecognizable bits of refuse lying in puddles of
gray water, the skinny sidewalks welling
with people, none of whom seemed
older than 40 - dark, bright, nervous,
sensual, even the children - until finally
it seemed as if all Havana were a vast
network of aileys, a labyrinth of lost and
forgotten back streets in whose ancient
gloom dwelt all the old never-to-berelieved furies of the flesh, a limitless bedlam in which ragged wraith-like children
hawked lottery tii;kets and contraceptives and women's underwear and

hypodermic needles, and long black
gleaming cars eased past like prowling
sharks with men in black suits and white
silk ties and dark glasses over their implacable thin-lipped faces sitting alone in
the back seats. Heavy-hipped women
leaned in the shadowy doorways in two
ranks stretching endlessly down both
sides of the narrow streets, all of them
wearing only full cotton skirts and
loosely-buttoned sleeveless vests hanging out of the skirts, poised still and silent
and numberless in the hot twilight. Over
it all there hung a certain toasted smell a warm roasted mellowness in which
there lurked the violent sweetness of
mushy, decaying fruit.
They took a room in an old hotel near
the square in the center of the city, with
their window looking out over the palmfringed capitol building. Jenkins, his eyes
red and blurred, took the bottle of gin out
of his hip pocket and lay down on the
bed and began drinking, an ancient
black ceiling fan whirling slowly over him
in the heat. After a while, Leroy asked,
"You want me to tum out the light, Mr.
Lancey?"
Lancey Jenkins had been born on a
drizzling winter night in the back bedroom of a farmhouse in McCormick
County, S. C., while his father was
preaching at a revival in a small country
church some 20 miles away. For Moese
Jenkins, the birth of his son was more
than the event itself: He felt personally
reborn; it revived a last small flicker of
that mystical hope and promise which he
had first experienced 15 years earlier
when, as a restless hungering boy just
out of high school, he had been converted and called to preach the gospel all
on the same glorious summer night at a
milltown tent revival.
Lancey was an only child. He grew up
in a succession of seedy little towns in the
sandy pine flatlands of South Carolina remote little places that had been in a
state of suspended animation for 50
years or so, with dusty-windowed flat
brick buildings forming parentheses of
stillness around dumpy railroad depots
and weedy lumber yards lying on the
edge of town seemingly useless and forgotten, their carefully stacked planks
fixed and undisturbed and bleached by
the sun and rain of many summers and
winters. On the quiet dirt back streets a
few large homes left from the village's
brief and long-expired moment of prosperity, musty hulks horny with gables
where old women now appeared on
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summer evenings after supper wearing church on Sunday mornings and eveshabby wool sweaters, their hair like nings and on Wednesday night at the
white smoke in the voluptuous blue prayer meetings, and while the congretwilights, strolling for an hour or two gation sang hymns and his father
among the mulberry bushes in the back- preached, he would draw pictures in the
yards, muttering to themselves, a little margins of his Sunday School book or
mad and sour-smelling.
on the back of the paper fans advertising
They were communities dominated local funeral parlors, using pencil stubs
by Sunday, and the weekdays passed taken from the little boxes on the backs
like a flat, fretful, noisy, suspended lull of the pews. At first he copied the illustrabetween the Sabbaths and the music of tions in his Bible, mostly of Old Testatheir stillness - their pious, serene, ment scenes, moving into his own visions
sandy, gnat-humming emptiness. From of the stories.
Gradually the story of Samson bethe first, Lancey was a lonely boy; he felt
that not only he but his family were came his favorite subject: Samson and
somehow out of place, had somehow Delilah, Samsom bringing the temple
gotten lost in these bleak and endless down on the Philistines, Samson eyeless
little towns: his father with his meager in Gaza. He embellished, elaborated and
library of old college textbooks - Emer- improved.
Then Moese Jenkins began taking his
son, Browning, Henry James, Tennyson

- mixed blindly with cheap Biblical son with him on his weekly visits to the
commentaries, the collected sermons of sick and invalid in the community, disDwight L. Moody and George S. Truett, pensing with the scripture-reading and
certain humble novels from the denomi- prayer with a kind of perfunctory haste
national press about the staunchly de- and with a sudden awkward but undiscent perils and triumphs of male and guised eagerness, as if this were why he
female missionaries in the Amazon jun- had actually come, he would tum to
gles or the wilds of New Guinea - and Lancey and say: "This is my boy. Y'all
his mother, the daughter of a poor but know him, don't you? He likes to draw
genteel Alabama family, who dutifully - draws all the time. Don't know where
presided over the social functions of he got it, but he's pretty good at it .... "
congregations of farmers and mill hands And in the dim shaded rooms smelling of
and cotton-gin workers with an air of ointment and stale flowers, while his
embattled but dauntless dignity. Eventu- father chatted with the old people who
ally, his sense of estrangement, alienabil- watched him with fixed toothless smiles
ity, acquired an air of disgust - and and bleary eyes from their rocking c~airs
or dingy beds, he would sketch things on
something like desperation.
But before that, before he had even the backs of old envelopes and yellowed
started school, Lancey would sit in business stationery for his father to show
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around.
One Sunday evening as he was doing
some homework assignments at the
kitchen table, his mother was suddenly
standing over him holding his Bible, demanding in a shrill voice, "What's this?
What's this I found in your Bible?" His
father walked in and took a bottle of milk
out of the refrigerator. "Moese, look at
this. He's been drawing pictures in his
Bible." His father looked at it and said,
"Who is it, son? It looks like Andrew
Jackson."
"Can't you tell?" he said. "It's God."
His mother stared at him, and he said
quietly, "I just thought I'd draw a picture
of God for the front of my Bible."
For some reason, his mother was bitterly angry, and later that night Lancey
heard her shrill insistent voice in the
kitchen with his father: "Of course, you
would defend him. Of course, it would
be all right with you. But I don't want
him, not him, too - " and then she
stopped, and Lancey heard what
sounded like crying. The next day, she
gathered up all the pencils and pens she
could find and locked them in the top
drawer of the desk in the parlor. A few
days passed, and then one night Lancey
awoke to see his father towering over
him in the moonlit room, his hair mussed
and his trousers pulled on over his
pajamas. "Here," he whispered, "but
keep them hidden. Don't let your mother
find out, all right?" Then something
landed softly on the covers beside him
and his father left. He reached out, and
his fingers found a tablet and three
sharpened pencils.
Much later, during his sophomore
year at college in Virginia, he came back
to his room after a long night of drinking
and hectic furious oratory in the back
booth of a smoke-hazed clamorous
tavern downtown, and scribbled a letter
to his parents in the cool April dawn: "I
have been an orphan from my birth. This
I have known since I was old enough to
know what parents were - not biologically, but spiritually an orphan. This is a
cheap and petty age, a prosaic age, a
mundane age, a boring age. A grandeur
seems to have passed from the earth.
The heroes are gone. There aren't any
truly great deeds anymore. The only
people who really remember the Grand
Spirit, who alone are keeping the small
guttering fire alive in their cupped hands
against the universal night, are artists.
They alone have the capacity for the
grand acts which can break through,
break out of our time. Please understand
Sandlapper

then - it is a fact that the lot of the
creator is, imperatively and inherently,
one of utter loneliness. His soul, by its
very nature, cannot belong to this age,
but can belong to nothing but truth and
beauty. Outside of those commitments,
he is absolutely without loyalties whether to friends or nation, to church or
to family. At heart, the artist must be a
solitary pagan - and, yet - all his life he
tries to draw a picture of God . . . ." At
this point, Lancey Jenkins began nodding and he left the letter lying on his
desk, tumbled into his bed and went to
sleep, still in his clothes. He found the
letter next morning as he was rushing to
get ready for a class; he put it in a drawer
to finish it later, and did not see it again
until the end of the year when he was
cleaning out his room - he read it hurriedly, waited a moment, and then left it
on the floor among the litter of other old
papers.
He had become tall, gaunt, wolfishlooking, with a large fierce nose and
cavernous eyes and riotously tangled
hair. During his sophomore year, he was
briefly stricken by a fair, sweet little girl
who had been snugly and carefully
raised in a small South Carolina town,
was being snugly and perfunctorily educated, and would eventually become
snugly and permanently married for the
purpose of reproducing a home that
would be more or less a replica of the one
which had produced her. After reading
Rostand's Cyrano de Bergerac one
warm and winey autumn evening, he
bolted from his room and ran across the
campus to the women's dorm, where he
stood under the girl's window softly
bleating to her to come down and take a
walk with him, which resulted in his
being chased back to his own dorm by
the campus police. A month later, the girl
became quietly and snugly engaged to a
dapper young architecture student at the
University of Virginia, and Lancey wore
a fixed flat grin and a shattered expression in his eyes.
He drew into himself after that. He
painted and he read. He worked late at
night in the tin sheds behind the fine arts
building, alone and ecstatic, consuming
innumerable cigarettes and cups of coffee like a kind of constant after-bum in
the impetuous chaos of his energy.
When, in the early morning, he finally
pulled the light cord over him and left the
sheds, he walked across the deserted,
lamp-lit campus, still tense and vibrant, a
little dizzy, to a room that was cluttered
with canvases; he would stand in the
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center of the room for half an hour
longer, staring at them, before going to
bed. About his work there was a slightly
archaic, if impassioned, quality - it all
looked rather like El Greco. He was fond
of tumultuous landscapes and historical
scenes - revolutions and the deaths of
emperors - steeping them all in a fever
of brooding, sourceless, sometimes
melodramatic light. "It's super-realism,"
he told himself, and it became his credo.
"I believe in super-realism."
After leaving school, he nearly
starved. Profoundly lost and baffled, he
moved from place to place - Kansas
City, New Orleans, Memphis, Pittsburgh
- living in a succession of disheveled
little rooms in sleazy hotels and boarding
houses, mostly filled with the homeless,
where there was always the faint smell of
toast and the sound of soap operas on
innumerable hidden radios in the dim
stale corridors at noon.
One August evening in Miami, he was
picked up in the park by the police and

At moments, he even had
the vague fleeting impression that he did not exist,
that he had actually begun
to p hysic all y disappear

taken to a downtown station, where he
was handed a crinkled telegram notifying
him that his father had died. One of the
policemen took him out into the hall and
said softly, "Look, would you like for us
to put you on a bus?" He waited a moment and then said, "No." Because the
event seemed somehow unreal to him or, at best, it was some dim happening in
a remote and half-forgotten world now
hopelessly alien and unreachable. So, he
still did not leave. But he began to feel,
for the first time, a certain sensation of
weightlessness and suspension, as if he
had become immobilized in some dimension of timelessness - a place with
no seasons, only constant unchanging
bland summerishness. At moments, he
even had the vague fleeting impression
that he did not exist, that he had actually
begun to physically disappear; he was
surprised by his own reflection in the
front windows of stores along the street,
or by a sudden curl of smoke in front of
him from his own cigarette.

Then, one morning at a small loud
steamy diner as he was finishing a breakfast of coffee and toast, he picked up a
battered magazine that someone had left
behind on the counter. There was a small
advertisement at the bottom of one
page, a narrow little box containing a
miniature iron-grill gate and the words, in
Old English script: "Mawper Junior College - located in quaint, charming
Corinth, Georgia, on the banks of the old
Savannah - giving young men and
women a broad and gracious foundation
in the Liberal Arts .... " A wild shout,
sudden and inexplicable, welled up and
exploded silently within him; he sat motionless at the counter for a moment, his
eyes gently blurring with light. He placed
the call from a phone booth outside the
diner: He told them he was a painter who
was interested in settling down and doing
some teaching, and that he would be
passing through Corinth in a few days
and would like to stop by and talk with
them about it. He repeated it three times
to three different people and finally the
dean said he would be glad to see him,
that it so happened they might be able to
use him for a year at least. He started
hitchhiking that afternoon. Two days later, in a chill autumn dusk, a cattle truck
dropped him off on the outskirts of
Corinth.
He settled down in the little school and
taught wistful handfuls of students who
seemed to consider the systematic soiling
of their clothes and their hair and their
bland, drab faces with paint and turpentine as a vital part of the artistic process.
He looked somehow like a haggard caricature of his youth - lank, stringy hair,
dusted with dandruff, which hung limply
over a bony face and a pendulous, rather
bizarre nose under which the shadow of
a smile uncertainly cringed occasionally.
He took to carrying a cane, and in the
five years at Mawper, people confided in
each other that he had suffered. He carried the banner of super-realism and disappeared to Key West every summer,
presumably for Bohemian bacchanals
with people like himself.
He had spent one Sunday afternoon
penned up in his office with paper work.
When he stepped out into the soft yellow
light of the April afternoon, he saw a
couple at the far end of the patio, standing close to the wall of the building. The
girl had been in the act of turning toward
the door when he walked out, hurriedly
and involuntarily pushing her long hair
back from her face. Jenkins recognized
them both as students at Mawper - the
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boy was the son of a mill executive in
Corinth, and he glowered at Jenkins,
flushed and breathing heavily, a light
dew of sweat glimmering along the edges
of his fine-spun hair. Jenkins realized he
had just interrupted them in a kiss.
"Damn," the girl said, pronouncing
the word with a loud and deliberate distinctness.
Jenkins wheeled, muttering, "Excuse
me, I didn't know there was anybody out
here - " but the girl quickly said, "No,
for God's sake, you appeared at the right
time. Stick around, please, I'd consider it
a favor."
Jenkins paused awkwardly in the
doorway. Finally he turned back to the
patio, bumping his elbow against the
door-jamb as he did.
The boy was still glowering at him.
"Say, who do you think you are, mister
- Saint George or something?"
The girl patted the boy's arm and said,
"Don't try to be cultured all of a sudden,
will you, Ralph, sweetie?"
Jenkins rummaged through his pockets for a match, struck it on the stone wall
beside him, and then realized there was
no cigarette in his mouth. He plowed
back through his pockets, trying to find
his pack, until the match burned his

thumb. Again, he winced only slightly,
letting the match fall to his feet and taking
out another.
"You're the art teacher at the school,
aren't you?" the girl said.
"What? Yes -well, no. Actually, I'm
an artist -"
"What are you doing with a cane? Is
something wrong with your foot?"
"It's-I-" Jenkins coughed. "Justa
- cut."
The boy grunted something indistinguishable and turned to the girl. "Listen
here, I'll be in the car when you're ready
to leave." He swayed before her for a
moment and then plunged on past Jenkins. Jenkins lighted his cigarette, not
looking at the girl. Suddenly there was
the clatter of a chair from someplace inside the building, immediately followed
by a muffled cry: "How the hell do you
get out of this hole?"
The girl smiled and shrugged slightly,
and Jenkins mustered a momentary
flicker of a smile back. She had a thin,
almost fragile, waif-like face, which
somehow made startling the extravagant, heavy, brimming, mammalian fullness of her body.
"You know," she said, "you do look
terribly like an artist. Why don't you draw
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a picture of me? Did you bring your stuff
with you?"
"My stuff? Oh - well, do you think
your friend would mind waiting?"
"Who cares? Maybe he'll leave. We
were just driving around and all of a sudden I realized he wasn't too awfully far
from passing out, this was the nearest
place I could think of where he could do
it privately. He wouldn't let me drive,
see?"
"Oh," Jenkins cleared his throat.
"Well, as a matter of fact, I do have a
couple of sketch pads in the car .... "
The girl waited a moment.
When he returned, she was sitting on
the low brick wall that enclosed the patio,
idly swinging her legs and smoking a
cigarette, her hair fluffed by little gusts of
wind.
"I think it's going to rain," she said.
"This has been a pretty lousy day all
around." She sighed heavily in a light,
liquid film of a sweater and Jenkins
thought fleetingly of the surf - swell rolling into swell, wave mounting on wave.
"How do you want me?" she said.
"Just like that - that's fine." He
leaned against the building and began
sketching her. After a while, she had
smoked her cigarette down to the filter
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and she took a last deep draw, pinching it
between her fingers and squinting her
eyes then let it drop on the flagstones
beneath her.
"Are you making me sexy?" she said.
He didn't answer. She began humming, ending it shortly with a high, thin,
"Oh, hell, I'm getting cold. It's going to
rain, I know it."
"Just another minute more," he said.
Finally he said, "All right. Come here
and take a look."
She stood close to him, her breast
briefly melting against his lean bony
arm. "It's incredible," she said. "How
did you do that much in just five minutes
- so much so quick? It's so rich - and
true -

"

"Well - " Jenkins began, his voice
sounding suddenly rather hoarse.
" - and final. It's actually so personal,
just my face, that expression, that it's
almost improper. And it's not even sexy.
That's what I like most about it, you
know? I mean, I wish I really looked like
that, I wish that's who I really was, that
kind of person. It's not even sexy, for
crying out loud."
Jenkins realized he was reaching for
another cigarette; he hesitated, and then
in small private abandon and celebration, he took it on out of the pack and
lighted it. His hands, he noticed, were
trembling. "I'm glad you like it," he said
at last.
She laughed quietly and placed her
hand on his arm. At the touch, he blinked
rapidly several times. "Really," she said,
"it's positively immoral to let a stranger
draw you like that. The only honorable
thing left for you to do now is to fall in
love with me."
This touched off another brief flurry of
blinking. Jenkins gulped deeply, and
then said, his voice a bit thick, "Why
don't you pose for some of my classes?"
She took a step away from him. "So
that's your game."
"What do you mean?" He dropped
his pad. Bending to pick it up, he
sputtered, "No, I don't - I just
thought - '
"Will I get paid, I wonder."
"Paid? Well, it's not much - "
"I demand I get paid."
"Oh, yes, we'll pay you. But it's
not - "
"But I'll have to get something for it. I
want to be a professional artist's model.
It'll make the scandal all the more shocking back home."
"What scandal?" he said. "You won't
have to - I mean - "
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"But I won't tell my folks that, you
see." She raised both hands to her
cheeks and smiled softly. "It really ought
to make a gorgeous scandal."
"But, actually, it's not necessary that
anybody think - "
"It's damned necessary," she said.
"Oh." The sketch pad dangling from
his hand, he stood looking at her, leaning
a little to one side, as if someone had
given him a shove on the shoulder and
tilted him off balance. ·she tossed her
head and brushed her hair back from her
face, her hand clinging to her neck for a
moment. Then she said, "You' re staring,
you know."
"Will you let me tell you something?"
he blurted. "You're probably the most
beautiful girl I've ever seen in my life

"
He saw a frown touch her face. ''Good
lord," she murmured. Abruptly, she
turned and went over to the corner of the
patio where she had been standing with
the boy, stooping to pick up her handbag. "So when am I supposed to show
up for your class?" she said.
"Thursday afternoon around three
o'clock. It's in the - "
"Yes, I know where it is," she said,
"I've seen some of those characters
working over there. Do you want me to
wear anything special?"
"Well - " he hesitated.
"Well, should I or not? I'd like to
know."
"I don't guess so," he muttered. "Just
something simple."
"All right, then," she said. "And who
do I ask for, in case you aren't there?"
"You mean, me? Oh." He gulped violently, once. "Lancey Jenkins."
"Lancey Jenkins? Is that your name?"
"I - " He stared at her, his mouth
open.
"Brother," she breathed. "If I'm not
always getting myself into something like
this. Always." And, abruptly, she left
him, disappearing into the building.
He stood there motionless for several
minutes, suddenly alone on the dusty,
leaf-littered, ghostly patio with a brusque
chill wind blowing in his face, still holding
the sketch pad in his hand.
Before he quite knew what he was
doing, he started over the wall around
the patio, flapping with the pad clutched
in his hand like some ungainly bird trying
to climb up on a perch from which he
might be able to fly. There was a shortcut
through the grounds to the gate, where
he might be ~ble to catch her - teetering
atop the wall for a moment, he tumbled
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into an overgrown thicket of holly
bushes, a thousand tiny pricks instantly
bringing tears to his eyes. Thrashing his
way out of them, he started running,
every fall of his foot jolting the breath
from his chest. A hedge loomed before
him, waist-high, and he plunged through
it, lifting his arms as if he were breasting a
wave. Quickly wearying now, he began
to stumble over rocks brutally lurking in
the high weeds, and finally, trying to
trample through a bed of honeysuckle
vines, he tripped, staggered, started
down slowly and terrifically, like the wall
of a building collapsing, his arms swinging wildly, and crashed.
Cursing, he immediately surged back
up again and forged on across the yard, a
torn back-pocket in his pants flopping
behind him like some tattered but
doughty banner.
When he reached the gravel drive, he
saw the girl standing beside the opened
door of a new Lincoln convertible, trying
to shove the boy over from the wheel.

"Excuse me," he finally
mumbled. "I never .did ask
your name. I don't know
who you are."
"Is that all? .... That's
nothing. They never do."

He stumbled toward them, heavy with
fatigue.
His chest heaving, he could not speak
at first. The girl stared at him. "What's
the matter?" she said.
"Excuse me," he finally mumbled. "I
never did ask your name. I don't know
who you are."
"Is that all?" she said. She leaned back
against the car and looked at him.
"That's nothing. They never do." With
the wind blowing in the magnolia leaves
over them, her voice sounded strangely
distant and small, like someone calling
across a waterfall. "I'll bet even Ralph
here couldn't tell you who I am."
She glanced at the boy behind the
wheel. He was nodding drowsily. "This
dear, sweet, refined, degenerate creature - I'm supposed to be in his keeping
for the next couple of days. Which is
quite an honor for me, because did you
know - "
"Don't be stupid, Connie," the boy
grunted, his head bobbing over the
wheel.

Jenkins coughed. "Really, I don't
have any business - "
"Wait a minute, dammit," the girl
suddenly shrilled. "Just wait a minute
and I'll show you. Everybody knows
everybody's first name." She turned to
the boy again. "But tell him my last
name, Ralph. Do you remember my last
name, baby?"
The boy leaned back in the seat and
lightly closed his eyes. "Don't be stupid,
Connie."
"You see?" the girl said, her voice
high and thin. "He doesn't know my last
name. I told you - nobody knows anybody's last name anymore." Then,
abruptly, she leaned over and drew the
boy's head against her, nestling it against
her breast - he quietly grunted, his eyes
still closed - and using one hand to keep
her hair from blowing in her face, she
looked back at Jenkins and said, "And
do you know where we're going for the
next couple of days, and what's going to

- ?"
The boy quickly pulled himself away
from her and said, with a fragile and
calculated dignity, "I asked you, Connie,
for God's sake, don't be stupid. Don't
you know he's with the school?"
She took a step back from the car,
wiping her hands on her hips. "All right.
You let me behind that wheel. I swear to
Mary, I'm going to tell him if you don't let
me drive."
"Hell, no," the boy cried, a waver of
helplessness in his voice. "What do you
want to drive for? Look, for God's sake,
it's not even dark yet - I never get drunk
until it's dark."
"You made a miscalculation, then. So
help me, I'm going to tell him if - "
"Go ahead and drive then," the boy
cried. "I'm climbing in the back seat and
going to sleep, anyway." He tried to pull
himself over the seat. The girl helped
him, and he tumbled over into the floor.
"Are you okay, baby?" she said.
His voice was muffled. "Okay, now,
drive. Drive, dammit, drive. Drive the
damn wheels off .... "
She got in and shut the door and
started the motor.
"It's going to rain," Jenkins murmured. "Maybe you'd better put the top
up."
"It doesn't make any difference. Let it
rain. I feel like I need a washing, anyway."
Jenkins blurted, "Do you want the picture?"
"What picture?" she said. "Oh -yes,
I'd like to have it. Let me see it."
Sandlapper

He tore it out of the sketch pad and
gave it to her. She looked at it gravely for
a long moment. Then, still holding it, she
raised herself from behind the wheel and
kneeleQ on the seat, turned toward him.
"Look at your trousers," she said.
"They've got thistles all over them. How
did you get them so messed up?"
"Coming around the building," he
said: "I wanted to catch you before you
drove away, since I forgot to find out who
you were - "
"Would you lean toward me a moment?" she said.
Very softly, she kissed him on the
cheek.
"I'm Connie Sutton," she said. "And
it was sweet of you to bring me the pieture. I really appreciate it. Thank you."
Scattered, solitary, swollen drops of
rain began to plop around them, thumping the hood of the car, snicking through
the magnolia leaves over them, coming
without thunder, strangely measured
and deliberate and stealthy in the silence.
Jenkins stood in the gravel drive, a drop
splashing on his nose and then another
licking his hand, as he watched her drive
away. Only then did he feel the violent
pain in his bad toe.
"Sutton?"
Berger, leaning back in his chair in the
faculty lounge, the wax paper from the
sandwich he had just finished still lying in
his lap and his coffee cup raised part-way
to his lips, paused a moment. There was
a small smile on his face. "Yes, I think I
do. I think I had her for freshman
algebra. Why?" He peered at Jenkins
with slightly narrowed eyes as he took a
sip of the coffee.
"I was just wondering. I happened to
run into her the other afternoon .... "
Berger slowly lowered his cup. "Oh,
yeah?"
"Well, you know - she was with
somebody. I just happened to run into
her over at the museum Sunday afternoon. She - uh - " Jenkins shifted in
his chair, " - she seemed like a rather unusual girl."
"She's a little tart, pal," said Berger.
He wadded up the paper in his lap into a
tight ball, dropped it into his cup, then
carefully brushed the crumbs from his
bow tie and the lapels of his salt-andpepper tweed.
"They're a special type, her kind. A
certain sub-species. And it seems
there're more of them here each year;
the spawn is increasing. Rich - so rich
they don't even have to think about it October 1977

her coming down the corridor, her high
heels clicking briskly. Then she was
standing in the door, wearing a black knit
dress, a pearl necklace and a black felt
hat that looked like a derby someone
had grabbed by the rim and yanked
down over her cheeks. She was 40 minutes late.
"I'm sorry," she said, pausing in the
doorway. "I'm afraid I went completely
blank about this afternoon. I was on my
way somewhere, and I was stopped waiting for a red light to change, and then all
of a sudden I remembered, and turned
around and drove right back." She
leaned forward and peeped into the
room. "I'm not too late, am I?"
Jenkins felt a lump in his throat. "Certainly not. I'm habitually late for things
myself. Come right on in."
She was a good model - she tired
rather quickly, but her poses were fluid
and instinctively elegant. Two hours later, after the last student had gone, she
stretched luxuriously, running her hands
through her hair, still perched at the top
of a high ladder. "Do you think they liked
me?" she asked, a momentary, slightly
askew smile on her face.
"These creatures
Jenkins stood under her, looking up.
they're just kewpie-dolls,
"I think so. They should have. All the
sodden with makeup. And
other models we've had have been
this Sutton girl isn't Helen either slats or sacks. You - " His adam' s
of Troy, either."
apple took a plunge. " - were perfect.''
"It was fun," she said. "I've never
done anything like this before. You really
think I would make a respectable modYou're no different from anybody else, el?"
"Perfect," he repeated, a bit louder
Jenkins."
Jenkins turned pale. He stood up and this time. He suddenly felt quite dizzy.
swallowed deeply. "Yes, and those kind "In fact, we'd like to have you back."
"Really?" She smiled down at him.
of odious statements are precisely what's
wrong with the world today. 'You're no "Well, maybe I - "
"Next Tuesday?"
different from anybody else' - I refuse
to accept that kind of repulsive stateShe waited a moment. "I'm sorry, I
ment."
won't be able to make it Tuesday. I'm Berger shook his head and looked at well, I can't make it Tuesday. How about
the cup in which he had dropped his Thursday?"
"Oh." He took a deep breath. "All
sandwich wrapping in both hands, a faint
smile back on his lips. "How old are you, right, then. I'll - we'll look for you
Thursday."
Jenkins?"
"Thirty," said Jenkins.
She looked down at him silently from
"Thirty-what?"
the top of the ladder, her legs crossed,
"Thirty-five."
one elbow propped on her knee and her
Berger shook his head and looked chin in her hand, her eyelids lowered
down into the cup in his hands for a almost dreamily in contemplation. Fimoment. "Thirty-five. And undermined nally she said, "Do you believe I know
by a flouncey, fluffy, mascaraed little what you're thinking?"
teenager."
"No," he said quickly. His knees alHe was standing by the windows in the most gave under him. Then, after a
classroom Thursday afternoon, gazing pause, he quietly said, "Yes."
bleakly out over the blooming campus in
She regarded him gravely. ''You
the lyrical April sunshine, when he heard aren't married, are you?"

and not quite human. More like - well,
cold little dolls. Bland little snobs, absolutely empty under their bouffant hairdos." .
"Still - " Jenkins hesitated. "Still
you've got to admit, they're kind of fas. cinating. They seem almost like a race of
remote, unravished Cleopatras. You get
the feeling that none of them would have
done badly as Helen of Troy."
"What?" Berger squawked. Jenkins
immediately flushed and looked away.
Berger stared at him.
"These creatures," said Berger,
"they're just kewpie-dolls, sodden with
makeup. And this Sutton girl isn't Helen
of Troy, either. And I might add, Jenkins,
you aren't Paris or Mark Antony. You've
been here longer than I have - you
ought to know better than to get involved
with - "
"I never said I was getting involved,"
Jenkins snapped. "I just said - "
"I know. All right. But just remember:
She isn't Helen of Troy; you aren't Paris.
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"No .... " He suddenly had to clear
his throat,. and the rude, weak sound
made him cringe.
For a long while she was silent. Then
he heard her say, "I'm sorry. I wish
...." But she didn't finish. A moment
passed. She sighed deeply.
Suddenly he realized a phone was
ringing in an office down the hall. But still
he didn't move. "Hadn't you better
answer that?" she said. He left without a
word. When he came back into the room
a few minutes later, he looked up at the
top of the ladder. She was gone.
The next several days were delirious
with spring; the air was like wine, and the
mad nights reeled with honeysuckle and
wisteria and blooming locust trees. The
nights were anguish for Jenkins - it was
too warm to shut the windows, and it was
impossible to sleep with them open: The
sweet darkness beat amorously into his
room, each soft suggestive gust causing
him to thrash about convulsively in his
sheets, while some solitary, demented
mockingbird kept up a secret and illicit
song through the long, empty hours....
By Tuesday, Jenkins looked ravaged,
devastated; he had lost five pounds, his
hands trembled, his eyes glared wildly
out of sunken sockets. Wednesday night,
he lay awake until early in the morning.
It was October before he saw her
again. Late one rainy afternoon, he
drove to a supermarket out on the edge
of town, and as he was pushing his rickety wire cart down the clean bright aisles,
he turned a corner to discover her standing in front of him among the dog food
and breakfast cereals, her face wet and
bleak and pale, her hair hanging in limp
strings along her cheeks, her hands
plunged deep into the pockets of a raincoat wrapped around her. For a moment
she stared at him, startled, with just a
fleeting flicker of alarm. Then she smiled
wanly. "Hi."
Another moment passed before he
found his voice. "I didn't know you were
back," he said. "I didn't know whether
you had come back to school this year or
not .... "
"I sort of had to," she said. "I didn't
quite complete my requirements, and
they wouldn't let me in at the university."
She glanced away. She seemed vaguely
uneasy.
"What are you doing - I mean - "
"I'm hiding," she said.
Jenkins waited a moment. "I don't you mean, in here?"
"That's right," she said. "I woke up
about fifteen minutes ago in that motel
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down the road. I managed to get out
before he woke up, too."
"Before - "
"Say, listen," she suddenly whispered, "I wonder if you would terribly
mind giving me a ride back to town?"
He began blinking in small, rapid flurries. "Well, no. Not at all."
"Thanks a million," she said. She
smiled a bit more brightly now. "You
don't know how much I appreciate it. I
don't have a cent."
He stood staring at her. Finally she
looked down at his empty cart. "Do you
have some groceries you have to get?"
"Oh. Well, just a few. It won't take but
a minute." He started down the aisle. He
glanced once over his shoulder - she
was following him. Somehow he missed
the soups, and had to turn and go back
up the aisle. As he was dropping the cans
into his cart, she said, "What are you
getting so many for? Is that all you eat?"
"What?"
"Is that all you eat? Soup?"

The next several days were
delirious with spring; the
air was like wine, and the
mad nights reeled with
honeysuckle and wisteria
and blooming locust trees.
He looked down at the load of cans in
the wire basket. " Well, I - "
"Listen, I know something that's real
easy to fix." She motioned with her
hand: "Come on .... " He followed her
back to the frozen foods. Holding her
coat tightly together with one hand, she
leaned over and rummaged among the
stiff, icy paper packages. "Dammit," she
muttered, "they always put the thing you
want at the bottom of the pile." At last,
she produced a package of frozen
shrimp. "Here. All you have to do is
throw them in the pan - they're already
breaded and everything. I love them - I
could eat them all day long."
"But I don't - " he began. Then he
said. "I didn't know they had them
here."
"Are you kidding?" she said.
"They've got them everywhere. I buy
them lots of times." And she dropped the
package into the cart.
At the checkout counter, he looked
behind him to see her reaching for a pack
of cigarettes in the rack over the cash
register. She smiled at him. "Would you

mind getting me these? I'm all out, and I
don't have a cent. I'll pay you back
sometime."
"All right," he said.
"Thanks." She opened the pack and
he lighted .one for her before he picked
up his two bags of groceries. When they
stepped outside, she leaned close to him
and asked, "Which car is yours?" He put
down one bag and pointed it out to her.
She ran ahead of him through the rain.
When he reached the car, she opened
the door for him, and then leaned back
against her window and watched him lift
the bags into the back seat. "You know,"
she said, "you sure have got a nice tan. It
looks strange on a rainy day like this."
He slipped behind the wheel and shut
the door. "It's about the only thing I have
left from the summer. It' II be gone soon."
"Where were you?" she said.
"In Key West," he said, " - painting." He cut on the motor. "Well, where
can I take you?"
She looked out of her window for a
moment. " Why don't we just drive
around for a while?" she said at last.
"Would you mind?"
They rode in silence at first; she sat
huddled against the door in her raincoat,
her legs tucked under her, looking out
through the slow swishing blue of the
windshield wipers, the weeping shadows
of the rain running continuously down
her face. Then she began talking about
the frozen shrimp again, how easy they
really were to prepare, and there was no
point in anyone living on soup with
things like that they could fix just as easily. She said he ought to try it right away,
that evening, just to see. He said he
would, and thanked her for getting it.
They wound up going to his apartment
for dinner.
When he had closed the door behind
them and cut on a lamp, suddenly seeing
her standing there in the middle of the
room in her dripping raincoat, tossing
her wet hair, he realized he could remember nothing of the last part of their
drive - nothing after she had said,
"Why, thank you, I think that would be
nice'' - as if, with those words, they had
been instantly translated to the door
through which they had just passed. He
could recall only one moment that betrayed any span of time between: Once,
on the steep narrow darkened stairway
up to his apartment, when he had clumsily taken her arm and felt it warm and
soft and passive in her damp sleeve.
He coughed lightly into his fist, ducking his head. "Could I - uh - take your
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coat?"
"Not very properly, you couldn't,"
she said. "I don't have a thing on underneath."
He began blinking again. "You mean
- when I found you back there in the
supermarket you - "
"That's right. Just a few loose buttons
between me and catastrophe. I thought I
was going to freeze to death while I was
hunting that shrimp." .
"But - " He gulped. " - where
are - ?"
"I was in a hurry," she said. "I didn't
dare wait to get my clothes. Just my
shoes, that's all." She looked at him.
"Maybe you've got something here you
could lend me. You'll get it back, I promise. Just something old will do .... "
In a beserkness of solicitude, he rampaged through the chaos of his closets,
scrambling coat-hangers, flinging clothes
and ties on the floor behind him, ripping
several shirts. When he returned to the
front room, she was sitting on his couch,
taking off her shoes. She took the sweater and faded blue jeans out of his hands
and said, "Do you have a towel or something I could use to dry off my feet?" He
left her again. When he came back with
the towel, she was still sitting on the
couch, the clothes he had brought her
lying in her lap. "Thanks awfully much,"
she said, "I hate to put you to all this
trouble."
"It's all right," he said. "If you want to
change now, you can use the bedroom - "
"Thanks, but I think I'll just sit here for
a minute and try to get my feet warm."
"Oh. Well - " He took two shuffling
steps backward, staring at her. Then,
abruptly, he turned, nearly colliding with
a floor lamp, and went across the room
and sat down very quickly in a chair. He
crossed his legs, then uncrossed them,
and then, after a moment crossed then
again, casting several furtive little glances
in her direction, never quite looking directly at her. Suddenly he lunged forward, as if he were getting up, but after
hanging in mid-air for a second, he sank
back down on the edge of the chair, still
bent forward with his elbows on his
knees.
"Well," she said finally, "I guess I better go put these things on." She stood
up, slinging the towel over her shoulder,
and left the room. He took a deep, shuddering breath and slumped back in his
chair. Then he heard her call from the
bedroom: "Say, you know what would
be nice - ?"
He lunged forward again.
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" - a nice hot cup of coffee, if you
have some."
He got up and went into the kitchen
and assembled the percolator. As he was
opening the bag of coffee, he suddenly
stopped, a spoon poised in his hand, and
stared at the wall in front of him for a full
30 seconds. Then, just as suddenly, he
resumed his preparations, spooning the
fresh grounds into the top of the percolator. He was just plugging it in when
she emerged from the bedroom.
The sweater hung baggily from her
shoulders, but the blue jeans were· tight
around her hips - they flopped a little at
the bottom, over her bare feet, but they
were snug at the hips. She had pushed
the sleeves of the sweater up on her arms
and her wet hair was drawn back severely from her thin pale face. "So here I
am, at least half-way restored to respectability. Pretty funny, eh? I used your hair
brush. I hope you don't mind . ... "
"No, not at all," he said.
While they were sitting at the breakfast
counter, drinking the coffee, she turned

"You don't realize how
beautiful you are."
"Yes I do. It's a purgatory You're not a person, you're
just beautiful, and that's all
people require of you, ask
of you."
to him: "Listen, I never did apologize for
not showing up that afternoon .... "
"Oh, that's all right. I just figured you know."
She stared at him for a moment. "All
right - everything' s always 'All right'
with you."
"Well, I - "
"What did you have them do?" she
said. "I mean, when I didn't show up?"
"I had them draw you again," he said,
looking down at the cup in his hands.
"Really?"
He nodded.
"But how? I wasn't there."
"From memory. From the sketches
they had made a week before."
"Boy," she said, smiling. "They must
have loved that. They must have thought
you were crazy or something. Why did
you make them do that?"
"Because - " he began, looking up at
her.
"Where did you go this summer, anyway?" she said quickly.
·
"What?"

"What did you do this summer?"
"Oh." He lowered his eyes again. "I
was in Key West."
"That's right, you already told me
once." She gatre a light laugh and then
thought for a moment. "Well, I had a
pretty bad summer," she said at last.
He waited silently for her to continue.
"It seems like the older you get, the
worse they get. My family has this lake,
see, a few miles out of town - with this
little house built at the end of one of the
piers. When I was a little girl, I used it as a
doll house: it was really great - I probably had the largest, most extravagant doll
house in town. Then, about six or seven
years ago, some of the other girls from
the local nobility -well, we started living
out there every summer, the whole
summer long. It became the scene of our
growing up, our journey from girlhood to
- to different things. It was like, all
through the fall and winter, we were kind
of in a state of suspended animation,
until finally summer came again. Our
parents even thoughtfully furnished servants for the place. Our first summer out
there, we learned to smoke - that was
all for that summer. We were only fourteen or fifteen. Then, the next summer,
we got the boys to bring us liquor, and by
the end of August, we were drinking
vodka straight, and no one was throwing
up anymore. I suppose you can guess
what we got into the summer after that.''
She took a deep breath. "This summer, if I may say so, the place was really
booming. There were parties all the time,
and at night, it would glow over the water
with Japanese lanterns, and you could
hear the music all over the lake. I guess it
looked like we were running a kind of
Teahouse of the August Moon or something. And boys everywhere, clomping
around, lounging all over the place,
being drunk, falling in the water, sleeping
in chairs - over the past several summers, I suppose the word has kind of
gotten around. But, basically, it's become the same old thing all over again.
Every summer, most of us pass through a
dozen flirtations, maybe three romances,
and at least one short, desperate affair
that inevitably ends up with the girl crying in the room when we wake up in the
morning and staying upstairs for the rest
of the day, drinking - and finally taking
enough sleeping pills to keep her sleeping through the next couple of days.
Then - the summer's over and we all go
back to school."
Jenkins carefully cleared his throat.
''That's what happens - with all of
you?"
Sandlapper

She paused for a moment, looking
down at the cup in her hands. "Well, this
time, I only passed through one engagement."
"Engagement?" said Jenkins in a
small voice. "I'm sorry, I didn't
know-"
"It's nothing, It's all over now. He was
really fantastically rich. His family was
even richer than mine. That might haye
been part of it - being on the short end
of anything is a position that is
unbearably awkward for me. He was a
local boy - in fact, I had known him
since we were children. He was about
three years older than I was. Once, when
I was a little girl, I loved him desperately.
It was the truest and most beautiful thing
I've ever known, and I was only eleven
years old. I would have done anything
for him - I did, as a matter of fact. I went
into a hardware store one time and stole
a box of shells for his rifle: They were the
wrong kind, and so I went back and stole
several different boxes, putting them in
the pockets of my coat until it was bulging, just to make sure I got the right ones.
Because we had both grown up together, I thought I would always know
him - that we would secretly be the
same children together, forever. But he
became a stranger, off in his little pack of
fellow males. We dated a little through
high school. And then, all of a sudden,
this summer - but it was only because I
was a sort of achievement for him. I was
just some luxurious article that he
wanted to acquire. That whole little pack
of his, they look on women as articles to
be collected and enjoyed and displayed
and then dispensed with. But that's just
the way it is, I guess. They're all like that.
Even you."
Jenkins reddened. "No, that's
not-"
"Sure," she said. "How did I get to
know you, anyway? You wanted a
model, that's all."
"But, look, I - "
"Oh, hell, never mind," she said. "It
doesn't really make any difference. Have
you got some more coffee?" She waited
a moment. "It's just that - I get so
damned tired sometimes of being
desirable, or whatever it is."
"You don't realize how beautiful you
are," Jenkins blurted.
She looked at him and said in a flat,
hard voice, ''Yes, I do. It's a purgatory You're not a person, you're just beautiful, and that's all that people require of
you, ask of you. So you have to struggle
to keep alive. It's like being kindly
starved to death. In the end, most of the
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victims give up and stop existing, and I'm
afraid that in a little while - say, after
passing through a few more engagements - it's going to happen to me. In
fact -·" she looked away and said in a
light voice, "I'm scared."
He reached out to touch her hand,
and picked up her empty cup instead.
"For whatever it's worth," he
murmured, "I think - "
"The trouble is, you don't know when
its happened," she said. "There's no
way to tell, as long as the beauty or
whatever it is is there, whether you' re
already dead or still alive a little bit.
Because the only identity the world
allows you is your beauty - " Then she
said in a sudden, fierce whisper, "I'm a
fool. Because that's not it at all. What I'm
really afraid of is - what would happen
to me if something - if I weren't
beautiful anymore.''
"It wouldn't make any difference,"
croaked Jenkins. He felt a hint of tears in
his own eyes. "I would still - " He
stopped in confusion.
Abruptly, she took a deep breath and
lifted her head and stood up. "I hate
rain," she said. "And I hate afternoons.
And rainy afternoons always tum out to
be disasters for me."
"Would you like a drink?" said
Jenkins.
"I don't think so." She covered her
face with her hands for a moment, her
fingers at last slipping down over her
cheeks and hovering at her lips. She
looked around the room and then closed
her eyes. "Oh, God. All of a sudden I'm so tired. I can't remember anything
"
"Why don't you lie down on the
couch. I'll bring you a pillow."
An hour later, he woke her for dinner.
She sat up, tousled and tangled in the
blanket, and stared at him. "What time is
it?" she said.
"A little after six," he said.
"I really ought to be getting back," she
said. She looked at the table that he had
set. "Did you fix all that stuff yourself?"
"Yes," he said.
"Well, I'll have to hurry. I've really got
to get back to school - I've been gone
since yesterday afternoon."
While they ate, the slow, lingering
twilight abruptly, imperceptibly passed
into night, and then the rain stopped,
fading from the roof and the gutters,
leaving behind a mysterious naked hush.
They did not say anything for awhile;
there was only the tiny clinking of
silverware and cups.
When they had finished, Jenkins,

fumbling with his napkin, said, "Is there
anything else I can get you?"
"No, thank you. I'm as tight as a drum,
believe me."
.
"Can't I get you some more coffee or
something?" There was the abject note
of a plea in Jenkins voice.
"No, really. I've got to be leaving."
"Do you have to?" he mumbled.
"Listen," she said. She did not look at
him. "I'm not going to spend the night
here. I hope you know that."
"No," he spluttered. "I mean, yes. Of
course. I just thought you might be able
to stay a little longer. If you'd like to, I
mean.''
After he cleared the table, he got a
bottle of sherry out of the refrigerator and
took it out to the small balcony where she
was now sitting, wrapped in her raincoat
against the chill. A lingering wind blew
like a dying benediction in the wet street,
empty and shining under a solitary
streetlight below them. With her head
turned away from him, she silently
sipped the wine, looking down at the
street. Once he saw her wipe her eyes
with the sleeve of her raincoat.
"Do you have a cigarette?" she said.
"I left mine somewhere."
He shook one out of his pack and gave
it to her. When he bent to light it, he
noticed, in the brief glow of the flame, the
glimmer of tears in her eyes again. She
smoked the cigarette silently. Then she
placed her glass of wine down beside her
chair and stood up and, still holding the
cigarette in one hand, quietly went into
his arms.
Later, through the window, he could
see the moon slipping through tattering
clouds. The last thing he remembered,
his last contact with the night before he
sank drowning into sleep, was her hand
clutching his, tight and hard and fierce.
Then he felt the sun on the side of his
face, and, in the same instant, he realized
that her hand was gone. He lay
motionless for a moment, his eyes still
closed. Then he turned over. The cover
was thrown back and the sheet was
rumpled on the side of the bed where she
had been lying. He slowly slid his hand
across the sheet. It was no longer warm.
End of Part One
Marshall Frady's biography of Billy
Graham will be released soon. Frady, a
contributing editor of The New Republic,
lives in Atlanta. Part two of "Jenkins in
Philistia" will appear in the November
iss1,1e.
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SECRETS OF A SILENT STRANGER, by Ruth Hallman. Westminster
Press. 1976. 75 pages, $6.95.
This is a book about a boy named
Clint Jordan and his family. They go on a
summer vacation in 1946 to the North
Carolina beach. It is after World War II
and there are many places to explore.
Clint and his friend Jud had found a
German Army coat the year before. The
following year, the year this book takes
place in, Clint and his brother Herbie
took their dog Mickey for a walk. Herbie
went inside the house and Clint saw a
stranger and it scared him and he ran
home. A couple of days after that Clint
took Mickey for a swim and Clint cut his
foot on a sea shell or a broken bottle. He
went right on swimming and then saw
the water turn pinkish-red. He ran out of
the water and looked down and saw his
foot bleeding and got sick. Then he
heard something in the bushes and
Mickey started barking. The bushes
slowly started to part and he saw the face
of the same stranger. Clint told Mickey to
quiet down and then the stranger tore a
piece of his shirt off and tied it around
Clint's cut foot.
What happens to Clint after that and
who is that stranger - well, you will have
to read the book to find out because I
don't want to tell you the ending and
spoil the suspense. I thought the book
was fantastic and boys would especially
enjoy it. Even though I am a girl I still
liked it, so it is a good book for both boys
and girls to read and both should enjoy it
- if they like to read. Personally, I think
$6. 95 is quite a lot of money to pay for
such a short book, but I still liked it.

Susan Rowland is 14 years old and a
student at Dent Junior High School.

DAUGHTER OF STRANGERS by
Elizabeth Boatwright Coker. Reprinted by Bantam Books, New
York, 1977.
·
Daughter .of Strangers, written in
1950, has been recalled to life by Ban-
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The author shows great compassion for
their various plights and unsolvable
problems.
Mrs. Coker is, of course, a South Carolinian, a Darlington native now living in
Hartsville. Another of her earlier novels,
India Allan, is being republished this fall
by Bantam Books, following the first
publication of her newest novel, Blood
tam Books in 1977, and a timely re-issue Red Roses, in September. These facts
it is. It was so enthralling when I first read alone attest to her readability as a
it, at its first printing, that it was presumed novelist.
that it would come back in memory, to
be rescanned now. But it is just as enthralling today, as well-written books alElizabeth Whetsell is a free-lance writer
ways should be.
from
Orangeburg and a frequent conMrs. Coker' s research is so thorough
tributor
to Sandlapper.
that one feels this is almost a documentary work, and yet its every page is that of
a gripping romantic novel. From the prologue, where Charlotte LeJeune is born
of a precarious beginning in New Or- SOUTHERN ANTIQUES AND
leans, through her transplanting to South FOLK ART, by Robert Morton. DeCarolina and her introspective life on a sign by Ladislav Svatos. BirmingSouthern plantation, one follows her to ham, Ala.: Oxmoor House, 1976,
the only possible ending. Her ambiguous 252 pages. $34.95.
position as an unusually beautiful child,
bought by a Southern planter, reared in
This attractive volume, the first bookhis house by his wife as a lady, and yet
denied to their son as his wife, creates an length survey of its subject, has been
untenable situation for Charlotte herself published in a numbered first edition of
60,000 copies and publicized by a
and a puzzling one for everyone else.
The politics of the times, the place of direct-mail campaign. For many Souththe freedmen, the life in the slave quar- erners it will be the coffee-table book of
ters - on the plantations and in the city the year. But will this ambitious under- are portrayed as short-fused charges taking really find an audience? Does the
of dynamite. The pathos of deep-feeling book offer new information or original
blacks side by side with both caring and interpretation to the expert? And will the
uncaring whites, as well as the tragedies novice be willing to pay over $30 for a
brought about by cross-breeding - all 252-page overview?
The breadth of coverage attempted in
these are here. But they are not stated
that baldly as such. They are suggested the book should be catholic enough to
and evolved through plot-within-plot, satisfy anyone. "The South" is someand with Mrs. Coker' s keen knowledge what broadly defined as the area from
of cotton-field songs, horse-breeding Maryland to Texas, including West Vircustoms, and, above all, an excellent ginia, Kentucky and Arkansas. " Anunderstanding of, and recording of, slave tiques" are objects made between the
dialect. She has written every syllable of seventeenth century and 1900; they init with realism - an art which can never clude not only household furnishings be learned by an author who has never furniture, silver, ceramics, and glass but also jewelry, hardware, ironwork,
lived near it.
To say more of the plot would be to machinery, advertising items, weapons,
spoil it for reader and re-reader alike. Confederate money, musical instruSuffice it to say Daughter of Strangers is ments and toys. In addition to paintings,
still the vitally entertaining novel it was at "folk art" includes several kinds of neefirst, with latter-day overtones added. dlework and the pierced tombstones
And if you think you remember it, don't found only in Davidson County, N. C. A
count on it. It bears a second reading number of examples of folk art are illuswith as much enthusiasm as the first. The trated by paintings in the Index of Americharacters are fictitious but the publisher can Design.
Unquestionably the examples of furnistates that two or three are actual people
who were well-known at the time and ture, decorative arts and utilitarian obwith whom the fictional characters are so jects chosen for the book come from the
intertwined that all of them seem real.
(Please tum to page 69)
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antiques and
collectibles

leaves from the
famil~ tree

Name Those Ten
What are the ten greatest American
films? Think about that question for five
minutes, and jot your answers down;
then put your list aside until November
21 when the American Film Institute will
give all of us the answers over CBS-TV
as a kick-off for a week-long celebration
of the AFI' s tenth anniversary.
Actually I'm not convinced that the list
will be the ten greatest - just how does
one decide? What are the criteria for
judging film greatness? What you will
find out is how close your answers come
to the compiled choices of the AFI membership - who are, I suspect, voting for
their "favorite" films rather than the
"greatest."
Originally AFI members received a list
of 341 American films along with a ballot
for the five best movies listed in order of
preference. As I perused the list, I
realized that several of my favorite films
were not on the list of 341. Why was The
Good Earth missing? This 1937 film version of Pearl Buck's novel contained fine
performances by Paul Muni and Luise
Rainer and superb cinematography by
Karl Freund. Was the omission because
the setting is China? The compilers of the
original list said that they wanted to stress
American directors, stars and locales.
Hardly a just reason to slight a film based
on a work by an American Nobel Prize
winner. Since the AFI received votes for
1,100 different movies, obviously I was
not the only person to have a favorite
movie left out of the original voting list.
Because the voting was heavy and the
votes so widespread, a second ballot was
sent with a list of the 50 movies which
had received the most votes.
One of my first five choices that did not
make the second ballot was From Here
to Eternity, the 1953 Academy Award
winner full of inspired acting by
Montgomery Clift, Deborah Kerr, Burt
Lancaster, Donna Reed, Frank Sinatra
and Ernest Borgnine. With this film not
included, I quickly realized that 26 of the
50 movies were made since 1968, and
many people must be voting for what
was freshest to their minds. As much as I
enjoyed Jaws and as heartily as I recommended it, I would not have placed it
on a list of the 50 "greatest" American

Bottles
When the United States goes on the
metric system, half-gallon, quart and pint
containers will be the antiques of the future. That two-ounce hot sauce vial on
the kitchen shelf will be a rare treasure.
Without the restrictive Acts of Parliament, glassmakers in the young United
States developed thriving businesses.
Some of the best containers and decorative pieces were made between 1840
and 1860. By 1906 the automatic
bottle-making machine, an invention of
Michael J. Owens, was beginning to
have effect on the industry. Fashioning
bottles by blowing through a metal pipe
to a glob of molten glass became a craft
practiced by only a few.
The machine rendered bottles disposable items. Salvaged blown ones are
now displayed in museums as bits of
Early Americana. Each size, shape and
embossment tells a story of those who
made, sold, used and discarded these
containers. The advantage of collecting
glass and ceramic bottles is that the material doesn't deteriorate rapidly; the disadvantage, of course, is that it is fragile,
and a broken bottle may not interest a
collector, whereas an unblemished one
would.
The serious bottle-hunter, like anyone
else in search of treasure, does not disclose the exact location of his diggings, so
a beginner look for places where bottles
were discarded or stored. Among the
best spots for whiskey bottles are where
men used to do their serious drinking.
The location of a former state Dispensary
office is a good place. The river bank
near a ferry site is another. They were
dumping grounds for bottles whose contents were consumed while waiting for
the ferry to come.
Before dumpsters dotted rural roadsides, most farmers disposed of trash by
burying it. The family privy was an ideal
dumping place. (For the sake of those
who know only indoor plumbing, a privy
was a necessary small building in the rear
of a home. Most of them had seating
arrangements for two people. The purpose was the same as the convenience
with a tank that is found in every modem
bathroom. In order that poison bottles

They Said It Couldn't Be Done
They said black lines couldn't be
traced; but the good old American
people, who time and again through our
200 years have risen to the occasion,
have produced a native son equal to the
challenge.
Charles L. Blackson gives us the best
source for black genealogical research
known to this writer. His 1977 work
Black Genealogy presents, in a simple,
orderly and easily readable fashion, the
pros and cons of tracing a black line,
while naming a large number of sources
and repositories for competent research
in this, one of the most tangled areas in
all of genealogy.
One "advantage" in tracing a black
line is that the researcher will have fewer
secondary sources (family and county
histories, church records) to work with
than if he were working on a white line.
The advantage is that the materials he
works with will generally be of a more
official nature from the onset, and information he is fortunate enough to locate is
likely to be highly dependable. He loses,
of course, many of the secondary
sources so common in tracing white
lineages and the advantages of dealing
with them.
Blackson shows us that the perjorative
"nigger in the woodpile" grew out of a
miscegenation case involving a very
prominent white man and a slave woman. It seems a white man who fathered a
mulatto child, killed it and deposited it on
some shingles, therefore, the term.
Church records are a major source of
information in black genealogy. Many of
the old parish records.reflect black baptisms, deaths, and, sometimes, marriages, even though black marriages are
a more recent phenomenon, because
blacks were not allowed to marry during
most of their early history in America.
Directories of many of the larger cities
will list blacks, placing a cross or some
other typographic character beside the
name to denote that the person is black.
Old newspapers list runaway slaves,
and these advertisements may go into
detail and list many characteristics of the
missing slave: color, height, weight, distinguishing marks, features or habits, location of supposed relatives, and so

(Please tum to page 62)
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films. Another recent movie that quite
impressively made the top 50 on write-in
votes was this summer's spectacularly
popular Star Wars. Although Star Wars is
the best of the early 1977 releases, does
the technical artistry of this film make it
one of America's greatest films? With the
exception of Alec Guinness, there was
decidedly little acting; also, the script was
hardly a literary masterpiece. Or is a vote
for Star Wars really a vote for Tarzan,
Buck Rogers, the Saturday-afternoon
Westerns and all the other escapist films
one has enjoyed through the years?
Then, too, Star Wars is a feast for the
eyes that a whole family can enjoy - the
sort of movie that has been almost unavailable in the past several years.
Three of my original votes did make
the list of 50: Gone with the Wind
(1939) , A Streetcar Named Desire
(1951) and Midnight Cowboy (1969).
Gone with the Wind led both my ballots.
Is it every Southerner's favorite movie? It
may tum out to be everybody's. I remember one time I saw Gone with the
Wind in Massachusetts and heard some
natives of that state refer to the "goddam
Yankees" during intermission. That sort
of response shows how well the film retells Margaret Mitchell's saga of the
South. My second choice was also for a
movie with a Southern setting by a
Southern writer, but one with a very different mood - the brilliant film version
of Tennessee Williams' A Streetcar
Named Desire. Interestingly, England's
Vivien Leigh won two Oscars as the
Southern heroines Scarlett O'Hara and
Blanche DuBois.
The late Miss Leigh is the only major
actress with two films in the 50. Surprisingly, America's most acclaimed movie
actresses, Bette Davis and Katherine
Hepburn, are represented by only one
film each: All About Eve (1950) and The
African Queen (1952) respectively. Several actors, however, have two films on
the list: Charlie Chaplin with City Lights
(1931) and Modem Times (1936); Clark
Gable with It Happened One Night
(1934) and GWTW; Alec Guinness with
Bridge on the River Kwai (1957) and
Star Wars; William Holden with Sunset
Boulevard (1950) and Bridge on the
River Kwai; Paul Newman with Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid (1969)
and The Sting (1973); Jack Nicholson
with Chinatown (1974) and One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest (1975); and
Robert Shaw with The Sting and Jaws.

62

Two young actors have three films each
on the list, again showing the list's high
percentage of recent movies. The two,
Dustin Hoffman and Robert Redford,
co-starred in last year's A/I the President's Men. Hoffman's other films are
The Graduate (1967) and Midnight
Cowboy; Redford co-starred in the
aforementioned Paul Newman films.
Marlon Brando also has three films on
the list of 50: A Streetcar Named Desire,
On the Waterfront (1954) and The Godfather (1970). Superstar Humphrey
Bogart is represented by four films: The
Maltese Falcon (1941), Casablanca
(1942), Treasure of the Sierra Madre
(1948) and The African Queen.
Will I make a prediction of the ten
greatest or favorite American films? No,
it's too difficult to predict the impact of
the films of the last ten years; besides,
can one really say that pioneer moviemaker D. W. Griffith's Birth of a Nation
(1915) or Intolerance (1926) is "greater" than The Best Years of Our Lives
(1946) or Lawrence of Arabia (1962). I
will be very surprised, however, if The
African Queen, Bridge on the River
Kwai, Casablanca, Gone with the Wind,
and The Sound of Music (1965) fail to
make the top ten.
In addition to the sugar-coated Sound
of Music, there are three hard-hitting
movies with music to choose from: West
Side Story (1961), Cabaret (1972) and
Nashville (1975). Lighter musicals include two animated classics from Walt
Disney, Fantasia (1940) and Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs (1938),
plus The Wizard of Oz (1939) and Singin' in the Rain (1952). The latter film
received votes from the only two ballots
I've seen other than my own. Friends in
Columbia, to whom I had given a membership, were at first a bit sheepish about
having voted for three musicals but were
glad they had on discovering I had voted
for none. A friend who teaches filmmaking put Citizen Kane (1941) at the top of
her five votes and was horrified that I had
not included a Chaplin film. (My other
second ballot votes, incidentally, were
for Citizen Kane and The African
Queen). Gone with the Wind was the
only film on all three of these ballots, so I
have high hopes.
A growing interest in films of the past
cannot be put down merely as part of the
nostalgia fad. Americans are beginning
more and more to look at movies not just
as entertainment but as an art form that is
particularly significant to American culture. The fact that many people want to

see these films as they should be seen
(noton a small television screen) is indicated by projects such as Encore Theatre
in Dentsville, which showed G WTW,
Singin' in the Rain and other old favorites in September. I suspect that there will
be lots of folks like me, who - in spite of
the popularity of Jaws and Rocky (1976)
and Star Wars -will be rooting for older
-John Akins, Jr.
favorites.
Antiques
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would not become playthings for children, they were tossed into one of the
holes in the privy. The farmer, in hopes
that his wife wouldn't nag him about his
drinking habits, disposed of his liquor
bottles in the same place.)
The bottle-seeker has to be constantly
looking for them. One searcher dug up
275 bottles from a depth of four feet.
Other places are abandoned warehouses, stores and homes. A thrifty
housewife may have saved re-usable
containers. As time passed, she really
didn't need all of them, so they remained
safe in the barn or attic.
It is mandatory, of course, to get permission from the owner before one begins searching operations. A "No Trespassing'' sign means exactly what it says.
Collecting a specific kind of bottle is
the mark of an expert. Some used to
hold bitters, medicine and poison. There
are containers for ink, and others for
food, many with the original stoppers
and labels. There are milk bottles from
dairies that went out of business a half
century ago.
One rare bottle has a humorous history. Radway and Co. made a certain
kind of medicine bottle. It was a convenient size for hiding a congressman's
booze, and he could take a little nip to
sustain him during a boring session.
Eventually Congress regulated its contents by law.
So etched into the history of South
Carolina is the Dispensary system that a
modern distilling firm made a fourfifths-quart Tricentennial souvenir bottle
in the shape of the Palmetto State, with
an outlined replica of a Dispensary bottle
embossed on it. Inside was Kentucky
straight bourbon. They were best sellers
at the local liquor stores.
Many people collect bottles without
realizing it. Some green glass prune juice
bottles have growing ivy trailing from
them. Wine bottles often serve as candleholders. One lady decorated her
(please tum to page 69)
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October 25, 26
j
COLUMBIA - Eighth Symposium of
Decorative Arts and Architecture.
"Tea and Other Topics" will be the
theme for this "cooperative blend" of (()J
the Historic Columbia Foundation
and Columbia Museum of Art Columbia Museum of Art

Mediterranean and Continental
Cuisine at its finest

t

1572 Sunnyside Drive
Columbia, S. C.
(next to Richland Mall)
787-7508

~

October 30-November 30
GEORGETOWN - One-woman show
by artist, Mrs. A. W. Quattlebaum,
will be presented in the First Floor
Gallery of the Rice Museum.

~

t(2,

i

November 1-3
,r..,"
COLUMBIA - Special showing of Ed- \l !J
ward Marshall Boehm porcelains. In- ~
cludes their new Tutankhamun collection. Columbia Museum of Art 10
a. m. -5 p. m. Free admission.
t(2'
November 30-January 22
GREENVILLE - Exhibit: Hirshhorn
Sculpture and Drawings. Comprised
of sculpture in all media by European
and American masters, this exhibition
marks the first time works of art from
the Hirshhorn have been organized
for a travelling exhibition. Greenville
Museum of Art

f esti~als & fairs
October 12-16
GREENVILLE - Hills Skills Festival. A
comprehensive crafts show featuring
a variety of working crafts exhibits.
November 5-13
CHARLOTTE - Southern Christmas
Show. Bazaars, displays, foods and
much more. Merchandise Mart
November 11, 12
ANDERSON - First Annual Foothills
Jamboree. Square- and rounddances and workshops featuring Mac
Letson, Harold Kelly, and Jimmy and
Joyce Ashworth. Anderson Recreation Center.
November 12
OCONEE STATE PARK - Fall Clogging Festival. Authentic mountain
October 1977

~
~
~
'/

Carolina Wren &
Jessamine Pillow
South Carolina state bird and flower, hand
paintedonadecoratorpillow. Size 12" x 12" on
imported ecru linen. Hand finished with wool
yam "finger cording" and tasseling. All other
state bird & flower pillows, chair covers,
footstools available upon request. Pillow, as
featured :

for reservations
Tuesday-Saturday 6-11 p.m.
Ask the management about private group
reservations

Judy's keys, John's keys ...
Select any name
(upto7
letters) for
engraving on
this fashionable
lucite key ring.
Order several,
they make lovely gifts.
4" X 1" X 1/4".

$26.50 including postage.
(Delivery 4-6 wks.)
Authentic 17th & 18th century reproductions in
tin and wood enhanced with freehand oil
painted designs that give individuality and
charm to your home.
Every houae need. tole • • . for a touch ofthe new
and the old.
Write for infom,ation concerning these and other items.

CR~.S6~~g~~f3~~

M~

t_ _ _
(

'f.. .COLUMBIA, S. C. 29221
,

(803) n2-so42
____,

Are You Interested

SCHOOLS, CHURCHES, SORORITIES,
WOMEN'S CLUBS, D.A.R. CHAPTERS,
and other groups interested in home
decoration and group memories or
commemoration will find the

In Antiques? - Collectibles?
You Should Subscribe To:

THE ANTIQUES JOURNAL

PlCTORIAL
MEMORY PLATE
of personal value and
organizational profit.

·.~

The things of beauty for which
you stand, the buildings where you have labored
to establish a background of either individual
or group progress, and many other memories
are brought to life and established. in their own
right, as heirlooms, through the Pictorial Memory
Plate.
These plates are quality American Porcelain
old ivory in color, and carry a decorative raised
border. Tiles, mugs and ashtrays also available.
The commemorative picture is a genuine etching
burned into the porcelain in any one of four
colors you select. We work from clear photographs.

A national monthly maga,..
l::;J
zine on antiques and calleeANTIQUES
tibles of value to the beginJOUaNAL
ning collector and to the
connoisseur. Now in our
~
32nd year of continuous
publication. Edited by John
Mebane nationally recognized author and authority
on antiques. Authoritative
articles on all phases of the s
antiques and collectibles
hobby. Also contains For Sale end Wanted ads.

ONLY $7.95 for 12 large issues
(AN EXCELLENT XMAS GIFT)
Fill out coupon and send with remittance to:
The Antiques Journal
P.O. Box 1046X10
Dubuque, IA 52001

"If I could hold, in later years,
The memories of my youth,
I could be sure that those to come
Would clearly know the truth."

MEMORY PLATES, INC.
Dept. S
2505 Gaines Court, N.
Augusta, Georgia 30904
Telephone 404-736-6977
Write for Free Catalog

Address _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ __
Zip

o Send Gift Card
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6" KIT · $5.75 8" - $6.75
BOTH $12. All ppd.
19 DIFFERENT VARIETIES WILL PUT
SPICE IN YOUR LIFE. KIT INCLUDES
ALL MATERIALS, INSTRUCTIONS.
CHARMING, SMELLS GOOD TOO!
Catalog

25c

~i:~

SWAFFIELD INSURANCE
AGENCY
P. 0. Box 11774
Columbia, S. C. 29211
(803) 765-0669
General Insurance since 1880

films

........-Bf st=ancY'S
01<feot=al 1<ags

October 25
ROCK HILL - Documentaries done in
the "personal cinema" style by Dick
Rogers. His films, Elephants, an autobiography, and Quarry, a film about
young men about to leave for Vietnam, deal with subject matter in a
more intimate and expressive manner
than in "standard" documentaries.
Winthrop College.

November 15
ROCK HILL- Vicki Polon will present a
feature-length dramatic film, Pleasantville. The film, which was screened
at this year's Cannes Film Festival in
France and is scheduled to open soon
In Paris, was written and directed by
Polon, and features the editing style of
Antonia director Jill Godmilow (who
visited last year's circuit). Pleasantville
was produced for Public Broadcasting
Company's Visions series. Winthrop
College.

music

HISTORIC CAMDEN

October 30

A Revolutionary Restoration

COLUMBIA - Concert: Eden and
Tamir, duo-pianists. Columbia
Museum of Art, Trustees Gallery, 3
p.m.

Broad Street

~'"'

Camden, S. C.

T
.

Palmetto Nursery
and
Landscape Company

Richard Hamilton

Route 10
Greenville, S. C. 29607

Bus. 277-9162
64

November 17-20
CHARLESTON Low-Country
Christmas Festival. Gaillard Municipal
Auditorium.

Farm House

DEPT. 41 GREENHURST, N.Y. 14742

Come spend a few
peaceful hours where
the British spent
a rough year.

See the past come to life in an
exciting narrated slide presentation. Then go on to find out about
the town, the people and battles
in two restored log houses filled
with unique museum exhibits.
Tour several significant archeological sites and see the reconstruction of the historic
Kershaw-Cornwallis House now in progress.

clogging and "down home" bluesrass will dominat~ the sr:-~nf! ~t c.\.,:..beautiful r.tot..ntain rerred. Su )T1 ·
wred by .5. C. Depaitment of Parke;.
rt(.!.CT~aJ0;1 a;1d Tourism.

Res. 277-3078

qmporters o!Ji.ne
c!)Jodeni ~GA.11,tique
Jiandmade rugs.

November 4-6

1703 McFadden Street
Columbia
803-254-7564

CHARLESTON - Charleston Opera
Company presents Carousel. Gaillard
Municipal Auditorium, 8 p.m. and 3
p.m. Sunday matinee. Call 723-2844
for further information.

November 6, 13, 20, 27
CHARLESTON -Concert-in-the-Park.
Charles Towne Landing. 2 p.m.
Sandlapper

November 8
COLUMBIA - Columbia Symphony
Orchestra will be in concert at Dreher
High School Auditorium. Admission:
adults $4.50, students $2.25.
November20
COLUMBIA - Concert: Dianne Walsh,
Pianist. Columbia Museum of Art,
Trustees Gallery. 3 p.m.
November 21
CLEMSON - Concert: New York Pro
Arts Orchestra. Clemson University.
Littlejohn Coliseum, 8 p.m.
November 22
DUE WEST - Mac Frampton and the
Triumvirate with the Erskine College
Mixed Chorus in Dave Brubeck's jazz
oratorio, A Voice in the Wilderness.
Erskine College, Lesesne Auditorium.
8p.m.
November 17-20
HILTON HEAD ISLAND - Tennis Cup
Nationals Tournament. Palmetto
Dunes.

sandlapper shopper
In the cool mountains of western North
Carolina ...

CONNESTEE
INN

I Restaurant

& Pub I

Dine in a tum-of-the-century
Warehouse with an English
pub atmosphere and a really
different menu featuring casseroles, crepes and special
egg dishes.
Comer of
Lady and Gadsden Streets
in Columbia
(3 Blocks Off Huger)

Convenient to Williams-Brice
Stadium. All football fans welcome
- before and after the game.

(803) 779-8323

November 28, 29

29.
October 1977

Located six miles south of Brevard, N. C. on
U. S. 276.
Ph (704) 885-2131

BROWN BAG
G reenvil le County Museum of Art
Greenvi lle , S .C.
EXHIBITORS GALLERY
C harlest on, S .C.
FOX GRAPE GALLERY
Hi l t on Hea d Isl an d, S.C.
HAMPTON Ill GALLER I ES
G r eenvil le/Taylors, S.C.
McNEAL GALLERY
Charlotte, N .C.
NEW MORNING GALLERY
A shevil l e , N .C.
YACHT COVE ART GALLERY_)
Col u m b ia/La ke Murray, S.C.

Square
Grnnville, S.C. 29607
1803) 271-9080

C·B McAlister

37 Northwoods Mall
Charleston, S.C. 29405
18031 797-6633

Not sold In stores.
Color: Ocean Blue. We
mail within 48 hours.
Small 7 x 9 .... $3.SOppd
Medium t O x 15 $4.SOppd
large 12 x 18 .. $5.SOppd
Extra Lg. 14 x 28 $8.SOppd

Set of four
$19.SOppd

Initials or Names 1O Cents Each Letter
by THE CANVAS WORKS

Seabags

CLINTON - The Claude Kipnis Mime
Theatre in residence at Presbyterian
College. Evening performance open
to the public November 28. Two children's performances on November

Brown Bagging Permit

Don Snowdon, Manager

Quality all cotton double stitched marine
duck bags. They repel
water, mold and mildew. Used for home,
sport and travel.

November 11-19
FLORENCE - Dracula presented by
Florence Little Theatre. One of the
great standard mystery thrillers.

November 23-26
GREENVILLE - A Midsummer Night's
Dream presented by The Classic
Players. Rodeheaver Auditorium,
Bob Jones University. Admission: $5
and $7.

Offering guests excellent service and good food
year 'round.

-------------------

theatre

November 14-19
DUE WEST - Arsenic and Old Lace
presented by Erskine Players. Main
Street Theatre, 8 p.m.

and

"Top of the Falls" Restaurant

~~~~~~K 13624

THE CAPTAIN'S
CANDLESTICK
Solid brass
reproduction of
mariner' s candle/
sconce. Candleholder
willrematn
upright (and
candle alight) regardless o l angle ot base
- even when
turned 90• and used as a sconce.
$11.00( + 1.25 ins. ostg. & hdlg.)

LEAF 'n' MATCH
IMPORTERS OF SELECT
PIPES, TOBACCOS, CIGARS
& ACCESSORIES
• SAVANELLI

• GBD

• CHARATAN

• LORENZO

• COMOY

• PETERSON

OVER 30 CUSTOM BLENDED
TOBACCOS AVAILABLE
Bank
Amerlcer d

MHter
Cherge

Amer ic1n
Ex pre11

WE MAI L ORDER WORLD WIDE

Name -

-

- -- --

- -- -

Addre.ss - - -- -- - - - -

City _ __ __ _.Stata_ _ __
Zip _ _

0 SENO CATALOGUE
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miscellaneous
October 28-30
CHARLESTON - Fall Antiques Show
and Sale. Gaillard Municipal Auditorium.

November 2-5

SOUTH CAROLINA
STATE HOUSE
Umited Edition Print of Pen and Ink
Drawing by J. Antley

This is the latest in a series of drawings of
Columbia's Historic buildings by J. Antley
Edition limited to 500 16x20 prints (image
size 13x17)
Signed and numbered $11.00. Other limited editions available at $8.50:
Woodrow Wilson Boyhood Home
Hampton-Preston Mansion
Robert Mills House
Governor's Mansion
Above prices Include shipping. Send
orders or Inquiries to:

J. Antley Art Studio
903 Palmetto Drive
Cary, N. C. 27511

SAVE $1,000 _
ON INCOME -··:_:1

TAX!

SAVANNAH, Ga. - Savannah Neighborhood Action Conference - Tenants and Landlords. Sponsored by
Savannah Landmark Rehabilitation
Project, Inc., a non-profit housing
corporation which is developing a
low-income rehabilitation project to
alleviate the problem of substandard
and deteriorating rental units in the
Victorian District of Savannah.

November 11-13
MYRTLE BEACH - House and Home
Expo sponsored by Myrtle Beach
Lumber. New products, home project
clinics, economy devices, carnival for
the children and more. Myrtle Beach
Convention Center. Free admission.

November 18-20
COLUMBIA - Fifth Annual Holiday
Openhouse at Stonehouse Pottery.
Pottery demonstrations, original designs in knotting and off-loom weaving. Located six miles north of 1-20 on
S.C.-215 (north). 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Friday and Saturday; 1-7 p.m. Sunday.
Admission free.

November 24

This may sound unusual, but a
typical family can increase its income
tax refund by up to $1000 every year
by following our proven plan of growing earthworms. Growing earthworms
is a billion dollar a year industry, yet
most of the worms are raised in back:yards as a part time business.
You can easily earn $200-$500 per
month. We mak:e available everything
for you to grow worms, including free
information and training. We also
contract to buy your production of
worms. For complete details mail the
coupon today. No salesman will call.

CHARLESTON -Old-Fashioned Plantation Thanksgiving Buffet. Magnolia
Gardens.

November 26, 27
CHARLESON - Thanksgiving at
Charles Towne Landing. A recreation
of a colonial Thanksgiving in the Settler's Life Area.

November 27
CHARLESTON - Second Annual Camellia Festival. Magnolia Gardens.

r- - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Name----------

Address

I

I
I
I

City - - - - - - - - - -

I

State/Zip - - - - - - - - -

I

MINCHEY ENTERPRISES, INC.

I
I

Rt . 1, Box 42 • Brodie Rd .
Laasvllla, S.C, 29070
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December 16-18
COLUMBIA - The Columbia City Ballet will perform Cinderella daily at 3
and 8 p. m. at Dreher High School.
Admission: $3 adults; $1.50 students;
free to children six years old and under.
Sand/apper

Peacocks (Continued from page 9) ·
and consumption were roughly parallel.
Its arrival was delayed until the technology of the world progressed to a point
where the producers were able to fulfill
not only their own needs but also the
needs of non-producing consumers.
As long as people were governed by
kings and despots the citizenry had little
to say in shaping the political directions
of their societies; when societies moved
toward democratic forms of government
the citizenry became aware that they had
a voice in their government. Leaders
were forced to institute programs to alleviate the conditions and plight of those
who fell into non-workers. The thinkers
began to challenge the philosophy that
" he who does not toil does not eat" and
"the poor are always among us." They
proposed that if some members of a
prospering society were unable to work
for a variety of reasons, those individuals
also had a right to exist, and that portion
of society which could work had an obligation to systems and institutions which
would allow them to survive. While
naturally popular with the non-workers,
the philosophy was extremely unpopular
by the workers who resented the burden
the non-workers placed on them. Yet the
philosophy of the right not to work prevailed and resulted in welfare and assistance programs, seldom perfect and
often abused, for the benefit of those
who were able to work but unwilling to.
People work primarily to satisfy a variety of needs:
People work in order to be able to
purchase the food, clothing, shelter, and
services which they require to live, as
well as luxuries and non-essential items
which they would like to have and which
they feel they can afford.
People also work because it fulfills various psychological needs. Married female workers are an excellent example
of this " need-to-work" syndrome: Although the additional money they bring
into the household may enable the family to maintain a higher standard of living
and no doubt is a motivation in some
cases (especially when husbands are unable or unwilling to be sufficient family
providers) the primary reason that many
married female women work is for the
pride and self-esteem they receive. They
are, in fact, saying to their families and
friends that they are capable of a role
beyond that of wife and mother; and
holding down a job is their way of flaunting their independence and individuality.
If they perform well and are adequately
(Please turn to page 68)
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furniture value time
CARRIAGE HOUSE is proud to be a part of
FURNITURE VALUE TIME

No greater value than this genuine
Leather Lounger. Th is beautiful chair
and match ing ottoman in you r choice
of handsome leather colors.
REG $1, 009.00

FTV Price $859.50

Come on over to our house ...

01nia~ Honse
An Ethm1.\llcn ( ;allcl')·

(J,.•nvi//.

See us for great buys
on quality furniture during

FURNITURE VALUE TIME
October 3-22

:J.u.mibuv f:ompan'J

19 SOUTH LAURENS STREET

GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA 2!:1601

McDUFFIE-PARKER
FURNITURE
CASARD
HIG H P OI N T . N C

1703 Easley Bridge Road
Greenville, S. C. 29611
(803) 269-6170
The Home Town Folks since 1946.

"A NEW WORLD OF BEAUTY
FOR YOUR HOME"
MEDITERRANEAN PECAN TRIPLE
ENGRAVED FINISH

TEMPO LEASING CORP.
CULLER

FIIE FltlllTUIE
~INC.

RFD 6 - U.S. HIGHWAY 29
GREER, S. C. 29651
PHONE 877-9077

[JTcJ

HOME AND OFFICE
FURNITURE
SALES OR LEASING
912 Laurens Rd.
Greenville, S. C. 29607

SHOP THE BEST STORE
IN THE BEST TOWN IN
SOUTH CAROLINA.

GALLOWAY
TERRY
FURNITURE
ANDERSON, S. C.

PLEASE.
When patronizing our advertisers, we'd appreciate you
mentioning that you saw their
ad in Sandlapper.

THANK
YOU.
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furniture value time
ffWJtnUWJte, fno.

UNCLAIMED
FREIGHT

Quality Furniture
at Low Prices

Living Room Suite -Bedroom Suite
Dining Room Suite - Appliances

Complete line of brand name furniture.
Complete selection of carpet.
Antique reproductions.
Redwood & lawn furniture.

808 Rutherford Rd.
Greenville, S. C. 29609
and
4619 Whitehorse Road
Greenville, S. C. 29611

~J<eene'j

2513 Poinsett Highway
Greenville, S. C. 29609
Phone 233-4578

FOR THE FINEST
IN HOME FURNISHINGS
SEE

Ph. 232-2737

SERVING
GREENVILLE
SINCE 1944

~

mmmm

!Ben1on1Furniture Company

RJRNITURE STORE

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS

208 North Main St.
Greer, South Carolina 29651
Dial: 877-9671

WASHERS• DRYERS• DISHWASHERS • ETC

"'EASY TER/IIS'"

m

MAYTAG

100,000
Our 100,000 readers buy things
... don't you have something to
sell? For Sandlapper Shopper advertising information contact Barhara Hiller, Sandlapper Magazine, P. 0. Box 1668, Columbia,
S. C. 29202 (803) 779-8824

Tate Furniture
Company
COMPLETE LINE
OF HOME FURNISHINGS

413 PENDLETON ST.
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29601
TEL. 242-0020

68

18 C~ar Lane Rd.
23 5-3Z&3lGreenville,
S. C.

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION (Act of
Aug. 12, 1970: Section 3685, Title 39,
United States Code), filed Sept. 23, 1977.
The title of this publication is SANDLAPPER - THE MAGAZINE OF SOUTH
CAROLINA. It is issued monthly, 12 times
each year. The general business and editorial offices are located at 301 Greystone
Boulevard, Columbia, S. C. The publisher
is Gerald D. Martin, P. 0. Box 1668, Columbia, S. C. 29202. The editor is Bob W.
Rowland, P. 0. Box 1668, Columbia, S. C.
29202. The owner is Greystone Publishers,
Inc., 301 Greystone Boulevard, Columbia,
S. C. 29210, and The R. L. Bryan Company, 301 Greystone Boulevard, Columbia, S. C. 29210. There are no bondholders, mortgagees or other security holders.
The average number of copies printed per
issue during the last 12 months was 16,380;
for September, 16,634. The average
number of copies sold to subscribers during
the past 12 months was 13,515; for September, 13,989. The average number of
sales to non-subscribers was 515; for September, 523. The average number of sample or free copies distributed per issue during the preceding 12 months was 361; for
September, 480. The average number of
copies distributed by all means during the
preceding 12 months was 14,391; for September, 14,992. I certify that the statements
made by me above are correct and complete.
Bob W. Rowland, Editor.

Peacocks (Continued from page 67)
rewarded they take pride not only in the
self-esteem which they feel but in the fact
that they are making a contribution
beyond that of "homemaker."
The social contact and intellectual
stimulation which married female workers may receive from their work is
another strong incentive for women to
work even if they are not compelled to by
economic necessity. They are part of a
world beyond that of their husbands and
family, with a separate set of friends and
experiences, which they can claim as
their own, without dependence on husband or family.
Fulfilling the need for social contact
with others also operates in men and is of
course another reason men work beyond the need of economic necessity.
But there is still another reason people
need to work: They need to be occupied
and make a contribution.
Most people are basically workoriented. They need to apply themselves
to some activity in order to fill the hours
of their day. Leisure time activities whether taking a nap or fishing - are
only enjoyable because they -are activities which can only be indulged in
with less frequency than they imagine
they would like. When a long vacation or
retirement brings on as much leisure activity as people want, they often become
bored by it. There is nothing to contrast
with it and once-desirable leisure activities become commonplace and routine.
Many people are so work-oriented
that they use their leisure hours for work.
Some people simply enjoy cutting their
own grass or painting their own home.
Others may grumble about having to do
chores and rationalize them away by saying "it has to be done." If they really
disliked it they would probably pay
someone else to do it while they did
something else, but by doing it themselves they find gratification not only in
getting the job accomplished and in
working for themselves but also because
the leisure work activities consume part
of their leisure time. The work heightens
enjoyment of the remaining leisure time
· when they do little or nothing even more
enjoyable. They can then sit back and
say, "I'm really something. I got all this
work done by myself, saved myself the
money I would have paid others to do it,
and I still have some time to relax."
The need to contribute is another
strong incentive to why people work.
Whether people ever verbalize it or not,
most people in some form or another ask
(Continued on page 69)
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Bookshelf

(Continued from page 60)

finest public collections in the country.
The museums best represented are the
Museum of Early Southern Decorative
Arts (MESDA) and Old Salem in
Winston-Salem; Winterthur in Delaware; the Charleston Museum and its
museum houses; and Colonial Williamsburg. Other well-represented
museums include the Houston Antique
Museum in Chattanooga, the AngloAmerican Art Museum in Baton Rouge,
the Fine Arts Museum of the South in
Mobile, and the Smithsonian. Not surprisingly, several of the museums prominently represented in the book are also
represented on the six-person editorial
advisory board. Other outstanding
museums of Southern furnishings, like
the Bayou Bend Collection in Houston
and the DAR. Museum in Washington,
are either barely represented or omitted.
Museum houses usually provide more
authentic settings for furnishing than do
larger museums. Houses pictured in the
book include Travellers' Rest in
Nashville, with its cheerful colors and
sophisticated furniture styles; Madame
John's Legacy in New Orleans, furnished in French-style pieces, both country and formal; and the McGregorGrimm house near Austin, with its ceiling
paintings and interestingly carved Victorian furniture. Dozens of other houses
across the South could have provided
equally authentic period rooms.
An avowed aim of the book was to
illustrate only objects in public collections. Yet the direct-mail advertising for
the book says that most of the South's
finest antiques and folk art are still in
private homes, not in museums. If this is
true, some examples from private collections would have added interest and
breadth.
Robert Morton, who has edited several art books, seems reluctant to draw
conclusions about Southern antiques.
Discussing the influence of English styles
on Colonial cabinetmakers, he says,
"While it is virtually impossible to say
what is especially 'American' or indeed
'Southern' about our artisans' use of
borrowed elements, they are always distinctive, different, and individual." To
utter this platitude is to ignore the recent
studies of American decorative arts
which have painstakingly identified
stylistic differences. Much of the text suffers from this sort of tentative aimlessness, pieced out with anecdotes.
Notably missing from the coverage of
furniture styles is American Empire, the
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style in which Greek Revival houses
across the South were furnished. The
few pieces of Empire furniture pictured
are not identified as such. The standard
books on nineteenth-century American
furniture are missing from the two-page
bibliography.
The author does identify two furniture
forms as distinctively Southern - the
cellaret on high legs and the hunt board.
There is some coverage also of the sugar
chest and the food safe. Interesting variations on these four typically Southern
forms are pictured.
South Carolinians will appreciate the
wealth of Charleston items from
MESDA, Winterthur and the Charleston
Museum. No other museum sources in
Charleston or South Carolina are cited,
however.
The famous eighteenth-century
Charleston bookcase now in the
Heyward-Washington House is duly
¢raised and illustrated, as is the less famili'ar silver map case made in Charleston
and presented to Lafayette in Columbia
in 1825, now in the Metropolitan
Museum in New York.
Only three objects from South
Carolina outside Charleston are identified - a pottery pitcher from Edgefield,
a group of effigy jugs made by blacks
near Greenwood and a fireboard painting of a mythical castle done by an architect from Woodruff. The identifications of the illustrations vary widely in
quality and quantity. A pitcher made by
the Southern Porcelain Co. in South
Carolina is illustrated, but the editors say
nothing of the location and dates of this
company.

Peacocks (Continued from page 68)
themselves, "What is my contribution
going to be?" Some people are able to
score higher than others on this test. But
the fact remains that the need to contribute in one form or another is an important factor in why people work.

- Buck Miller
Gardener (Continued from page 10)
blooming plants of the winter. The flowers will last for three to four months if
handled properly. Keep it in a sunny
window.
Bring your poinsettia in right away. In
order for it to bloom by Christmas, it
must have 15 to 16 hours of complete
darkness every day. This can be done by
putting the plant into a dark closet or
covering it with a heavy dark bag from 4
p.m. to 8 a.m. from October to Christmas.

Time To
Plant pansies. Work into the soil fertilizer of 10-10-10 or 8-8-8 proportions, three pounds per square feet.
Remove leaves well for fescue or
cool season grass. Use the leaves for
mulch or composting.
Seed fescue or bluegrass. It is the
ideal time. Both grasses require
heavy soil and do best in cooler climates.
Take up and divide peonies. You still
have time.
If mulched with three to six inches of
leaves, amaryllis may be left outside
where the temperature doesn't drop
below zero.
Dig and store dahlias before freezing
weather. Store tubers in sand, peat
moss, or vermiculite where they will
Ladislav Svatos' design is often striknot freeze. Store caladiums in the
ing, though some readers will wish for
same manner.
more, if smaller and more crowded, picStart mowing the new lawns as soon
tures. The photography, much of it by
as the grass is two to three inches tall.
Lee Boltin, is almost uniformly excellent
Don't try to move the straw mulch: it
throughout.
will soon decay.
To return to the questions posed origiPlant practically all trees and shrubs.
nally, this book offers a number of unGet nothing but the best. Don't plant
usual examples and perhaps a few new
a $5 plant in a SO-cent hole.
insights to the expert on antiques. How
-Bob Bailey
many people, after all, have seen a quilt Antiques (Continued from page 62)
made of silk convention badges? The
novice should find the book a wide- summer cottage with empty chianti botranging, handsomely illustrated surv_ey tles. Another has an old carboy that
of a field which will surely become in- holds peacock feathers. One sweet soul
creasingly popular, at a price which is has connections with an airline stewardess who gives her discarded minibottles.
average for art books.
She uses them for arrangements of fresh
flowers from her garden, or permanent
ones from her work basket They are
Owen Clark is a free-lance writer from taken on her frequent visits to shut-ins.
Johnston.
(Please tum to page 70)
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Antiques (Continued from page 69)
A magnolia blossom defies any vase in
which it is put Fragile glass and ceramic
vases usually tilt under the weight of the
beautiful Southern blossom. No problem. An empty bottle from any supermarket wine section holds the sturdy
stem upright, and allows glossy leaves to
encircle the bloom. This makes a welcome gift, especially since the container
need not be returned to.the donor.
Nearly a century ago a lady saved her
husband's ceramic beer bottles, and
used them to border her flower beds.
During her long widowhood these lovely
cream colored containers, necks downward, marked pathways through her
small yard. After her death the property
changed hands. A neighbor who knew
the value of the bottles asked the new
owner for some of them.
"Sure you can have 'em," said the
new owner, "What's left of 'em's under
the back porch. My son's been using' em
for target practice.''
Collecting modem or antique bottles
can be done for pleasure or profit. The
investment may be little or much. The
person who wants to buy, rather than
search for his treasures, may spend from
$2 to $2,000 dollars. This hobby can be
easy or difficult, cheap or expensive, but
it is never dull.

Garvin Huggins has an outstanding and
unique collection of bottles. Annette E.
Reesor is a free-lance writer who is a
frequent contributor to Sandlapper.

Leaves (Continued from page 61)
forth. Many of the Northern newspapers
also carried news of the Underground
Railroad and other news items of interest
to blacks.
Beneficial societies like the Free African Society, formed in Philadelphia in
1787, provided burial insurance, assistance to the sick, poor and aged, and
intended to improve the condition of the
black people. Many of their records were
burned, but some exist at various repositories: The Historical Society of
Pennsylvania, Boston University, and
others. Some blacks belonged to social
clubs, such as the Masons, Eastern Star
and Daughters of Isis. This class of records should be checked anytime that you
suspect one of your ancestors may have
belonged to an organization of this sort.
Census records will list free black
heads of families (1790); black slave-
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owners (1830); number of slaves belonging to a slaveowner by sex, color and
age, (1850), (1860). Census Statistics of
the Colored Population of Pennsylvania,
handwritten by Benjamin C. Bacon, lists
number of children in each household by
sex, occupation of head and spouse, residence, real estate and personal property
valuation, amount of rent paid, how
freed and cost, and whether freed by
master or self, number of children in
schools, church attended, and more.
Slave sale records are another source
of information. Slaves were sold as chattels, by slave deeds, which often were
kept within the household, and sometimes registered with the county. The
slave deed will tell us usually the name of
the slave being sold, and the price paid,
and, occasionally, something will be said
of some of his personal characteristics.
Plantation records are perhaps the
greatest single source of information
available regarding black genealogy.
The plantation was a town within itself,
and records of many types were kept.
One might expect to find better slavery
records in the North, Blockson explains,
than in the South. Plantation records will
refer to slaves as "full," - a healthy
man; "three-quarters" indicating women and aging men: "half' or "onequarter'' as teenagers. This represented
the "rate" - or how much work each
slave was capable of. Wills and inventories which may be a part of the plantation records and may still be within the
slaveowning family, are mentioned here
with plantation records because they are,
from time to time, to be found together.
Ordinarily, though, wills and inventories
will be found in the county courthouse or
in some archival repository. In some instances, plantation records will list personal information relative to the state of
being of the slave such as: "paralyzed in
left side;" or his occupation may be listed
as "poultry minder" or "carpenter,
rough."
Vendues, or sales of estates, should be
included here. Either may show sales of
slaves and identifying information concerning them.
Miscegenation can become a magic
word to the researcher working in black
genealogy. The mulatto's background is,
after all, one-half white, and this will be
somewhat easier to trace than the black
half. In fact, Blackson identifies mulatto,
quadroon, octoroon, cascos, sambo,
mango, mustifie, and mustifino as names
given to various mixtures of .black and
white blood. These terms were fre-

quently used during slavery days.
Facial features sometimes identify a
black person as being from Dahomey,
Upper Volta, or some other region of the
African continent.
The griot was either a male or female
who functioned as a storyteller, herald,
genealogist, or musician. Since much of
African land tenure was based on descent, genealogy was an important tool
for proving inheritance rights, and the
griot looms large in black genealogy.
But, since one of the griot's functions was
that of "paid flatterer," proceed with
caution.
The Underground Railroad was a
complicated system of transferring runaway slaves from the South to the North
and on to "Heaven" (Canada). William
Still' s The Underground Railroad contains much useful information about this
important era in black history.
Many slaves bought their freedom or
were freed (manumitted) by their masters. Manumission records may be found
in the master's will, or in a separate
document. Northwestern University,
Duke University, the University of North
Carolina, the Library of Congress,
Pennsylvania Historical Society, the National Archives and the University of Virginia are some of the important repositories of manumission records.
Blacks are often thought of as a strictly
primitive people without culture.
Blackson points out that African culture
is a product of Egyptian, Hyksos, Roman, Greek and other influences.
I strongly recommend this book as a
good beginning, and I hope that others
will follow Blackson' s lead so that our
black citizens will be able to more fully
engage in this intriguing avocation which
has captured the national attention.

Recommended Books
Salley. Records of the Regiments of the
South Carolina Line in the Revolutionary War. 86 pp.
The Genealogical Publishing Co.
521-523 St. Paul Place
Baltimore, Md. 21202
Baum. Transcribing and Editing Oral
History. 94 pp. $6. 75.
American Assn. for State and
Local History
1400 8th Ave. South
Nashville, Tenn. 37203
Genealogical inquiries may be sent to
me along with a self-addressed, stamped
envelope at 1115 Emmons St. , Beaufort, S. C. 29902.
- George Franklin Stout
Sandlapper

interesting,
unusual ite1ns and services
>=< ANTIQUE REPRODUCTIONS>=<
ANTIQUE FURNITURE-ACCESSORY REPRODUCTIONS. Kits/ finished pieces. Brochure
50¢. Shaker Pegboard kit, including finish,
mounting hardware, $7.50, postpaid. Western
Reserve Kit Box 206L, Bath, Ohio 44210.
>c:>< >c::><>c:><>c:><

ANTIQUES >c:><>c:><>c:><>c:><

OFFERING FOR SALE original collector's quality
Currier and Ives prints. All prints conform to Conningham' s listings and are in good to excellent
condition. For information contact The Print
House, 4607 Sandy Ridge Road, Columbia, S. C.
29206 (803) 782-6654.
)C)()C:>OC>()C)()C)(

ART

)C)()C)()C)()C)()C)(

COMPLETE SET OF five Darell Koons paintings
in miniature reproduction Christmas cards with
envelopes. One of each produced in last three
years. Each a different scene, removable for framing. $4.50 per package, postage and tax paid;
$8.00 for two. Hampton Ill Gallery, Ltd., 10 Gallery Centre, Taylors, S. C. 2%87.
>c:>< >c:><>c:><>c:><><

BOOKS

><>c::><>c:><>c::><>c::><

HAMPTON BOOKS. Old and rare books, prints,
posters, maps. Rt. 1, Box 76, Newberry, S. C.
29108. Ph. 276-6870 (US Hwy. 176, 2 mi. No. of
S. C. 34).
>c::><>c:><

BUILDING MATERIALS <:><>c::><

VINTAGE HEART PINE WIDE PLANK FLOORING! Over 100 years old. "Other Goodies." Free
brochure. Blair Lumber Company, RFD #1,
Powhatan, Va. 23139 Ph. (804) 556-3132.
)C>()C COMMERCIAL

PROPERTY :><>c:><

METAL INDUSTRIAL BUILDING NEAR
GEORGETOWN, S. C. 20,000 square feet plus
2,800 square feet office space; 3 loading docks,
20,000 pound travelling hoist, 50 paved parking
spaces. M. P. Ferris Agency, 705 Front Street
P. 0. Box 537, Georgetown, S. C., Telephone
(803) 546-5015.
)C>()C>(>c::><>c:><)C>( FOOD )C>(>c:><>c:><>c:><>c:>

THE BASIL POT RESTAURANT: Soups, casseroles, hanging plants, fresh vegetable dishes,
imported cheeses, wines, fresh cheesecake, ceiling fans. Late night live entertainment on Saturday nights. 2721 Rosewood Drive, Columbia,

s.c.

MILD MEXICAN MENU Means Many Magnificent Munchies at Mexi Text Taco Place. Four
locations: Hwy 276 Mauldin, Belton Hwy. Anderson, Westgate Mall and Hillcrest Shoppir>
Center, Spartanburg.
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>e>oc:" HEARTH ACCESSORIES=<>c:><
FIREPLACE SCREENS - Custom made with
wire mesh or glass doors for any shape or size
fireplace. The Anvil, P. O. Box 204, Camden, SC
29020. Phone 432-2639.
>c:><>c:><>c:><

WANTED: A FEW CONGENIAL PEOPLE to

HORSE & RIDER >c:><>c:><>=< share and enjoy ownership of luxurious ocean-

SHOP IN THE HORSE CAPITAL OF THE
CAROLINA'S. Everything for stable horse and
rider. Saddle seat, fox hunting, showing, racing.
Gifts and books. The Tack Room, Highway 1,
Camden, S. C. (803) 432-2264.

>c:><>c:><>c:><>c:><>=MUSIC <::><>c:><>c:><>c:><>c:><
YORK, PA. UNUSUAL TRADITIONAL
CHRISTMAS CAROLS played on 100-year old
factory steam whistle. 7'' 33-Y.. LP album $4.50;
cassette tape $6.00. Marlin L. Ryan, 331 Harding
Cou~ York, Pa. 17403.

>c::><>c:><>c:><><NEEDLEWORK ><>c:><>c:><)C>(
FOLLINE'S KNIT AND NEEDLEPOINT
STUDIO offers the most complete selection of
needlework supplies in the Southeast. We provide
the needle artist with all the materials necessary for
needlepoint crewel, cr05S stitch, knitting, and
crocheting. Items of every description can be
found in our Needlepoint Gallery - including
Trame and handpainted, custom designed orders
of your house, pet college emblem, professional
seal, church kneelers, and coat of arms: (Please
allow two weeks for delivery on special orders).
Graphs, 292 colors of DMC thread, Aida and
Hardanger Cloth in all sizes and colors are available for cross stitch. Old fashioned netting and
yam for placemats is available for those with a
nostalgic flair. For a nominal fee, we provide our
customers with a finishing service by European
trained women for pillows, bell pulls, etc. We also
offer free instructions with purchase of materials.
Folline' s Knit and Needlepoint Studio, 2926 Devine Street, Columbia, S. C. 29205, Phone 7792482. Hours 10-6, 6-days a week.
CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS - knitted Rudolph,
Santa, Snowman 21 Inches long. Complete instructions $3.00. Delivery In 2 weeks from PATTERNS, 900 Stebondale Road, Columbia, S. C.
29203.
:><>c:><)C

FOR SALE: Large 3 bedroom condo. Hilton
Head. Ocean Front, completely furnished.
$70,000. Call (803) 794-0362.

RESORT PROPERTV>c:><>c:><>C

PAWLEYS ISLAND, LITCHFIELD BEACHES,
MURRELLS INLET, AND GARDEN CITY. Large
selection of oceanfront and water oriented houses
and lots. Also plantations and acreage, sales or
rentals. Dunes Realty, Inc., P. 0 . Drawer 157,
Pawleys Island, S. C. 29585, phone 803-2374473; or, Dunes Realty, Inc., Adantic AYenue,
Garden City, S. C. 29576, phone 803-236-2116.

front villa on beautiful Hilton Head Island. Cost
per share $3,000 plus $86 per month. Brochure
available. Ph (803) 782-7324.
>c:><>c:><>c::><>c:><~ WANTED ><>c:><>c:><>c:><>c:><

WANTED: January, February, March 1968
copies of Sand/apper. Good condition. Russ
Boulware, RFD 10, Spartanburg, S. C. 29303.
WANTED: Artist interested in doing hunting, fishing, wildlife illustrations for Sand/apper. Please
contact Harry Hope, (803) 779-8824.
WANTED: COLOR SLIDES of South Carolina
birds to use In conjunction with a bird watching
article which will appear in late winter/ early spring
issue of Sandlapper. Contact Bob Rowland,
Sand/apper Magazine, (803) 779-8824.
WANTED: PEOPLE TO SELL SANDLAPPER
subscriptions. If you would like to make some
extra money working at home, why not
subscriptions toSand/apper Magazine by phone? We
furnish the script you use and pay you a generous
commission for each one you sell. If interested,
call Bob Rowland, Sand/apper Magazine, (803)
779-8824.

sell

>c:><>c:><,c:, MISCELLANEOUS <::><>c:><>c:><

INTERESTING, UNUSUAL ITEMS AND SERVICES ADVERTISING RATES. A single insertion: 70¢ a word; three consecutive insertions:
60¢ a word; six consecutive insertions: 55¢ a
word. Minimum insertion 10 words. Copy must
be received in our office by the first Friday of the
month preceding the month in which the advertisement is to appear. P. 0. Box number and telephone numbers count as two words each. Abbreviations and zip codes count as one word each.
A check or money order made payable to
Sand/apper magazine must accompany ad copy.

SANDLAPPER BINDERS for your copies of
Sand/apper magazine. Cost delivered $7 each,
includes sales tax. Send your orders to Sandlapper, P. 0. Box 1668, Columbia, S. C. 29202.
SANDLAPPER IS PLANNING a Folkroots piece
on Reedy Creek Springs, the popular vacation spa
and resort hotel. If you have photographs, drawings or any visual material on Reedy Creek
Springs, please contact Bob W. Rowland at (803)
779-8824.
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endpiece
I was rather stuck for an "Endpiece"
subject this month. Oh, I had thought of
a couple of things I wanted to say and felt
were worth comment - had even written them up, but neither seemed of such
burning importance that they must be
rushed into print Coming up with a column each month is like that. Difficult at
times, a joy at others. Which is why I
have such awe for those fellows who are
committed to a daily column and tum
them out day after day.
"But there I was," - as the old war
ace joke goes, "at 30,000 feet, plane in
flames, an enemy plane above me, an
enemy plane on either side of me" when
out of the blue came galloping the
cavalry to the rescue. An idea for a column. The idea came in the form of a
letter from a citizen who declined to subscribe to this magazine and took the time
to tell us why.
So far so good.
He doesn't want to subscribe. Well,
that's okay. I realize that there are some
folks out there with their own interests
who just might elect to forego a subscription to Sandlapper for 12 issues of Coin
World, The Lapidary Journal or The
Quilter's Newsletter . . . depending on
their personal interests or whims.
The letter came as a result of a complimentary issue of the magazine sent to
him as part of a subscription campaign. It
was returned along with a statement that
when he had been contacted about a
subscription he had said he thought

"Sandlapper had gotten away from the
true South Carolina concept which the
publication started."
I can't let his indictment stand without
comment because to do so implies
agreement.
Sandlapper continues to concentrate
its editorial thrust on South Carolina, its
past, present and future and this is most
evident in the August issue he examined.
I challenge anyone to show me that this is
not true.
But the letter writer continues that the
subscription salesman " .. . assured me
that this [getting away from the South
Carolina concept] was not so and I
agreed to accept the complimentary issue. ... "
Obviously the Jetter writer felt we had
"gotten away from the South Carolina
concept'' since he returned the magazine
but my offer still stands. I am perplexed
to know in what way we have strayed
away from South Carolina and repeat
my challenge offer.
His next paragraph however is even
more perplexing.
"Editor Rowland's 'Endpiece,' he
says, ' 'indicates to me that the publication still involves itself in national political
and literary license beyond the scope of
the name of the magazine."
Will wonders never cease?
If you will throw your mind back to the
August " Endpiece" (if you don't have it
for handy reference) you will recall the
subject was just another wrinkle on the

question of infringement of freedom of
speech. I am just about the most nonpartisan, most non-political coot walking
around these days. So this accusation of
"political writing" and involvement in
" national political and literary license"
comes as rather a surprise. But even
more surprising is the implication inherent in his letter stated objections.
Apparently because Sandlapper is a
South Carolina publication we are expected to be South Carolina-oriented in
our thinking wholly and completely disregarding the fact that we are members
of a bit larger society - for example, the
South, The United States, North America, the Western Hemisphere, the world,
the earth, the universe, the cosmos, the
human race and the familv of man.
The fact that we are citizens of this
state does not mean that we must relinquish our rights as Americans or ignore
these American concerns and rights any
more than American generals should be
muzzled from speaking on crucial American issues because they are generals or
in order to remain a general in good
standing.
True, we lost a potential subscriber,
and we hate to lose a subscriber but although we don't like to be smug about it,
circulation rose 3.5 percent with the August issue, so we must be doing something right.

Bob W. Rowland
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Alan Bowyer
Royal Oil Institute of Painters

CHARLESTON HARBOUR, SOUTH CAROLINA 1727
A limited edition museum quality print of 1000:
500 unsigned ....................................... $25 each
500 SIGNED AND NUMBERED BY THE ARTIST ...... $75 each
All editions available only while supply lasts. Signed prints accompanied by a Certificate of
Authenticity.
Copies of this print are currently in the Governor's Mansion, South Carolina; the U.S. Naval
Academy, Annapolis and the Patriots' Point Naval Museum, Charleston, South Carolina.
Well-known British maritime artist Alan Bowyer's painting of Captain George Anson entering
Charleston Harbour and passing Patriot's Point aboard H.M.S. Scarborough (21 '' x 29' ').
Sent to Charleston in 1726 by the Admiralty to protect trade ships from pirates and convoys to
and from the Bahamas, Lord Anson served two periods of four years in the Carolina station
during which time he established himself as a popular figure in the Port City. A large tract of
land that he was reputed to have won in a game of cards from Thomas Gadsden, the King's
Collector, still bears his name today - Ansonborough.
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Alan Bowyer was born in Wimbledon, England, and
studied under his father who was Principal of the
Putney School of Art, London. He continued his
studies at Goldsmiths College of Art in London.
During World War II, Bowyer served in the Royal
Naval Reserve on the North Atlantic convoys and
saw plenty of enemy action on the high seas. Fol·
lowing the war, he was elected a member of the
Royal Oil lnstttute of Painters.
He has exhibited in the R_oyal Portrart Society, the
Royal Society of Marine Artists, and has been accepted by the Royal Academy.
Alan Bowyer has lived by the sea in the West of
England since 1949 and was elected President of
the Cornwall Society of Artists in 1970.
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unsigned at $25

I have enclosed

signed and numbered at $75
with this order.

Come to life
where America came to life.
Dockside . . . Charleston's luxury waterfront
condominium. Spacious one-, two-, and threebedroom residences, each with its own large
private terrace. Dockside ... the carefree life
style only condominium ownership can bring.

To one side, Dockside's private yacht docks
and the Harbor of History; to the other, the
famous peninsular Holy City-three centuries
of America, perfectly preserved for all to enjoy.
Covered parking. Saunas. Exercise room.
Club rooms. A beautifully-landscaped, heated
indoor swimming pool and sun deck . . .
extending out over the harbor. All completely
surrounded by 24-hour security. Dockside.
Probably the most luxurious harborfront
condominium Charleston will ever have.
Assuredly the perfect place to come to life.
Shown 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. daily; or
by private appointment.

330 Concord Street
Charleston, South Carolina 29402
Telephone (803) 577-9665
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